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"POUNDED GOLD" or "POUNDED SILVER" 
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$24.00 per set 
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A Bouquet set for 
Square and Round Dancers 
Buckle - Bola - Collar Tips 
These delightful sets come in 3 styles: 
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AND 	FOR YOUR PARTNER 
• 
Matching Pendants $5.00 
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VISA - MasterCard 
0 
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A LOW COST WAY TO 
COMPLETE THE 
SQUARE DANCE LOOK 
MATCHING ACCESSORIES 
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Tiger Eye 16.00 18.00 12.00 9.00 15.00 10.00 
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"TRACK 2" or "LOAD THE BOAT" 
(Holly Hills Specials) 
RAYON BOLA CORDS -- 51.50 ea. 
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BEIGE. KELLY GREEN, FOREST 
GREEN, ROYAL BLUE, BLUE, GOLD. 
TURQUOISE, SILVER, RED, GRAY. 
MAROON OR GARNET. 
4-PLY LEATHER BOLA CORDS 
36" Regular -- $6.00 
42" Long -- $12.00 
DOMED BEAD OR BEAD 
24-  White Tips -- $6.00 
Goldtone Setting Available 
Buckles Fit Western 
Snap-on Belts 
up to 
Gemstone list on request 
Member - NASRDS 
1;411, hi I Is 
2-G2 Holly Lane 
P.O. Box 233 
Tuckerton, N.J. 08087 
(609) 296-1205 
Add 51.50 for postage 
and handling 
New Jersey residents add 6% 
State Sales Tax 
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The July issue traditionally features 
women in all the aspects of square danc-
ing, so often a fashion focus is also in-
cluded in July's pages. This year we 
want to mention what may prove to be a 
"hot potato;" on the other hand, perhaps 
the S/D world is ready for a change. Let's 
find out! 
The 1984 LEGACY survey brought 
forth some comments about current S/D 
styles. "Let's do something about the 
clothes," said one writer. 
This year at Callerlab, Gary Shoemake 
reported that in talking to a consultant 
about doing a market survey, the com-
ment was, "The first thing that will have 
to change is those old-fashioned 
clothes." 
Last winter we received a phone call 
from a caller in a cold climate, who 
asked our opinion of long skirts for dan-
cing. The caller has received some feed-
back to the effect that long skirts were 
not part of a "dress code." We assured 
her that we know of no dress code that 
banned long skirts and felt if her group 
wanted to wear them, it was their choice. 
Ellie Debald, writing in the Columbus, 
Ohio publication, Cue Tips, feels that 
the cost of our present costumes is a 
definite deterrent to new dancers who 
join the activity. 
Whether or not we agree with these 
comments, we must admit that the com-
ments are being made, and that the opi-
nions do exist. 
Over the last fifty years a slow evolu-
tion in square dance fashion has taken 
place, which included street-length 
dresses with full skirts, ankle-length full 
cotton skirts, squaw dresses heavy with 
metallic braid, very full dresses and slips 
made of lightweight nylon and polyester, 
and very ruffly "party" dresses. Is it time 
for another step in our "evolution" or for 
a major change? 
We researched some past articles and 
some other publications, hoping to lay 
z out some suggestions. We found that 
perhaps our problem, if there is one, lies 
in judgment (just as many of our pro-
gramming problems do). Many beautiful 
t dance costumes are seen on the floor at 
every dance and every festival. Many are 
available at shops, and certainly a wide 
choice of patterns is now available 
where once none existed. Perhaps we on 
the distaff side of the square need to ex-
ercise better taste in our designs so that 
our costumes flatter us rather than look-
ing ridiculous. 
Has our "dress code," which is usual-
ly worded very generally ('square dance 
attire must be worn at dance events"), 
has been interpreted by some to man-
date certain fashions that are too expen-
sive for some and non-flattering to 
others? 
As one Callerlab committee formu-
lates a program for "community square 
dancing," and other groups work on 
marketing approaches and the recruit-
ing of future dancers, we need to look at 
this important aspect of our activity and 
know where we stand. 
Think about this. Write your opinions 
to us. If space prohibits publishing all 
the letters, we certainly will pass them 
on for discussion. 
Appropos of the comment on good 
taste, we've been saving a quote from 
Zsa Zsa Gabor to pass on: "Wear a dress 
that falls just below the knees if you 
have good legs. If you don't, wear a long 
dress. Never show off what's not very 
good." Enough said... 
BY-LINE 
Do-Ci-Dolores fans will find a special 
<
treat in the centerfold-some of the best 
chuckles Dolores has given us over the 
years since she emerged from Stan's 
brushwork. And what an array of distaff 
authors is represented this month! A note from Nell Eblen is included on page 11, with 
her treatise on love as motivation. Peggy Christian at Callerlab gave one of the best 
presentations on "the caller's spouse" that we have ever heard. Everyone should read 
her article, whether married to a caller or not, even whether married or not. More good 
practical advice for planning a life and preserving a relationship has never been con-
densed in one ASD article before. 
Perhaps Betty Rosian's article is a "morality tale." Certainly it answers the question 
of why many dancers who enjoy one of the world's best forms of exercise do not lose 
weight because of it. 
Ned Pendergast wrote a fanciful and futuristic (?) story especially for ASD. Hope you 
enjoy the surprise ending! Another special article was written for Hem-Line by Mary 
Reid Cooper of Quebec, the second of several she has submitted. Bev Warner is not 
really suggesting that sweat suits replace our S/D costumes, but she does describe 
several problem areas and mentions that the article might be used to cope with the 
Continued on Page 99 
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Being a member and officer of the 
Smoky Mt. Promenaders SID Club in Sev-
ierville, Tn. and located within six miles of 
Dollywood, of which we are very proud, we 
would like to welcome you to our club. If 
you or your club is planning a tour or trip, 
we would like to have you stop by and 
dance with us. 
Our club dances on the first, third and 
fifth Saturday night of every month at the 
Cultural Center, located off the bypass in 
Sevierville... 	 Benton Latham 
1660 White Oak Drive 
Sevierville TN 37862 
...I do enjoy your magazine and I especial-
ly like knowing the definitions of new calls 
before they are taught. I would take issue 
with you—that higher level dancing is mu-
tually exclusive with fun, smiles and com-
panionship. I started basic lessons in Sep-
tember 1984 and now dance C1 and Ad-
vanced rounds. I find the friendship, cam-
araderie and fun increase every level I go 
up because the people become more inter-
ested in helping each other. 
I dance "eight days a week" and enjoy 
every minute of it, especially having lost 
30 lbs. to return to 5'11/2 ", 110 lbs. Square 
and round dancing has been wonderful for 
me and I try to return the favor by angeling 
classes and bringing other people into the 
dancing fold. 	Marylinda Johnson 
The 1986 Callerlab Convention in 
Baltimore was the first to be attended by 
the Callerlab apprentices...(callers not 
meeting the criteria for membership). This 
provides the newer caller with guidance 
and proper training as a future leader in 
our activity...No matter how controversial 
the subject, we had the same opportunity 
as anyone in the room to give our 
thoughts on solutions to problems being 
discussed in the meetings. The executive 
committee, the board of governors, and 
the membership worked long, hard hours 
at this convention for the betterment of 
square dancing. I only wish more mem-
bers would attend the convention and ex-
press their ideas on problems. After all, 
the more input the easier it is to find a 
solution. In closing, I want to thank ali 
members of Callerlab for the warm wel-
come given the apprentice members at 
their first convention. 
Hank Lutcher 
Apprentice Representative 
Thanks very much for your recent report 
on my book, Dizzy Dances. You may be in-
terested to note my new address...1109B 
Yanceyville St., Greensboro NC 27405. 
Gene Hubert 
We were wondering whether the 
reviewer of "Flip Side" has ever danced to 
the Jack Berg recording of Why, Lady, 
Why? If so, it's hard to understand why he 
gave it only 21/2 stars. 
Our first impression was that the quali-
ty of the music is comparable to the 
popular recording on the charts. The echo 
effect of "Promenade-nade-nade" brings 
smiles to those in our square and we've 
also heard favorable comments from a 
Continued on Page 93 
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SC652 I GET THE BLUES by Mac 
SC651 PATRIOTIC MEDLEY by Mac 
NEW RELEASES ON SUNNY HILLS 
SHOOS SHE WAS AN UPSTART by Mac 
SH5007 DON'T KEEP ME HANGING AROUND by 
Darren Galina 
SH5006 AM I BLUE by Mac (Now Available) 
Box 1448, San Luis Obispo CA 93406 
Write for Catalog 
NEW RELEASES ON BIG MAC 
Ma- M'C.,11v 
BM1001 BOOGIE WITH ME/MAC'S VIBES 
HOEDOWN 
BM074 HAZEL EYES by Darren 
BM073 NEW LADY OF SPAIN by Mac 
BM071 CAJUN MOON by Jeanne Briscoe 
BM070 MEMORIES TO BURN by Ron Mineau 
scope— big mac records 
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SQUARE DANCING (AND ASD) 
COVERS THE WORLD 
Isn't it funny (peculiar)? Sometimes a 
fact doesn't become obvious to one, even 
though it has been a fact for some time, 
until suddenly it rears its Gargantuan or 
gargoylic head in front of one's very nose! 
(You certainy said that right, Stan, a pro-
minent fact right in front of an obvious 
nose! —Co-ed.) 
Here's what I mean. Somehow I always 
figured we were sending this paltry pulpy 
piece you are holding (ASD magazine) to 
about ten countries in addition to the 
USA. Wrong! Since the acquisition of the 
circulation of Square Dancing magazine 
from California (S/O) in January added a 
few more countries to our list, we now 
have subscribers in thirty countries plus 
the USA! Here they are: Australia, Austria, 
Bahrain, Belgium, Bermuda, Brazil, Cana-
da, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Eng-
land, Finland, France, Greece, Greenland, 
Italy, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Nor-
way, Panama, Republic of Singapore, 
Republic of China, Saudi Arabia, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, the Nether-
lands, West Germany, West Indies. Wow! 
That's a bunch. What a wide square dance 
world it really is. Thinking about the possi-
ble impact of our reflective rhetoric makes 
an editor/caller positively humble. 
One of the spinoff values of this wide 
distribution is the beautiful postage 
stamps I get. (Yes, I'm a philatelist.) 
Again, thanks to John, Ichiro, Noreen and 
all of you. My favorites are bridges, 
costumes, dances on stamps, but I'm not 
fussy. (And all along I thought someone in 
the post office removed all those foreign 
stamps before I got the mail.—Co-ed.) 
Fastest growing square dance areas we 
find are Japan and Sweden. So, in fair-
ness, watch for much more to be said 
about these two countries especially. 
(And, incidentally, if you don't read much 
about your area in these pages, it's just 
because you didn't send us your news.) 
Now on to the travel circuit... 
ONE LONG WEEKEND WEST 
Omaha, Nebraska— The first leg of an 
end-of-April safari was to be appropriately 
straight west to big beef country—out 
there where the Angus and the Charolais 
roam. (Take it straight from the horse's 
mouth, folks—Co-ed.) Caller/ASD staffers 
Harold and Lill Bausch set up an MS-cum-
Plus dance with double-B callers (Bausch 
and Burdick) in one of the Omaha Method-
ist churches. (Last month we mentioned 
how the Methodist church helped make 
dancing respectable again as early as the 
'30's.) Nice crowd, mostly Harold's Gold 
Stars. Lill cued. A dance well-worth 
heralding! I stayed overnight just a 
throne's tow from the airport, at the Air-
port Inn, right on the grounds. (Well, I 
know it's rare to tow a throne twixt the 
two, but it's a modest measure, about a 
quarter of a mile.) We took a taco or two 
together to top it all off after the dance. 
Rock Island (Quad-Cities), Illinois—
Depending on how many cities you want 
to include, you can legitimately call this 
area the Quad Cities (C. of C. choice) or 
the Quint Cities (dancers' choice). The air-
port sits in Moline; my hosts, twin callers 
American Squaredance, July 1986 
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Doug and Don Sprosty (ASD, Sept. '83, p. 
50) are from Davenport (Iowa); and the 
dance, sponsored by the Solo Steppers. 
took place at a church in Rock Island. 
After landing in an Air Wisconsin PJ 
(puddle-jumper), I went to D & D's apart-
ment for some R & R, then on to a 
fabulous restaurant with F & F's (family 
and friends) to put away a CPP (chicken 
pot pie), before calling for the SS's. 
The spirit and friendliness of that 
crowd, packed with both singles and 
couples, was marvelous to behold. Ab-
solutely, an elegant and gallant gang. The 
talented young twins (callers for five clubs 
and three classes) also cue rounds and 
make duet calling seem effortless. Loved 
that Shoney's strawberry pie. (I'll bet it led 
you to go tripping through a strawberry 
patch with Sally all night long—Co-ed). 
Ulysses, Kansas— Another puddle-
jumper (TW Express) took me from Moline 
to St. Louis where I graduated to a jet for 
the leg to Wichita. National then put me 
into an Olds Cutlass Ciera (Great car—
I'd like to own one.) for the five-hour drive 
straight west to Ulysses, which is a rich 
little town. (Rich Little? I thought that 
mult-voiced imitator came from Canada—
Co-ed). The town is just a peripheral 
pipeline plod from the Colorado border, 
and gets its affluence from the tapping of 
volatile vapors of natural gas, flowing 
freely from the very bowels of the hydro-
carbonous hub of the earth, remnants of 
the Mesozoic Age, perhaps. (Who 
cares?—Co-ed.) 
I motelled en route in historic Dodge Ci-
ty, where a less than urban Earp hit the 
dirt. There was a hall full of Circulators 
and guests from a three-state area at the 
4-H hall. Lively dance. Lavish lunch. 
Beautiful moonlit night. Callers present: 
Murry Beasley, Richard Kahl, Helen 
Larkin. Thanks to Naomi Rundell, Peg 
Olds, and all. 
Norton, Kansas— A straight shot north 
from Dodge City brought me to Norton. 
(All roads in Kansas go either north-south 
or east-west; you just can't angle across 
those giant rectangular wheat fields.) The 
Squarenaders had booked me back to that 
comfortable and compatible town, one of 
the few I've seen where all the downtown 
streets are brick, and the undulating land-
scape is dotted with mammoth mosqui-
toes, sucking oil from the veins of the 
earth. Another eager and full-sized crowd 
congregated for the dance in the 4-H hall. 
Each dancer became even more fuller-
sized after the fine food was et, yet. 
(Speak for yourself, Stan.—Co-ed.) 
BACK TO OHIO, SAME WEEKEND 
Columbus, Ohio— Getting from Norton 
to Columbus in good time for the annual 
969 Wheelers ASDance turned out to be a 
bit problematical. First, there was the long 
five-hour drive from Norton to Wichita to 
return the Olds and fly on. Then the con-
nection in St. Louis had a snafu (switch 
airline due to cancelled flight, then nar-
rowly miss alternate flight, that flight 
delayed with baggage problems), so I was 
an hour late on stage in Columbus. For-
tunately, caller Dick Loos "called all he 
knew" (his tongue-in-cheek confession) in 
my absence. Oh, the hazards of the road! 
Gloria Price cued. Dick and Roberta Dris-
coll were key-ordinators. Credit where it's 
due—capital city dancers are super good! 
Finally, it was home again that night, after 
a siege of ten flights, 1500 road miles, five 
days, five dances. 
Rejoice. Rejuvenation time. Nothing but 
close-to-home dates acomin' for one solid 
month! Reason: originally the 20 days 
from May 1 to 20 had been scheduled for 
an ASD back-to-back Europe and England 
tour which was cancelled for lack of dan-
cer signups. It seems the European travel 
market has hit a temporary slump. 
Americans contemplating European 
flights have gotten literally gun-shy. (It's 
both a regrettable and overly-cautious de-
velopment. A statistician named John 
Tenuta has documented the fact that the 
probability of a person dying in a fall at 
home is 276 times greater than in a terror-
ist attack.) Our own travels and tours 
have been altered somewhat by world sit-
uations, but we're just a shruggin' and 
chuggin' anyway. Evidence; our Alaska 
cruise in early June, imminent as I write 
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this, to be documented in next month's 
"Meanderings;" our Caribbean cruise 
scheduled for January 10 to 17 next year; 
our festival-fun tour to the Devon-may-
care gorgeous western side of England 
next April 29 through May 10; and our real-
ly big show—Australia/New Zealand for 
most of September, '87. Terminate our 
travel for fear of territorial terrorist turn of 
events? Baloney! No way, Jose! The lure 
and romance of new-found-lands and 
special poeple is as appealing as ever. 
A GLANCE AHEAD 
While we're thinking futuristically, 
maybe a look at other shorter trips, trip-
pings, and trappings might be in order. 
For instance, in July two caller colleges 
are on the docket: Huron, Ohio over the 
Fourth of July weekend, and Ticonderoga 
(upstate New York) starting July 24. In late 
August I'll be calling the Kewanee (III.) 
Hog Festival again with Art Tangen. On 
the very hoofprints of that far-f rom-boar-
ing encounter, I'll fly to Red River, New 
Mexico for a caller college, and then im-
mediately on to Lolo, Montana, for more 
of the same, all in early September. Fall 
promises many interesting one-shot 
dates, and two biggies: another caller col-
lege at beautiful Copecrest (northern 
Georgia) starting November 2, and our 
personal (Cathie and I alone) visit to 
Hawaii again after Christmas, this time to 
call a New Year's Eve dance in Honolulu, 
and hold hands (as you too will be doing) 
that night. Just one of the many exciting 
offerings for me in 1987 is my third-time 
keynote appearance at the famous 
Washington Seminar the second weekend 
in July. I could go on and on. (Please don't. 
Most people bore you with travelogues 
after they've traveled.—Co-ed.) 
ON THE HOME FRONT 
Staying around home for a month due 
to the sinking of a tour doesn't mean I was 
inactive for that period. Take a quick look 
with me at a couple of fill-in encounters: 
Huron, Ohio— Another local museum 
dance was held with a good crowd of both 
dancers and non-dancers rockin' and 
reelin' (see ASD last month, p. 8). High-
light of this one was the special maypole 
dressing and interlacing sequence coor-
dinated by Myrtis Litman of Cleveland 
(wife of the late Lloyd L.), who actually 
brings a portable maypole in her car for 
these performances! 
Another Huron involvement for Cathie 
and me was the Hands Across America 
lineup to benefit hungry and homeless 
Americans. The continuous handholding 
program by millions snaked directly 
through our little town, and it was both 
fun and worthwhile for us. How many of 
you thousands reading this participated? 
After all, square dancers are most ex-
perienced at holding hands, right? 
ARC Events, Cleveland— One of the 
two Cleveland callers groups to which I 
belong held duo events on two successive 
Sundays. First there was a brunch for 
member couples (Remember former staf- 
fer Dewey Berry? He's back on board.) and 
then a Grads Special where we all called 
at the Berea Fairgrounds hall (west side). 
Willoughby, Ohio (Cleveland)— Cathie 
and I thoroughly enjoyed this east side 
event—dancing to Bob Howell (ASD staff) 
at the Real Old Reelers 50th Anniversary 
Dance. (Wow! How many clubs can say 
they've danced for 50 years?) Bob was in 
good form at the mike and in good spirits 
after his unfortunate auto accident. Mike 
Lamonte called on the program. So did I. 
Good fun. Relaxed dancing. Mostly tradi-
tional. 
27th Buckeye Convention, Cleveland—
We set up an ASD booth and got our kicks 
with over 2,000 Ohio dancers at the down- 
town convention center. Not the biggest 
crowd ever for an all-Ohio event, but 
numbers aren't always the bottom line. 
For effort, planning, promotion, spirit, 
design, the Cleveland Federation rates a 
big Plus. 
Enough for the local scene. Enough 
scattered scooting and skitterings for the 
month. Please excuse me for a couple of 
fortnights while I run away and visit a few 
more choice hunks of our good earth. 
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C-319 RED ROSES—Gary Shoemake 
C-609 WHOOP DE DO (Polka)—Round Dance—John & Wanda Winter 
C-804 OKLAHOMA BORDERLINE—Scott Smith 
kk C-704 PLEASE DON'T TALK ABOUT ME WHEN I'M GONE—Marshall Flippo 
C-211 I LOVE YOU BECAUSE—Jerry 
C-516 MOUNTAIN PASS—Ken 
L C-3513 HELLO MARY LOU—Ken & Gary 	
1986 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
Aug.22-23, Northwest Convention 
1 C-112 CHINESE BREAKDOWN/FANCY STICKS 	Milwaukie, Oregon 
(Hoedowns) 	 Aug.29-31, 0 C Convention 
LATEST RELEASES 	Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
a • C-411 YOUR SWEET LOVE—Beryl 	 Sept.5-7, Michigan Convention 
a 	 Battle Creek, Michigan 
1 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 	 ,--- -.1)i  l 	 -, 
( ' 1-72)  1425  Oakhill Drive, Plano, TX 75075 
(214) 423-7389 	 haparral 
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by Nell Eblen 
.4 6. Pharr, Texas 
Why Do You Wash 
The 	Dishes? 
A man I know could have spent the en-
tire four years of World War II working in 
the pharmacy of a hospital in Texas. In-
stead he volunteered to go overseas. This 
took him to Cairo, Egypt, across north 
Africa, through Bengazi, Tripoli, and to 
Algiers. Then, he went to Sicily, up 
through Italy and all the way to Germany. 
He spent thirty-five months in a field 
hospital near the battle zone. 
After the war, when he returned to the 
states, he volunteered and spent twenty-
eight years in service with the Texas 
Department of Public Safety (State 
Police). He is commissioned as a Special 
Texas Ranger to protect lives and proper-
ty now during his retirement years. 
Why would a person do these things 
when he did not have to? 
He started square dancing in 1951; he 
loved it and still does. He has swept the 
dance floor, taken tickets at the door, 
poured gallons of coffee, cleaned up after 
dances, and served cake and cookies. 
This man served as an officer of several 
clubs in every capacity. He has worked 
and served in state conventions and na-
tional conventions. 
His love for square dancing quickly 
caused him to become a caller. He called 
countless free dances for fund raisers in 
clubs, associations, and community pro-
jects. He has called professionally and 
taught over 3,000 people to square dance 
during his 25 years of active calling. Most 
of those years were spent in the North 
Texas and Red River S/R Dance Associa-
tions. 
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This man has served not only in the 
area of square/round dancing, but in his 
church and civic organizations. He served 
many ways in his community and in the 
retirement park community where he lives 
now. In the last three years, he has taught 
over 600 people in 31 classes "55 Alive 
Mature Driving," using his background of 
years spent in the Drivers Licensing Ser-
vice. 
Why does he do these things? The 
reason is something like this: when he 
was a child, often after supper he would 
offer to wash the dishes for his mother, 
and he did. Why did he do that? Was it to 
make his mother love him? Or was it 
because he loved his mother? 
The answer is that he loved his mother! 
He loves his country and his state, too. He 
loves his community and square dancing 
and people! Yes, he serves because he 
loves people, and not to persuade people 
to love him. 
I urge you, if you love square dancing, 
to get in there and serve. It is so much 
more rewarding to serve rather than be 
served! Remember you washed the dishes 
because you loved your mother... 
Nell Eblen is, of course, writing of 
her husband, Al (a frequent contributor 
to ASO). She writes, "I am so proud of 
my retired husband...I don't have the 
problem of some who write to Dear Ab-
bie about the distress of having retired 
husbands underfoot. We are greatly 
enjoying being square dancers and try-
ing to be better round dancers now. 
Who was it who said, 'Grow old with 
me, the best is yet to be'? The best is 
here and now, and we're enjoying it to 
the fullest" 
24K Goad-Plated Enameled 
HOARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings of Pendant $3 95 
Both for only $6.95 
plus $1.00 ship. & handing 
(Uhl. res. add 6% sales tax) 
Earring also available with 
clips 
When ordering specify dress 
color red. blue, or black. 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 6529 




















LET US KNOW. 
FOUR BAR B & 
QUADRILLE RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES: 
4B-6076 WHEN MY BLUE MOON TURNS TO GOLD 
AGAIN— Gary Mahnken 
4B-6075 BILL BAILEY— Bob C. 
48-6074 I'VE BEEN TO GEORGIA ON A FAST 
TRAIN— Bob C. 
4B-6073 DIXIE ROAD— Mike 
48-6072 BABY FACE— Don 
4B-6071 BIG TRAIN FROM MEMPHIS— Mike 
4B-6070 MUSIC BOX DANCER— Mike 
4B-6069 WHEEL HOSS (Hoedown) 
4B-6068 MARIA by John Marshall 
4B-6066 I'M SO IN LOVE WITH LOVING YOU— Don 
48-6065 STAY YOUNG— Mike 
4B-6064 STROKERS' THEME— Bill V. 
4B-6063 YOU'RE NOBODY TIL SOMEBODY LOVES 
YOU— Bill 0. 
RECENT RELEASES: 
4B-6062 LOVE MEDLEY— Bob C 
4B-6061 GLENDALE TRAIN— Bill V 
4B-6060 COTTON-EYED JOE/SALTY DOG RAG (Ins!) 
4B-6059 A LITTLE OLDFASHIONED KARMA— Don 
4B-6058 JOSE CUERVD— John 
4B-6057 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN— Bill 
48-6056 HOKEY POKEY— Don Armstrong 
4B-6055 LOVE'S GONNA FALL HERE TONIGHT—John 
4B-6054 SHE GOT THE GOLD MINE— Bill V 
4B-6053 LIZA JANE— Bob 
4B-6052 MOUNTAIN MUSIC— John 
4B-6051 TEXAS FIDDLE SONG— Bill 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-846 OKLAHOMA BORDERLINE—Lee Main 
0-844 FAST LANES AND COUNTRY ROADS—Larry J 
0-843 CAJUN MOON by Bob H. 
0-842 GREEN LIGHT— Romney Tannehill 
0-841 SHOOT LOW, SHERIFF (He's Ridin' A 
Shetland) by Bob H. (Hoedown) 
0-840 FIRE IN THE SKY by Bob H. 
0-839 RUNNIN' DOWN MEMORY LANE— Bob H. 
0 838 HEY GOOD LOOKIN'— Romney 
0-837 I'D DANCE EVERY DANCE WITH YOU— Lee 
0-836 SHE'S MY ROCK— Gary 
RECENT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
0-835 SAY IT WITH A COUNTRY SONG by Gary Mahnken 
0-834 CABARET by Lee Main 
0.833 TULSA/LAME BRANCH (Hoedown) 
0-832 RIGHT OR WRONG— Gloria Smith 
0-831 MAN IN LOVE— Stan Brooke 
0-829 DOUBLE SHOT OF MY BABY'S LOVE—Gary 
0-828 MIDNIGHT FIRE— Gloria Smith 
0-827 TM ONLY IN IT FOR THE Love— Gary 
0-826 SHE'S A HEARTACHE—Stan 
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FORM A STAR 
by Ned Pendergast 
San Francisco, California 
Music from the Grange Hall echoed 
over the fields near the freshly painted 
red and white building while the orange 
yellow lights from its windows reflected 
and lay like a mantle on the grounds 
around it. Inside, the rhythmic voice of 
the caller chanted, ".... swing her low, 
don't step on 	" The fiddler's left foot 
tapped brightly, in cadence to the catchy 
music that inspired the dancers to move 
briskly about the hall. Around the 
perimeter, knots of people chatted busi-
ly as they watched the dancers. On the 
small stage, next to the musician and 
the caller stood the expressionless but 
life-like female mannequin, dressed in 
the latest folk dance costumery. The 
sign at its feet announced, "First prize, 
an original Dixie Dunbar folk dancing 
costume." The rest of the small card 
described a long list of secondary 
prizes. 
The music and laughter of people was 
to be short lived for outside, in the cool 
evening air a small disc shaped object 
slid quietly to a concealed landing place 
behind a heavy growth of mulberry. Its 
oval door parted upward and bright 
green lights reflected from the interior. 
Shrouded in the light and in machine. 
like unison, two pencil-shaped creatures 
carefully scampered to the ground. From 
the center of their head, a singular eye 
scanned the field carefully then finally 
settled on the noisy Grange. 
"Predicated on our research, this 
could be a tribal ceremonial temple. We 
must be sure. Let us move in closer and 
observe." 
The other space creature tweaked its 
head with one of its two fingers. 
"We cannot take too long." he ad-
monished, "These creatures are known 
to become violent when frightened. We 
must do nothing that will deter us from 
our primary goal. We must return to 
Planet Zorn with the best possible 
specimen for our research." 
The stick-like creatures needled their 
way through the bushes and tall grass, 
hardly disturbing the ground or the grow-
ing cover. Within moments they stood at 
the large open front doors of the Grange. 
Their black thin outlines contrasted 
boldly to the bright lights that il-
luminated the auditorium. 
"They will be startled by our presence. 
The element of surprise will work in our 
favor. Let us move in quickly and collect 
our specimen." 
As they stepped inside a woman 
screamed, "The doorway 	 look at the 
doorway...." The music stopped and the 
entire room became deathly silent. Sud-
denly, the entire room became 
pandemonium as dancers fled in panic 
and they sought escape from every exit. 
As the crowd poured outside, the cries 
of fear faded to the din of autos and 
trucks racing to leave the scene. 
As the last car sped away and the 
evacuation completed, the Grange Hall 
assumed an air of deep silence. Litter, 
overturned chairs and tables, spilled 
food and broken windows gave the room 
a look of warlike devastation. Three ca-
sualties lay on the floor, a man knocked 
unconscious by the rioting crowd and 
two ladies whose sensitivities could not 
accept what their eyes told them. 
One of the creatures spoke, "Let us 
select our specimen, quickly." 
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DISCOVER A NEW WAY TO  
LEARN TO SQUARE DANCEllt 
BY VIDEO TAPE 
A complete course of teaching tapes beginning with 
Basic Level (2 tapes). Mainstream ( I tape) and Plus ( I 
tape) in Callerlab sequence. Excellent for class or 
caller training. group practice and those who need to 
brush up on their dancing. The Singing Call Fun Tape 
is ideal for a party - beginning with] at Basic Level, 10 
at Mainstream and 10 at Plus Level. 
Joe Kula, Caller 	 Music Lis, ESP 8: Ras hide Records. 
(Is S 
BASIC I TRAINING TAP' • Callerlab Sequent • 11.231 039 95 
BASIL. II TRAINING TAM • Canvas!, Sequent .12449i 539 95 
MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAM • l allerlah S39 95 
PLUS TRAINING TAPE 	(allerlah Sequent. 139 95 
SINGING ( ALL TAPE • I rum Ha.. in Plus S39 95 
Shoppmejlisadling 53 CM each lope is Conionenial I SA 1, dam:MS, sales wo 
SimapingilI•ndlms oul.,de I SA SI 0 00 
When ...kris. specIty MS or 81 TA 
To Order: Write or Call 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
1108 Audrey Way 
Roseville. CA 95678 
(916) 782-1879 or 
(916) 331.2495 
High in the solar system, the disc 
shaped starship slid through the galaxy 
with great speed and silent ease. The ex-
tra terrestrials sat in their control con-
sole, alert and proud. 
"We have done well. The council will 
approve strongly of our work this day." 
"Most certainly," confirmed the other, 
"and why not, the specimen is of superb 
quality." 
"There was little doubt of its superior 
quality. Amongs all of those poor im-
perfect creatures, one and only one was 
unabashed by our sudden appearance." 
"You are correct, but one thing 
puzzles me.... its identification tag." 
"I am sure our researchers will solve 
the puzzle." said the other authoritative-
ly. 
In a rear seat the specimen sat strap-
ped to the seat, head pitched forward 
and motionless. A yellow instrument 
light overhead flashed on the tag hang-
ing from its neck. The gold letters an-
nounced boldly, "Manny's Mannequin 
Rentals." 
The spaceship disappeared into the 
galaxy. 
Keep 'em Squared Up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT 
HH5086 TEXAS ON A SATURDAY NIGHT by Bronc Wise 
HH5085 DREAMLAND EXPRESS by Ernie Kinney 
HH652 MARKER 44, Hoedown/Flip-SID Rhythms 
HH651 LOWDOWN HOEDOWN, Flip Plus (2 cpl.) Ernie Kinney 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON 
HH5084 OKLAHOMA BORDERLINE by Ernie Kinney 
HH5083 CRAZY by Jerry Schatzer (Held up) 
HH5082 BLUE DAYS, BLACK NIGHTS by Lee Schmidt 
HH5081 LITTLE GREEN VALLEY by Ernie Kinney 
HH5080 YOU'LL BE MINE by Jerry Schatzer 
BR239 OUT ON THE TEXAS PLAINS by Bobby Lepard 
BR238 THINK SUMMER by Jerry Hightower 
BR237 IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG by Bobby Lepard 
BR236 SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT by Jerry Murray 
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises, 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno CA 93726 Phone. 209-227-2764 
HIAtHAT DANCE RECORDS 
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by Peggy Christian 
Huntsville, Alabama 
I'm Peggy Christian and my partner's 
name is Bob. We have been married 33 
years this year, have two children, a boy 
and a girl, and two wonderful grand-
daughters. Bob retired two years ago after 
working for the local utility company for 
30 years. I am still actively employed as 
Manager of the Technical Publications 
Department for Science Applications In-
ternational Corporation. 
Bob and I started square dancing in 
1964 and he started calling in 1967. We 
also round dance up to a mid-intermediate 
level. Bob presently calls for two clubs 
and teaches classes for them. He travels 
in the southeast and has worked as guest 
staff caller for Fontana Fun Fest, and 
hosted a week at English Mountain. He 
joined Callerlab in 1976 and has been an 
active accredited member since then. 
Over the years, I, and many others, have 
raised questions about maintaining 
one's own identity amidst all of our other 
duties and responsibilities. Listed below 
are some ideas and experiences that have 
helped me cope as a caller's partner. 
How do you maintain your employment, 
household chores, family life, spouse's 
schedule? 
* Love one another! This is the most im-
portant element. Without love, there is no 
way you can satisfactorily solve the pro-
blems you face trying to juggle a mar-
riage, career, family and be a caller's part-
ner. 
* Goal setting. Decide what is really im-
portant to both of you. 
* Communicate. 
* Learn to compromise. 
* Prioritize. Early in my career, when I 
was under a great deal of stress trying to 
cope with a young family, a new job with 
growing responsibilities, and being a new 
caller's partner, I had a wise and 
understanding boss who passed along to 
me a formula for setting priorities: 
Your first priority in life is your God, 
Your second priority is your family, 
Your third priority is your country, 
Your fourth priority is your job, 
Everything else comes after that! 
I have found when I follow this formula, 
conflicting priorities are easier to resolve. 
* Accept the fact that there are only 24 
hours in a day, and there are times when 
everything won't get done. 
* Don't feel guilty when things don't get 
done. 
* Be able to interchange "traditional" 
roles. Bob worked a swing rotating shift 
for many years which allowed him to be 
free many afternoons when I was working. 
As a consequence he worked as a Brow-
nie leader for our daughter's troop, and 
picked up afternoon car pools. During the 
two years our son played varsity football I 
attended booster club meetings and sold 
football programs at ball games while Bob 
worked. 
* Sense of humor! 
How does this affect your communication 
with your partner? How do you com-
promise? 
* Life and marriage have always been 
"give and take" situations. Caller and 
partner roles are not different. Whatever 
type of compromise system works in 
everyday life should continue to work for 
you. 
* Compromise should work both ways. 
Take time about: caller first priority one 
time, partner first priority next time. 
* Once compromise is reached, do not 
harbor any resentment. 
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* Accept the fact that sometimes there 
is no choice but for one to go one way, 
and one another, for an evening, day or 
week. Last year we had planned two 
weeks back-to-back, one to work as a 
week-long festival and the next to be vaca-
tion. I could not be gone from work for 
more than one week. My choices were: 
take the week of the festival, take the 
vacation week, or split the week between 
the two events. I chose the latter, arriving 
at the festival on Thursday, stayed 
through Saturday, spent four days vaca-
tion with Bob, and returned to work the 
following Thursday. This turned out to be 
a very satisfactory compromise for both 
of us. 
How do you go about planning your 
schedule and his? 
* Keep a calendar. Make no com-
mitments without checking with each 
other and the calendar. 
* Schedule personal shopping for a par-
ticular time (one complete day, two or 
three times a year). Plan wardrobe ac-
quisitions. 
* Do not waste time wandering through 
stores and impulse buying. I spend my 
lunch hour having a bite to eat with Bob 
and then we do two or three laps around 
the mall before I return to work. I carry my 
walking shoes with me. This is one way to 
get in some exercise on a regular basis. 
* Doing some household chores 
together gives you time to talk. Bob and I 
do our grocery shopping together when 
we are in town. You won't yell at each 
other in public and you can usually get 
minor problems resolved. This also give 
you additional time together. 
What are the biggest problems you face? 
* Finding time to spend with each other. 
* Schedule free time. Make dates. Plan 
ahead (a year if necessary) for private 
time. 
* Do spontaneous get-a-way even-
ings/weekends. 
* Make sure you plan a vacation away 
from employment/square dance activity. 
Everyone needs a vacation! Schedule 
your vacation. Treat this contract with 
yourself as you do other contracts. 
What would you change if you could? 
* Make the commitment in the beginn-
ing that S/D calling is a business and a 
partnership. Treat it as such. Advertise it 
as a partnership. 
* Develop my S/D expertise/identity 
earlier. 
* Be able to dance with each other on a 
regular basis. 
What do you feel is the strongest point in 
your relationship? 
* Love for each other. 
* Respect for each other's viewpoints/ 
commitments. Neither is more important 
than the other. 
* Ability to reach compromises avoids 
conflict. 
* Strong support of spouse and partner. 
Where does assertiveness help your own 
individuality survive? 
* Expand your capabilities in your 
employment. 
* Establish a set of goals and decide on 
a course of action to reach them. Work at 
these goals every day. 
* Maintain a positive attitude. 
* Express your individuality by develop-
ing your own talents—cue rounds, run the 
S/D class, develop a proficiency for after-
parties or fashion shows. My particular 
talent is for fashion shows, and I have 
chaired or co-chaired several. My major 
accomplishment in this area was co-
chairmanship of the show for the 34th Na-
tional held in Birmingham, June 1985. 
Why is doing something on your own im-
portant? 
* No one wants to be lost in the crowd. 
Maintain your personal identity and feel a 
sense of personal satisfaction with your 
life. 
* Feel good about your life and who you 
are. 
How do you capture time/identity for 
yourself? 
* Have one close personal friend you are 
completely comfortable with and can con-
fide in. 
* Get up 15 minutes early for quiet time. 
* Read a book at dentist/doctor's office, 
beauty shop. 
* Make priority lists for the day/week. 
* Write letters while waiting for carpools 
* Do handiwork in meetings (if you are 
not an active participant). 
* Attend church (spiritual time is impor-
tant). 
* Walk/exercise with friend(s) regularly. 
* Go back to school/continuing ed. 
* Be happy! 
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by June & Millard McKinney 
San Jose, California 
Round Dancing—what is it all about? 
Where did it start? How is it a part of 
square dancing? These are the questions 
that are asked every time you turn around. 
Is it the frosting on the cake? Is it a dish of 
ice cream that can be enjoyed all by it-
self? Pose the questions and you get dif-
ferent answers from each person you ask. 
"Blessed are those who go around in 
circles, for they shall be known as round 
dancers." Lloyd (Pappy) Shaw states in 
his book, Cowboy Dances, that it was the 
custom to have a tip of two square dan-
ces, followed by a round dance. This is the 
old custom from long ago. 
In the early days, the dances were the 
polka, schottische, varsouvianna, mazur-
ka and waltz. When the round dancers 
became very good, they wanted a larger 
selection. The usual route was to Henry 
Ford's (Model T man) Good Morning. 
Henry Ford was an avid square and round 
dancer. He built one of the largest square 
dance halls in the U.S.A. 
One of the common waltzes was Corn-
ing through the Rye. This was a fun dance, 
as the first twelve bars were played in a 
fast 4/4 time and the later twelve bars 
were slowed and changed to 3/4 time. The 
sequence was repeated to the end of the 
dance. This type of waltzing is still com-
mon in Germany in the beer gardens, 
where it is called "Zweifache" and it 
becomes a challenge between the dancer 
and the band leader. 
The schottische is a beautiful dance to 
watch or perform. It is fast and requires a 
fast floor. It is basically a dance of hops,  
runs, and swings. The popularity of this 
dance is still high with the Slavic people in 
Europe. 
Another popular old-time couple dance 
is the Varsouvianna. It originated in War-
saw, Poland. This dance is different in 
that when the partners are facing the 
footwork is "opposite," whereas when 
they are in the Varsouvianna position the 
footwork is "same." It is a flirtatious 
dance with many head movements and 
flashing eyes, and was very popular at 
weddings. 
Another popular dance of the early days, 
still popular today, is the polka, a Slavic 
dance with 4/4 music and fast footwork. 
Good polka dancers are able to "slip in a 
hop" in front of each bar of music. 
The waltz is the best of all round dan-
ces. In a majority of cases it is danced in-
correctly. Alas, those people insist they 
are doing it correctly and are really doing 
a smooth (even rhythm) two-step to waltz 
time. This dance is called a redowa. In 
true waltzing, the dance is "step, step, 
close," while the redowa is "step, close, 
step." Another popular dance of the early 
dancers was the Spanish Waltz. This in-
volved turning the body 180 degrees (more 
or less) in each bar of music. This is fun to 
do, but can cause dizziness. 
Modern day round dancing has brought 
many more dance techniques and rhy-
thms to the dance floor. The broad base of 
round dancing now includes fox trot, 
tango, rumba, cha cha, samba, quick step, 
swing (jitterbug), Viennese waltzing, 
Westminister waltzing. Who knows we 
may see break dancing in the round dance 
field! 




ATTENTION SQUARE DANCERS! 
Poirlai Doan.. ami Kens !hart,. Iwo 
rm.., or, lelowl•14A. owsl orrA• he . notronol noranIlm. cr•dlta ben•••., 
them, learned up to wit, and record has original moods fx and gaygy.t eguare 
dencing The spectal song. "Saturn. DancIngh Celllnl Afie. ha. been adopted 
-Spirt( 
..n.. rs a. iltg Holton, 	• Scrwore D...,. Sooe ond (As *Breast .ond tit 
of 116 - 
Square dartesse —Ili  the filairth 	 1 Modern Wemene Square Donee 
Celebrate: 
"Square Donrinas Calling me r0000th the aptrit the fuh end the fri•nd•htti 
th•t eituar• dentin. l• 	ahoy, Clubs and callers rain want to ploy ti sr ihr 
beelnnIne 	conclualow of clence•. while people •ei. etc 0. Jut. 	end Asp 
lotuber IS, feloro dancers armee theroust, or• doind to l.4. O 	.toad ro 'co, go 
their local radio stratum? and ha.. I$4., ploy 	Joln In Ihlo rand promo, 
of matron. dont- tn. We arm: to double, viola quadruple oombm •ar.Or• 
dancer.? kretraityanterialnIng a Our a •Iolo 'All Aboard That So..* Donee Trot, 
Both songs feature top duality studio peoduenon end meth:molly acclaimed 
&Indere. Me urea you to obtain this record. (pie le a nopethap. recordt) Menet 
leeched la gaing bask into promoting .quart dancing. 
It Mar record le not elleatnable ar you, forrortte record outlet call I 4004468811 
Of, Bolingles Records. In Colorado call (3031473.6152. or write 2101 Concord. 
Co/Lose/a Spoing, Coloredo 40907 
If you square dance, you'll want this record! 
Your pin-on 
badges need_ 
_ to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BODGE HOLDERS, INC. 
(415) 783.8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 
HAYWARD, CA. 94544 
Linear Cycle Round the GI 
Scotty and Marlene Sharrer, Jerry and 
Kristy Story, with 80 dancers, followed the 
popular tour route to Hawaii this spring. 
With stops at Kauai, Hawaii, Oahu, the 
group enjoyed square dancing as well as 
helicopter rides, sightseeing, shopping, 
cruises, snorkeling, and all the many is-
land delights that enchant visitors. In 
Oahu they were met by world photogra-
pher Ichiro Fujima, who danced with 
them, snapping photos constantly, and 
making special badges for the dancers. 
The Sharrer-Story tour was arranged by 
Tortuga Express, and guided by "Little 
Joe," to whom the group expressed their 
thanks for taking care of all their travel 
details so they could enjoy Hawaii to the 
fullest. 
Photo by lchiro Fujima 
Marlene Sharrer visits friends Ina Hawaiian shop. 
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2-soth ANNIVERSARY 
WESTERN SQUARE DAM: I 
SINGING THE SQUARE DANCE SPIRIT 
We're square dancers united and proud, 
This is our song, sing it clear and loud! 
Nearly 50 voices boomed through the 
halls of the Hyatt Regency as many well-
known callers gathered to sing solos, call 
figures and join in the chorus of Square 
Dancing's Calling Me, written by Kelly 
Bryarly and Patrick Dowling of Mr. Bojing-
les in Colorado. 
This Golden Anniversary theme song 
was first offered to Mark Clausing, who 
spotted its potential and unselfishly sent 
it to the Spirit of '86 coordinators. A 
"straight" radio version was recorded by 
Kristin Philpot, and released at Callerlab, 
complete with gold jacket. Dancers are 
encouraged to purchase copies of this for 
local radio stations to play on June 14, the 
nationwide anniversary kick-off; on Sept. 
13 during the coast-to-coast balloon 
release, and again on December 31 for the 
huge dance around the world. Specify 
radio or S/D version when ordering from 
Mr. Bojingles, 303-473-6152, or Spirit of '6, 
PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30537. 
HOEDOWN! HOOFS IT ACROSS 4 STATES 
Volunteer dancers in four states hop. 
scotched through time during a tour by 
Cope Video Prod. to shoot major scenes 
for Hoedown!, the Golden Anniversary 
movie tracing the history of square danc-
ing. After videotaping the recording of 
Square Dancing's Calling Me at Callerlab, 
the crew headed for Berea, Ky. and Bethel, 
Ohio. Because of the participation of real 
live people sharing their lives through 
dance, this made-for-TV movie will be dif-
ferent from previous dance documen-
taries. When it is released in late summer, 
American Squaredancr• July 1986 
dancers and non-dancers alike will sense 
the spirit of cooperation that binds it 
together. Hoedown! is destined to do the 
same thing for square dancing that Roots 
did for black Americans. The movie may 
be ordered from Spirit of '86, PO Box 129, 
Dillard GA 30537. 
THE COORDINATED CAMPAIGN 
With the completion of 10 PSA TV 
spots, a complete "press kit" for TV, radio 
and newspaper is now ready for distribu-
tion to dance leaders, callers, associa-
tions, publications and businesses. The 
goal should be a major publicity cam-
paign in September during National 
Square Dance Month, just as fall classes 
start. The entire press kit is available for 
$50 and includes the Say Y.E.S. video; a 
packet with news releases and further in-
structions on participating in anniversary 
plans; the radio version 45 rpm record, 
Square Dancing's Calling Me; and a 3/4 " 
tape (TV format only, not VHS) with 10 
PSA spots ready to hand to your local TV 
station. 
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO LOSE? 
If you don't get involved and do what 
you can to promote the Spirit of '86, you'll 
never know what it could have done for 
square dancing. 
The tools are in place. It's easy to set up 
a TV and VCR and let the video do the sell-
ing.You can set the stage for great things 
to happen in square dancing if you act 
now. Will you make the choice of being ac-
tively involved in this major campaign to 
get square dancing on the map? Becky 
and Jerry Cope have made it easy to "say 
Y.E.S. to the Spirit of '86. Will you? 
19 
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1813 Ninth I Wichita Falls. Texas 76301 
SERVICE and ASSISTANCE (817) 766-1612 
STATE ZIP 	  
REPEATED BY POPULAR DEMAND 
FREE MATCHING PETTIBRIEFS 
* Form Fitting 
* Nylon Tricot 
* Matching Shirred 
Lace 
SIZES: P-S-M-L-XL 
COLORS. White, black, natural, 
maize, peach, orange, medium 
pink, hot pink, red, wine, lilac, 
purple, light blue, royal blue, navy, 
lime. aqua. brown, multi-pastel. 
iE2gria(Detail of lace) 
'4'4 • `; Vklf.'"!440.1  
• • 
THE SENSATIONAL' *a 
PETTICOAT 
* 80 Yard 
* Double Nylon Sheer 
* Lace Edged 
* 11/2" Elastic Adjustable 
Waist 
* Adjustable Length (Snip Top) 
fits 20'; 22'; 23" lengths 
special order for 19" lengths 
COLORS' Black, white, natural. yellow, peach, 
light pink, candy pink, red, wine, lilac, 
purple, powder blue, aqua, kelly green, brown. 
QUAN NAME OF ITEM COLOR SIZE 	, PRICE EACH TOTAL PRICE 
--, 
The Sensational Petticoat 27 i 95 
Pettibriefs FREE 
The Sensational Petticoat 27 95 
Pettibriefs FREE 








Sets add $100 




DAY TIME 	I 
CITY 	 PHONE 
WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF 
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by Bev Warner 
Saginaw, Michigan 
Sweat Suits Instead 
Of Square Dance Attire 
Ever dance with anyone in a square 
who gives you a sweaty hand on a grand 
right and left or who has a dripping wet 
towel by the end of the dance? These 
folks who perspire so heavily feel as if 
they've been working out in a gym. New 
dancers who are apprehensive have a 
natural response to this new stimulus. 
For most dancers sweat is "no 
sweat." Although the wetness and odor 
associated with perspiration are actual-
ly produced by two separate and distinct 
glands, doctors say both problems can 
usually be alleviated by commercial over 
the counter products. 
But an estimated 30% of the popula-
tion suffers from varying degrees of 
hyperhidrosis (pronounced hyper-hid-
dros-sis) or chronic sweating caused 
when one type of sweat gland is over 
stimulated. Those with severe 
hyperhidrosis can produce up to 12 
quarts of liquid, almost pure water, in 24 
hours. 
In humans, two different types of 
sweat glands cover the body, crowding 
under the arms and on the palms of the 
hands and soles of the feet. 
Eccrine sweat glands perform the 
most vital function of the two, cooling 
the body by pumping a liquid that is over 
99% water to the surface of the skin. 
This sweat is usually sterile, odorless 
and, after intense physical activity, 
drenching 
The other type of sweat gland is the 
backbone of the deodorant industry. 
Apocrine sweat glands intermittently 
produce small amounts of liquid full of 
bacterial matter. When this matter 
reaches the surface of the skin it begins 
to break down, producing an odor many 
find unpleasant. 
Researchers are not sure why humans 
have apocrine sweat glands because 
they serve no useful purpose other than 
the production of an odor. Some believe 
they are throwback to when humans, 
like many animals today, communicated 
by smell. This would also explain why we 
sweat more when we are afraid, angry or 
aroused. 
While the apocrine glands produce 
small amounts of sweat continually, the 
eccrine glands are stimulated into pro-
ducing great amounts of sweat when the 
body gets heated, by the hypothalamus 
gland. The brain also produces sweat 
during emotional traumas. Normally it 
takes something severe, such as danger 
or extreme nervousness for the sweat 
glands to start flowing. For those with 
hyperhidrosis, the eccrine sweat glands 
start pumping at the slightest emotional 
stimulus. 
For those who work with their hands 
the condition can be a disaster. Many 
get foot infections as a side effect of 
hyperhidrosis because their feet are 
constantly wet. 
I have seen dancers who carry a pack 
of cigarettes in their shirt pocket and at 
the end of the dance the cigarettes are 
soaked and unsmokable. 
Some antiperspirants mask the odor 
with their own fragrances, while others 
contain aluminum which coats eccrine 
gland pores and prevents sweat from 
escaping. A good antiperspirant only 
reduces sweat 30-35°A, for someone 
with hyperhidrosis that's not enough. 
Doctors can prescribe more potent an-
tiperspirants which contain large doses 
of aluminum chloride and ethyl alcohol 
that provide some relief for people with 
this condition. There is an electronic 
device on the market that seals sweat 
glands under the arms and on the hands 
and feet by forcing water into the pores. 
The effect only lasts a few days and only 
works on some. The only accepted per-
manent treatment is a surgical pro-
cedure where layers of skin containing 
Continued on Page 94 





English Mountain Square Dance Retreat 
   
   
   
Sevierville, TN 37862 	615 Route 6 • Box 212 	 / 453-0171 	615 453-8681 
Spend a WEEK or a WEEK END in the heart of the 
Great SMOKY MOUNTAINS 
   
   
   




Paul Welker (FL) 
Lawton Smith (FL) 
W/S .OS Plus 
July 1119 
Squares • 1Plual 
Keith Riposte (WV) 
W/S • OS • AI 
Jury 2026 
Sauer. -IA-11 
Dale lacClary (FL) 
Rounds 
Judy A Russ 
Tremblay (FL) 
WFS - OS - 02 
July 27 - Aug 2 
Squares - (Plusl 
Joe PorrItt (KY) 
shirt Patterson (KY) 
Rounds 
Mime Etch (KY) 
W/S Intro to Advanc• 
Aug 3-0 
Squarer - t4- I I 
Harry Lecirey INC) 
W/S - OS • A2 
Aug 	14-17 
Squares - IRln•l 
Bud Whitten (OA) 
Rounds 
Frank Curter (GAI 
W/S • OS 
Aug 1723 
Squares • (Plus) 





R. J. Now (FL) 
W/S - OS • Al 
August 31 • Sept 6 
Squares (71•1) 
Bob Barnett (FL) 
Hounds 
Bob Barnes (FL) 
W/S-OS-A2 
Sept 7-1.3 
Squares • (Plus) 
Larry Cole (IN) 
Rounds 
Ithirtey Heine 
W/5 • OS - Al 
	
Sep, 	14 20 
Squsres - (Plus) 
Bob Barnes (FL) 
Rounds 
Bob B 	(FL) 
W/S • OS 
Sept 21.27 
Jerry Barrett (FL) 
Sept 26-28 
Dick Loos (OH) 
Jack P)addys (OH) 
Singles Weekend 
A's • OS 
Sept 26 - Oct 4 
sous's, - (RISS) 
Lee McComnacis(AR) 
Sam Sanders (MS) 
W'S OS 
OC1. 5.11 
Square. • Plus) 
Bill Ford (FL) 
Rounds 
Jack and N•Il 
Jenkins (FL) 
W/S - OS 
OCI 12.18 
Squares (AdvanCel 
00C Way (FL) 
W/S -OS • A2 
Oct 2426 
Squares - (Plus) 
Aaron Lowder (NC) 
BIB Went: (NC) 
Oct. 19-25 
Wayne Smith (MS) 




Oct 26 • Nov I 
Squares '(NUS) 
Chuck Donahue (KY) 







LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS 
Forbidden Caverns is one of the most 	 44 
spectacular attractions in the Great 
A 
SQUARE DANCE 
Smokies. Its entrance is at the base of your 	RETREAT 
mountain ...English Mountain! 
TROUT FARM 
GIFT SHOP 




Frances - Resort Manager 
1-815-453-0171 
Square Dance Coordinator 
Phil Kozlowski 
1.812-928-0780 
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THE MASON-DIXON LINE 
QUARTET 
It all started January, 1985, when John 
Carlton and John Kephart decided to do a ; 
square dance and concert, in duet, with a , 	• 
theme of "A Southern Night." After many 
months of practicing in duet, they took a Cdr" 
ride to Ralph Trout's square dance record 
shop and printing company to show Ralph 
what they were trying to do. After a couple 
of times, Ralph hooked his microphone to 
the "ol' Hilton" and voila, a trio emerged. 
In May, the trio premiered at the Dance 
Leaders of Delaware Valley Annual Dance 
with some rousing hot hash and singing 
calls. The crowd was so overwhelmed that 
an encore was demanded and the search 
for the fourth member was on. Well, not 
exactly. Ralph had already contacted Pete 
Diven about becoming the finishing touch 
of a quartet and Pete said, "I love to sing 
bass." With that, the "force of harmony" 
was with them. 
Of course, along with new ideas came a 
lot of hard work. Many hours of practicing, 
even some midnight to morning sessions, 
were attended during the next three 
months, and a new era was started for the 
foursome. 
In August of that year, they were invited 
to call a special callers' hour at the 
Glassboro Festival. It was at that time the 
foursome became "The Mason-Dixon Line 
Quartet." At the end of the special, the 
quartet was asked to do the after-party at 
the Delaware Valley S&R/D Convention. 
The after-party was such a success that 
the dancers were singing right along with 
Display your favorite hobby by making 
( Patterns now available! 
a reversible Bermuda Handbag Cover. 
Complement your wardrobe! 
+ Reusable pattern pieces along with easy•to-follow instructions, 
Full lining' 
I 	
Easy sewing machine construction) $3.00 per pattern. Ideal for counted-cross stitch designs and monograms,  
• Great gift idea for friends, parties, and graduations, 	+ $1.00 postage & handling 
*the quartet. The chemistry was so right 
that the quartet put the finishing touches 
together to prepare for the debut of the 
"Mason Dixon Line" Square Dance and 
Concert on May 31, 1986, which was sold 
out by February. 
Also during this magical time, the quar-
tet formed their own recording company 
known as "Mason Dixon Records." Two 
cassette tapes have been recorded, and 
square and round dancing records were 
processed to be available by the National 
S/D Convention in Indiana. 
The Mason Dixon Line Quartet per-
formed at the ASD Trail-In Dance on 
Wednesday night prior to the convention 
and many after-parties during the conven-
tion. 
Bonnie's Custom Boutique 	Bermuda Handbage Handles ( 
Department OH 	 (wood) 
P.O. Box 24025 $14.00 each + $1.75 shipping 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224 	— Dealer Inquiries Invited — 
— 
I 
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MALCO MODES, INC. 
World's Largest Maker of Ladies Square Dance Apparel 
All items are dyed to match in our 22 colors! 
• Petticoats • 
(Adjustable top) 
• Pettipants • 
(both nylon & 
poly-cotton) 
• Stretch & 
Cinch Belts • 
• Pettipak Bags • 
• Dresses • 
• Jumpers • 
• Skirts • 
• Blouses • 
• Pant-Blouses • 
• Men:s matching 
Western Shirts 
& Scarf Ties • 
Sold in all fifty states 
and 
Canada, Australia, England, West Germany, 
Japan, The Netherlands. 
For store nearest you, write or call: Malco Modes, Inc. 
1596 Howard Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 621-0840 
A quality manufacturer since 1949 
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I THINK I'LL STAY HERE 
AND DANCE 
by Earl Rich 
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP 
640 ANTELOPE RD. 
RENO NV 89506 
Ph. 702-322-2077 
or 826-7422 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES 
LATEST RECORD RELEASES 






by Mary Read Cooper 
MAKE A PRETTY PETTITOTE 
It is more comfortable to carry your 
square dance petticoat to a dance than 
wear it bunched up under your coat and 
seatbelt. And there is a more stylish way 
to carry it than slinging it over your 
shoulder in a plastic shopping bag, no 
matter how prestigious the store. 
If you wear a soft nylon crinoline, 
make a pettitote. 
Look for heavy duty plastic by the yard 
in your fabric store. You won't need 
anything as expensive as the fabric-
backed kind, just some sturdy vinyl. 
You'll find stripes, plaids and flowers as 
well as clear and solid colors, so be im-
aginative. Match your dress; use your 
club colors; let the crinoline shine 
through. For each tote you will need a 
piece of material 14" by 36". (One yard of 
42" plastic gives you three totes; a yard 
and a third, or 1.1 meters of 54" will give 
you 4 totes.) 
Cut a rectangle 14" by 26-1/2" and a 
circle 8-1/4" in diameter. Trace around a 
plate if you have one the right size, or 
make a compass with a pencil and a 
string. Set your machine stitch length 10 
stitches to the inch, and use half inch 
seams throughout. Sew the two short 
edges of the rectangle together, making 
a tube. Fit the circle into one end of the 
tube, holding it in place with several 
pieces of masking tape if necessary, 
then stitch, easing the fullness. 
Turn the tote right side out, and fold 
under 1-1/2" at the top. Following 
manufacturers' directions, insert eight 
grommets, arranged in four pairs, evenly 
3/4" from the top edge. Insert braided 
cord through the grommets and tie a 
knot, creating a drawstring/carrying han-
dle. You are finished. 
Now stuff your soft crinoline in the 
pettitote and you are ready to go. Don't 
worry about the wrinkles; they'll be gone 
before the start of the first tip. Bonus: 
Your crinoline can live in its tote right on 
the closet shelf. 
FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO. 
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2305 CUT AROUND TWO, Caller: Frank Cutter* 
2304 SING, SING A SONG, Caller: Glen Zeno* 
2303 AFTER THEY'VE SEEN PAREE, Caller: Nate Bliss* 
2302 TEARS IN MY HEART, Cuer: Kay O'Connel* (RID) 
2301 GINNY'S TWO STEP, Cuer: Clark McDowell* 
2300 MEMORIES TO BURN, Caller: Andy Petrere* 
2299 BACK HOME AGAIN IN INDIANA, Johnnie Wykoff* 
2298 BEER BARREL POLKA, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
687 SOMEDAY, Caller: Frank Lane* 
686 IN A NEW YORK MINUTE, Caller: Frank Lane* 
685 SHE'S A MIRACLE, Caller: Tony Simmons* 
BOGAN RELEASES: 
1362 LOVE ME HONEY DO, Caller: Bob Borgmier* 
1361 TWO-TIMIN' BLUES, Caller: John Aden* 
1360 I GET THE BLUES WHEN IT RAINS, Caller: Ron Nelson* 
LORE RELEASES: 
1225 THUMB PICK PETE, Caller; Johnny Creel* 
1224 ALL AT ONCE IT'S FOREVER, Caller: Murry Beasley* 
1223 IT AIN'T NOTHING BUT LOVE, Caller: Johnny Creel 
1222 GONE, GONE, GONE, Caller: Johnny Creel* 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
126 RED HEAD, Caller: Wayne Spraggins* 
PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES: 
124 BILLY BAYOU, Caller: Toots Richardson* 
123 AM I LOSING YOU, Caller: Toots Richardson* 
122 TIMBER I'M FALLING, Caller: Toots Richardson* 
121 YOU ARE THE ONE, Caller: Mickey McFarland* 
E-Z RELEASES: 
733 HURRY, HURRY, HURRY, Caller: Johnnie Wykoff* 
732 BEER BARREL POLKA QUADRILLE, Johnnie Wykoff* 
731 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN, Cuer: Kay O'Connell* 
*Flip Instrumentals 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston, Texas 77248-7309 323 W. 14th. Houston TX 77008 Ph.713-862-7077 
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WHEN YOU CALL OR WRITE: 
r ,111  
NORMAN MERRBACH 	NADINE MERR;: 	. ' 	, 	i 	 1 i 1 k 	i 	. 1  
WE HAVE MOS1 SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE LABELS' CHAPARRAL. ESP, RED BOOT. WINDSOR. WAGON WHEEL. RANCH HOUSE. 
RHYTHM, LOU MAC. HI-HAT GRENN 	CHINOOK. FOUR BAR B, JOPAT. KALOX. SCOPE. TNT. THUNDERBIRD. and many others... 
SCHOOL AND PRE-SCHOOL KIMBO, MELODY HOUSE. EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES and BOWMAR. 
OTHERS: Language. Aerobic, Ballet, and some Folk and Country Dance Records. 
THE VERY POPULAR 	' SING-A-LONG' . ALBUMS. Some on cassette/win words.  
A GOOD LINE OF MICROPHONES IN STOCK: Electro-Voice, AKG, Shure, Audio-
Technica & Astatic. "TOA" Wireless Microphones, PA Amps & Speakers. 
WE HAVE GOOD USED: 
AMPS: (Newcomb Amps) (Califone Amps) with Vari-Speed Turntables 
SPEAKERS: 12-inch Open Backs and Columns/ Some New a Discount 
ASK US ABOUT 
A TAPE RECORDER 
BLANK CASSETTES: 
5-Minute, 15-Minute, 30-Minute, 60- 
Minute, and 90-minute 
With/Without Boxes 
THE MACHINE (by Califone) 
A dual cassette deck. tape speed control + /— 	10%. play one casselleiadd 
voice and record on the other cassette: 5-program auto music/select, elec-
tronic BBD echo control/voice only. UL approved: C adapter/wall plug/or 
battery (10D Cells) 	Batteries not included. Comes with. Dynamic Microphone 
and Instructions $325.95 plus shipping and insurance. 
FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME TAPING NEEDS: AMPEX 456 Reel to Reel Tape 
2-inch, 1-inch, 	1/2 -inch, and V. inch on reels. 	1/4 inch in bulk also. Leader tape in the same sizes. 
Splicing tape in: 1/4 -inch, 	1/2 -inch. and 1 	inch only. We have reels. 
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A SQUARE DANCE RECORD: Talk to Norman Merrbach 
WE HAVE PARTS...PARTS...PARTS: NEWCOMB AND CALIFONE 
Motors, turntables, boards, some tubes and cases. 
WE SERVICE AND REPAIR: Newcomb, Califone, Ashton, and others. 
Needles for all the above, and others. 
SOUND CONSULTANTS: Bids and estimates for square dance halls and churches 
If you're in Houston, come see us: 
Monday thru Friday 	 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM CST 
Saturday 	 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM CST 
Closed Sundays and Holidays 
II placing an order after hours, by phone, recorder will answer (4th ring): 
Phone: 713-862-7077 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO BOX 7309, HOUSTON TX 77248-7309 	323 WEST 14th ST., HOUSTON TX 77008 
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GARY SHOEMAKE 
GARY SHOEMAKE S 
T MBERIDG 
SQUARE DANCE VACATIONS 
INTRODUCING AMERICA'S NEWEST 
SQUARE DANCE VACATION SPOT... 
...Gary Shoemake's TIMBERIDGE located in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Known for 
years as the best vacation spot in the Smokies, you can now enjoy Gatlinburg and 
your favorite hobby. Also, you can make the Grand Old Opry and Opryland part of 
your TIMBERIDGE vacation as we're approximately 3 hours from Nashville. 
TIMBERIDGE takes pride in its nationally famous staff and outstanding facilities. 
For square and round dancing at its best, and a lifetime of memories, come to 




Sumter, S.C.  
Rounds by: 
Jack & Gennie Whetsell 
Hanahan, S.C. 
11-1,112 




Wayne & Barbara Blackford 
Jacksonville, FL 
















Ray & Bea Dowdy 
Beckley, W.V.  
SEPTEMBER 14 19 
JOHN MARSHALL 
Reston, VA 
A 2 WIC 1 Star Tips 




Jack & Lee Ervin 
Evansville, IN 




Russ & Wilma Collier 
Indianapolis. IN 




Jerry & Barbara Pierce 
Birmingham, AL 
GARY SHOEMAKE IS STAFF CALLER FOR ALL WEEKS. 
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NEWTON SQUARES OF IOWA 
It is significant when a club celebrates 
a 25th anniversary, and according to the 
Daily News of Newton, Iowa, the Newton 
Squares have much to be proud of as they 
celebrate this summer. Especially hon-
ored are two of the charter members, 
Lloyd and Dot Anderson. 
Recently, the Andersons sponsored 
their 24th annual barn dance for members 
and guests. Other events: dancing in 





Jasper County fair parades, a badge 
dance, a fund-raising garage sale, and a 
buffet/dance on a Mississippi paddleboat. 
More than one event featured a live band, 
the Tri-County Travelers. The photo above, 
courtesy of the Daily News, shows past 
presidents Del and Phyllis Peiffer (stand-
ing), the Chuck Ratliffs (caller, dark out-
fits), and Dick and Marilyn Varnum (publi-
city chairmen). New presidents are Fred 
and Annette Beebout. Round dance cuers 
are the Bob Goslinks. 
NEWTON SQUARES 
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS 
Multi-Size Pattern 
326 Ladles' Square Dance Dress 
12 Pieces 
Square dance dress with a sundress look has a drawstring 
sweetheart neckline in front with detachable dickey Bias 
ruffles trimmed with rickrack form sleeves. The gathered. 
gored skirt is accented with rickrack trim in a loop design.  
Multi-Size: 	5.7-9 	6-8-10 	12-14-16 	18-20-40 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Ma to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P.0 Box 170119 
Arlington, Texas 76003 
Pattern a 326 	at $4.50 ea. Sizes) 	 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $ 	  
Name_ 
Address _ 
City  	State 	 Zip 	 
Add for 	1 Pattern — SI 25 3 Patterns — 52 55 
postage I handling 2 Patterns — S2.00 4 Pattem■ — S2.50 









We beat the 
competition by 
a country mile! 
"When the BOSS 
speaks, everyone 
listens!" 
For only 5895.00 
the BOSS: delivers 
250 watts peak power 
of clear sound, for ease 
of calling and cueing! 
Produces 200 watts peak power, 
but weighs only 10# 
plus carrying case. 
"Ask about the advantages of 
our built-in graphic equalizer!" 
Toll free: 1-800-227-1139 
In Connecticut: 877-2871 
Master Card/Visa accepted 
Call or write for brochure 
MilTech, Inc. manufacturers of Clinton Sound Systems 
51 High St., Milford, Connecticut 06460 
Say you saw It In ASD (Credit Burdick) 
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by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO— JULY 1961 
The author of "Think Tall" lists 
qualifications for a first-rate caller, 
besides having enough nerve to get up in 
front of people and call to a record or 
band. The superior caller has sincerity of 
purpose, talent, knowledge of music—
square, round, contra, circle and couple... 
If the caller doesn't have rhythm, you can 
bet the dancers won't either. Timing and 
tempo are extremely important...Bend to 
the wishes of your group and learn which 
type of dancing they prefer. 
New dancers, start right with basic 
squares and an introduction to round dan-
cing, plead Mary and Bill Lynn. "Callers, 
help your dancing friends. Start off 
even—your dancers won't forget you for 
that extra effort. Let's share rounds and 
squares." 
Do you need a new and different theme for 
this month's special dance? How about a 
"People to People" dance? Have each 
couple invite a non-square dancing couple 
to the dance. Program some easy circle 
mixers, a few simple folk dances, and then 
work into some easy square dances with 
basic calls. By the time the evening is 
over, your non-square dancing neighbors 
will be ready and willing to learn to square 
dance! 
Sixteen S/D record ads appear this month 
and at least 32 different record labels are 
mentioned. Twelve of these are still recor-
ding. Four S/D clothing ads mention 
shops in Miami and Miami Beach, Florida; 
Phoenix, Az.; and Topeka, Ks. There is 
one full page SID shoe ad. We think it is in-
teresting to note that there is still no men-
tion of S/D petticoats. 
Pat Pending's Thought For the Day: 
They come in pairs 
They come in squares 
Pepped up and feeling gay. 
Please, caller smart, 
Help them depart 
Enthused, the self-same way. 
10 YEARS AGO— JULY 1976 
A partner to share a moment of ex-
hilaration with...a kind word and a soft 
caress when you're "down"...a cheery 
voice on the other end of the line when 
you're a thousand miles away...pretty as a 
picture in her favorite S/D dress...putting 
you on a higher pedestal than you really 
deserve...except when you, too, need to be 
"put down"...and finally, putting a hand in 
yours at the end of a day, or at the end of a 
dance, or even at the end of a very last 
dollar and smiling a smile that says more 
eloquently than words, 'We'll make it 
together'..."that's the kind of stuff our 
Continued on Page 91 
Let DELL put our over 25 years of experience to work for you! 
The Best in Badges & Buttons... 
• CLUB and FUN BADGES 
• Guest Visitation Badges 
• Free Samples - Send Sketch for Estimate 
• All orders pre-paid - Add $1.00 postage 
(619)469-2109 
1986 Square Dance Commemorative 
Pewter Buckles — Past Years Available 
515.95 without color / 519.95 with color 
P.O. Box 364 * 7949 Broadway, Lemon Grove, CA 92045 
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HOLIDAY OF HARTLAND 
2532 Old U.S. 23 
Hartland, Michigan 
It you are visiting Michigan this year. make it a point to visit 
us at beautiful "Holiday of Hartland" Square Dance Hall. 
Completely air-conditioned, floating wood floor, excellent 
sound and plenty of parking. 
"BAYER FACTS" 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
Every Monday 	Plus Workshop 	8:00.10:00 PM 
Every Tuesday C-1 Workshop 8:00-10:00 PM 
Every Thursday 	A-1 Dance 	8:00.10:30 PM 
2 & 4 Sundays A-2 Dance 2:30.5:00 PM 
SPECIALS: 
July 4 	 Jubilee 	 Dick Bayer & 
Dave Walker 
July 20/23 	Callers School 	Al Brundage 
Earl Johnston 
Dick Bayer 
August 15 	Plus Dance 8.10:30 Gary Shoemake 
"BAYER TRACKS" 
GREAT LAKE STATE FESTIVAL, Kalamazoo, Michigan 
July 25-27 	 Western Michigan State University 
Dick Bayer, Dave Crissey, Dave Walker 	Added Attraction: Red Boot Boys 
Rounds by Ted & Evelyn Petz and Marlene Bayer 
Send for brochure: Dick Bayer, PO Box 91, Hartland MI 48029 303.632-5161 
THE AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE 
Yes, born in America 
The activitity we love the most, 
And we took it overseas 
Where it traveled coast to coast. 
Many nations we have joined 
By dancing hand in hand 
Good Will Ambassadors all 
Making friends in every land. 
We dance to the western beat 
That our forefathers helped contrive, 
Or to very modern tunes, 
A polka or hard-core jive. 
Our language is universal 
So each can understand, 
Sisters and brothers together 
In unity we can band. 
The American Square Dance, folks, 
We all can truly say, 
Is one more reason we're proud of 




REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S• & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
SQUARE, ROUND AND 	 BOOKS & MANUALS 
CLOGGING RECORDS PLASTIC 
DIPLOMAS 	 RECORD 
RECORD CASES 	 JACKETS 
TOA WIRELESS 
SOUND EQUIPMENT 
MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available 
EDDIE-BOBBIE-ROBBIE- 
REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 
	
1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 	 214/398.7508 




Music by Ocean Waves 
Now Available from Sundance Rec. Dist. 
BRAND NEW 0821 OLD MAN FROM THE MOUNTAIN by Bobby (Hag Hit) 
OR20 WALK ON BY by Gary (Van Dyke #1) 
OR19 THE OLD RED BARN by Dennis (Oldie) 
OMB CLOSE ENUF TO PERFECT by Greg 
OR17 SINGIN' ON THE MOUNTAIN by Grace (Dolly Nil) 
0R16 DON'T IT MAKE YOU WANNA GO HOME by Dave 




Music by PRAIRIE 
Chuck Donahue 	Singing Sam Mitchell 	Ron Everhart 
GRANDPA. Judds Hit by Al 
I'LL TAKE CARE OF YOUR CARES. Frankie Lane 50's Hit by Singin' Sam 
PR1087 RING OF FIRE. Cash #1 by Chuck 
PR10136 BOP, Den Seals #1 by Al 
P111085 SERENADE. Oldie by Singing Sam 
PR1084 HONEYCOMB, Jimmy Rogers #1 by Chuck 
PR1083 OPEN UP YOUR HEART, Slim Whitman Hit by Ron 
PR1082 BLUE EYES AND JEANS. Conway #1 by Renny 
Ronny Mann 	Johnnie Scott 




Mark Dousing 	Tom Trainor 
BRAND NEW 
MR5004 GREASE, Clogging Routine by Jim 
• 
Recordings 
Music by Mountain Men 
Kim Hohnholl 	Jim Golik Clogging 
MR55 FEEL THE COUNTRY CALLING ME. Mac Davis Hit by Kim 
MR54 HOOKED ON COUNTRY (Mark's Medley) by Mark 
MR53 DEVIL'S ON THE LOOSE. WW Hit by Kim 
MR52 HARD HEARTED HANNAH. Oldie by Vern 
MR51 LIVIN' FOR SATURDAY NIGHT by Vern 
MR50 CAN'T STOP LOVING YOU. Ray Charles #1 by Tom 
MR49 BUCKETS, Oldie by Mark 
MR48 OLD HIPPIE, Ballamy Bros. Hit by Vern 
Amazin' Grace Wheatley 	Dive Towry 	 Bill Reynolds 
BRAND NEW DR25 BRUSH THOSE TEARS FROM YOUR EYES. King Cole at by Bill 
DR25 MAKE IT WITH THE BLUES. Mel McOaniel Hit by Dave 
DR24 FELL IN LOVE AGAIN LAST NIGHT. Forrester Sisal by Grace 
DR23 SMOKIN' IN TUPELO By Hal 
DR22 SINGING THE BLUES. Gail Davies Hit by Troy 
DR21 HIGH HORSE, Dirt Band Hit by Hal 
DUO GOOD THINGS. Oldie by Troy 
Music by Desert Sands 
Mk. 	 
P-M-D-0 RECORDINGS & HORNET'S NEST STUDIOS 
1170 2nd St., Penrose, Colorado 81240 
Owner/Producer Donna Horn (303)372.6879 
Bobby Millard Bob Householter 	Dennis Levitt Gary Bible 
4k 
Dave Roe 1,. fir 
Gerald McWhirler 
by Betty Rosian 
Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania 
My name is Betty, 
and I'm a chocoholic! 
I snould have admitted it to myself long 
ago, but I preferred to ignore the symp-
toms, the gradual weight gain, the Tues-
day morning zits, the frequent passing by 
the refreshment table on Monday nights 
on any pretext I could think of. 
When I get dressed in the morning and 
my husband asks why I'm wearing my 
square dance petticoat, and I'm not, it's 
time to take stock. 
This week I saw myself for what I was. 
Weak. Ten lousy pounds! That's all I'm 
aiming for, but it's going in the wrong 
direction. 
A friend wore a pedometer one Monday 
evening while square dancing, and esti-
mates he walked five miles. Let's figure at 
a pretty brisk pace, that would translate to 
about 600 calories burned off. Sounds 
good so far. 
Now let's take a look at the goodies ta-
ble. To begin with, our crowd is creative. 
The table looks great! Colorful. Decora-
tive. Enticing. And that's where the water 
is. You can't just dance around all evening 
and dehydrate. Of course not. At the other 
end is an urn of hot water for tea or coffee. 
And while standing there making the deci- 
sion, there's all that great stuff in bet-
ween. A platter of tea sandwiches sounds 
harmless enough. Lots of nutrition. And 
Tom is calling for sets to be squared 
again. 
Then back to the table for another drink 
of water. Hmmm! Maybe a slice of cucum-
ber and green pepper from the relish tray. 
Not much to it without dip, though. 
Whoops! Out on the floor for another 
square up. You'd think you couldn't get in-
to too much trouble like that. 
But I don't honestly want to taste 
onions the rest of the evening, so maybe 
I'd do well to have just one, tiny, little 
piece of something sweet to cap it off. It's 
chocolate tonight. A dish of brownies. 
Another dish of fudge with nuts all over 
the place. And a little bowl of chocolate 
kisses. I'll just have the smallest piece of 
fudge I can find. O000! That is so good! It 
wasn't too smart an idea to take the small-
est piece. That's just a teaser. I should 
have taken a larger piece. That would have 
been enough. I suppose just one more 
really small one would equal one large. 
But there aren't any more small pieces. 
Well, I'll call this tomorrow's lunch. Those 
brownies.... Cindy would probably be hurt 
if her refreshments weren't eaten. I can 
always take the tea without sugar. 
It's Tuesday morning now, and in the 
cold light of dawn I've taken out my little 
pocket guide of calories. Let's see. A little 
bitty sandwich: 150 calories (good grief! I 
didn't enjoy it that much); tea with sugar 
and cream: 25 (you can't expect me to 
drink plain tea); cucumber and pepper sli-
ces: 3 (heh, heh!); dip: 75 (groan); 3 pieces 
of fudge: 290; 5 brownies: 450; 7 chocolate 
Continued on Page 91 
Jerry Rash 
HOT SELLERS. 
C-101 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 
C-102 THE PARTY'S OVER 
C-103 HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER 
C-301 COL. STOCKADE BLUES by Jerry Rash 
C-401 RENO by Johnny Kozol 
Johnny Kozol 	GERALD McWHIRTER, 4021 NW 
NEW RELEASES: 
C-104 I HAD A BEAUTIFUL TIME 
C-105 TICKEY TICKEY TACK 
C-106 HONEYMOON FEELING 
C-302 TRUCK DRIVING MAN 
C-501 I SAW THE LIGHT 
61st., Oklahoma City OK 73112 Bill Burngarner 




EVEgrythinc) t3ut The srtrcties 
Western Shirts 
Cri$C001 crmbe co mAzc» youp Stuvr 
506. ecctustvON 
Z)es'Nneb 
LO 5).' rtmE Arid mono/ 
10 PROv.01 .1 LK". . 1.00.0 0/.1VA 1,,,,1..1 
sent) 4i.00 cop opoctuwE-7 







Garment Bag 24"x54" 
in Black — Reg. $5.00 
Crinoline Bag 
in Yellow — Reg. $1.25 
BOTH $4.00 plus $1.85 handling 
DIXIE DAISY 
1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
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RWH-128 CROSS THE BRAZOS by Jim Brown 
RWH-127 UP A LAZY RIVER by Lee McCormack 
RWH-126 KISS ME ONCE, KISS ME TWICE by Dick Waibel 
RWH-125 WALK TALL by Jim Brown 
RWH-715 KISS ME ONCE AGAIN by the HernINons 
RWH-714 SUNBEAM TWO-STEP by the Lenges 
BUC-1215 I DON'T CARE by Stan Cole 
BUC-1214 AIN'T MISBEHAVIN' by Larry Cole 
BUC-1213 SILVER THREADS by Stan Cole 
BUC-1212 TWENTY-FIVE ROSES by Larry Cole 
BUC-1511 BIG BUCK HOEDOWN by Stan Cole 
BUC-1510 BUCKSHOT HOEDOWN by Al Saunders 
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG 
• DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES•675 E ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 93710 .1209)439-3478• 
JERRY & CRETE 
HAMILTON 
VAYA CON DIOS 
by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo 
RECORD: Belco 338 
POSITION: Intro and Dance, Bfly pos M fcg wall. 
FOOTWORK: Opposite except where noted. 
SEQUENCE: Intro-A-A-B-A 
INTRODUCTION 
1-8 	WAIT;; BALANCE AWAY & TOG;; VINE TWIRL; THRU, SIDE, CLOSE; APT, POINT,—; TOG, TCH,—; 
1-4 	In Bfly pos M fcg wall wait 2 meas;; turning to OP fcg LOD step swd L twd COH (W swd R twd 
wall). in place R,L; turning back to face ptr & wall in Bfly pos step swd R twd RLOD, in place L,R; 
5-8 	Swd L twd LOD, XRIB, swd L (as W twirls RF under joined lead hands) to Bfly pos M fcg wall; 
thru R twd LOD, swd L twd LOD, close R; standard ackn to Bfly pos M fcg wall;: 
PART A 
1-8 	WALTZ AWAY; WRAP; FWD WALTZ; PICK UP; 2 L-TURNING WALTZES;; DIP BK; RECOV, TCH,—; 
1-4 From Bfly pos to OP waltz fwd twd LOD turning slightly away from ptr L,R,L; fwd R,L,R pro-
gressing twd LOD in short steps (as W wraps LF L,R,L into M's R arm fcg LOD joining lead 
hands; remaining in wrapped pos waltz twd L,R,L; releasing trailing hands and keeping lead 
hands joined step fwd R picking up W in CP M fcg LOD, fwd L,R; 
5-8 2 LF turning waltzes twd LOD L,R,L; R,L,R; dip bwd L twd COH,—,—; recov R, tch L to 
9-12 	VINE TWIRL; THRU, SIDE, CLOSE; BALANCE L & R;; 
9-12 Swd L twd LOD, XRIB. swd L (as W twirls RF R,L,R under joined lead hands) to Bfly pos M 
fcg wall; thru R twd LOD, swd L twd LOD, close R; balance L; balance R; 
13-16 Starting in Bfly pos M fcg wall repeat meas. 9-12. 
PART B 
17-24 STEP, SWING,—; SPIN MANUV; TWINKLE THRU TWICE;; 2 R-TURNING WALTZES;; CANTER 2;; 
17-24 Releasing lead hands step swd L twd LOD, swing R thru twd LOD, —; releasing hands 
completely step fwd R diag twd LOD & wall maneuvering RF to face RLOD, swd L twd wall, 
close R (as W spins LF in place L,R,L) to end in LOP fcg COH; XLIF (W XIF), swd R twd COH, 
close L blending to OP fcg wall; XRIF (W XIF), blending to CP M fcg RLOD, swd L twd wall, 
close R; 2 RF turning waltzes twd LOD L,R,L; R,L,R ending in Bfly pos M fcg wall; swd L twd 
LOD, draw R to L, close R; repeat meas 23; 
25-32 Repeat meas 17-24. 
ENDING 
Last time thru Part A balance L on meas 15 & wrap on meas 16 R,L,R to end fcg LOD. 




Marshall and Neeca Flippo 
As They Square and Round Dance Through the 
Caribbean on the World's Newest SuperLiner 
With 
Chris and Rita Vear 
Bill and Phyllis Speidel 
Art and Fran Moore 
I] Carnival Cruise Lines 
Sailing from Miami to Cozumel, Mexico; 
Georgetown, Grand Cayman; and 
Ocho Rios, Jamaica 
February 7-14, 1987 
Category 4-51225.00 per Person, Double Occupancy, Including Airfare 
For Free Brochure or Further Information. Please Call or Write 
Panorama Travel 
57 Oak Springs Plaza 
Warrenton, Virginia 22186 
(703) 347-7114 
FEEDBACK ) 
Have I had a bad dream or did you 
have an article in a publication in the 
last few months or so on the subject of 
the growing popularity of one-night-
stand square dances, open to the 
public? As I recall, the gist of the article 
was, "Would this movement affect the 
health of clubs in the same area?" 
I personally feel that there is a very 
real need of this type of S/D programs 
and they should be sponsored by all the 
local square dance clubs and callers 
that can call a fun square dance for any 
and all people. It must be under control 
of clubs and callers, so that we do not 
drift back to the old Saturday night 
drunken-brawl type of square dance at 
the beer hall! 
It would provide a breeding ground for 
new people to fill up the classes spon-
sored by a club or clubs. These classes 
will be filled with people who enjoy sim-
ple square dancing. The drop-out rate 
will be low since few of the members will 
be only half-interested students. After  
class, they are more likely to join an ac-
tive club than many of the half-
interested class members. 
In the long haul, the one-nighters will 
probably end up having more dancers at 
most of their dances than any one club 
in that area, because the occasional 
dancer can go there and have fun danc-
ing without worrying about making 
mistakes or not being accepted by the 
other dancers because they do make 
mistakes. 
Ernest B. Snyder 
Ocala, Florida 
We read with interest the experience 
of Benjamin Ruth at the Hawaii State 
Convention as related in the May issue. 
We attended the convention as 
dancers. 
On Saturday evening our daughter, 
who lives in Honolulu, and a friend—
both of whom do not square dance—
came to watch us and to take pictures. 
They spent almost an hour at the dance 
with no problem. We also did see other 
spectators sitting around the room. 
Incidentally, we did consider the $25 
badge a little high. The Michigan State 
Convention badge for three days is only 
$13 at the door. 
Jim & Marie Buffington 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
N•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HOURS: 
Mon. Thru Sat. 
11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Other Times by 
Appointment 
OUR 27th YEAR 
I-1o P 	SERVING THE DANCERS 
COZY SWEATERS (Not bulky)— Washable and lust enough 
warmth to take off the chill. WHITE and NAVY in M-L-XL 
100% Acrylic. 	 $19.98, Buy two for $34.98 
FUN SHIRTS 
"I'd Rather Be Square Dancing" 
Brown on Beige/Navy on White, 
50/50 Cotton, Poly 
M-L -XL $9.98, Two for $16.98 
T
Please add Shipping 52.00 for 1 item 03.00 for more 	We will be al Ohio Convention, 
SENO FOR OUR FREE MAIL urOER CATALOG 	Cleveland. May 2-4 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• THE RUTH & REUEL deTURK 
1606 Hopmeadow Street 
Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
Routes 10 — 202 








• • • • 
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INGENIOUS 
Let Us Save Your Club 
Time and Increase 
Your Dance Attendance 
Now your club can have a much easier and 
more accurate way to keep track of banner raids. 
Just send us a list of your members. After each 
raid we will provide your club with high quality 
computer generated banner raid charts - sorted 
alphabetically and by highest attendance. 
In addition, the charts automatically accumulate 
from raid to raid and year to year. 
Call or Write for a Free Sample 
Introductory offer - only $10.00 per month. 
After May 30, 1986 - $12.00 per month. 
For more information contact: 
Rocsoft Inc. 
4601 Southern Blvd. • Kettering, Ohio 45429 
(513) 294-1644 
( dll (,o vgilt Io r 1()teign Irntr.  




Bob Brennan, who, with his wife Mary, 
coordinated publicity for the Detroit Na-
tional Convention in 1982, passed away in 
May following a heart attack. Bob had 
taught and called for many groups in the 
Livonia, Michigan, area. Sympathy is ex-
tended to Mary and his four sons, two 
daughters and ten grandchildren. 
Bruce Thompson, a Wyoming caller, 
died on January 19. He built his own hall 
and antique showroom. From his group of 
teenage square dancers, caller Kim Hohn-
holt get his start. Sympathy is extended to 
Bruce's wife, Dorothy, and children Gary 
and Connie, with their five grandchildren. 
Rex Hall, owner with his wife Mary, of 
The Marex Co. for many years, died in 
February. He was a familiar figure at the 
National Conventions, even after he 
retired from "active" business. Sympathy 
is extended to Mary and their family. 
Square dancers nationwide will be sad-
dened to learn of the death on April 29 of 
Harold Erickson who, with his wife, Lota, 
was general chairman of the 10th Na-
tional SID Convention in Detroit in 1961. 
Harold and Lota were members of the 
NEC until her death in 1973; Harold con- 
tinued until 1979 when he resigned as an 
active member and took Member Emeritus 
status in the organization. 
Round dance cuer and ASD Pulse 
Pollster Stan Bieda passed away on April 
8 after a short illness. Sympathy is extend-
ed to his wife and partner, Ethel. 
HUNTER MOUNTAIN FESTIVALS 
Six family-style ethnic festivals fill the 
entire summer at Hunter Mountain, high 
in N.Y.'s scenic northern Catskills. The 
events bring top stars from Europe and 
the USA, including Frankie Avalon, Bobby 
Rydell, Fabian, Donald O'Connor, Bobby 
Vinton, Kris Kristofferson, Ricky Skaggs, 
Reba McEntire, Ronnie Milsap, Lee Green-
wood, Crystal Gayle, George Jones and 
Germany's Tony Marshall. For a free 
newspaper about the summer series, 
along with housing and campground 
listings, contact Exposition Planners Ltd., 
Bridge St., Hunter NY 12442. 
TRIBUTE TO DICK HAN 
Dick Han is a nation-
ally-known caller from 
Monticello, In. whose 
respiratory problems 
have caused him to be 
hospitalized during the 
past year. His friends 
and fans organized a 
tribute dance to honor 
Martha. Callers Herb Oesterle and Van 
Fossler and cuer Shirley Mastellar 
volunteered their time and talent. Tickets 
were sold and donations came in. The at-
tendance goal was more than doubled. 
The guests of honor arrived in the middle 
of a singing call and were greeted by a 
cheering ovation. The award presentation 
ASD CALLER SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AWARDS 
The two ASD scholarships, given this year in memory of callers Bill Dannenhaur and 
James Van, have been awarded to David Preston of Angelton, Texas, and Arthur Butlak 
of North Tonawanda, New York. 
The scholarship donated by Jack Lasry in memory of caller George Campbell will be 
used by Mark D. Kerr of Sewickly, Pennsylvania. 
Recipient of the scholarship given by Earl Johnston from Yak Stack in memory of Ed 
Ross Smith is John Martin of Westfield, Massachusetts, while Ronald Meisl is the reci-
pient of another given by Earl Johnston and Al Brundage in memory of Dick Jones. 
All of the applicants sent letters explaining their status as caller, their goals in learn-
ing to call, and how they expected to use the knowledge gained at a callers school. 
Donations to the scholarship funds, as memorials or otherwise, are welcomed. Write 
ASD Caller Scholarship Program, PO Box 488, Huron OH 44839. 
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WRITE FOR OUR NEW 1986 Shop at Home CATALOG 
Please enclose $1.00 to help defray postage 
Ca 	which will be applied to your 1st order 
6inni & 31rrt 6mn 
717-839-8200 
P.O. Box 231 Swiftwater, PA. 18370 
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THE SWING THRU DANCE WEAR SHOP 
Of Swiftwater, PA 
Complete Line of Square Dance Apparel 
HOME OF THE FIRST 
"DISCOUNT" DANCE SHOP 
Where You Can Purchase A Dress for ONLY $29.99 
And Slips for ONLY $28.00 
was made to Dick without delay, but the 
Hans stayed to the very end. The terrific 
dance seemed to be "good medicine!" 
Friends and Fans of Dick Han 
NORTH CAROLINA CALLER CLINIC 
The 1986 clinic of the Folk, Round and 
Square Dance Federation of North 
Carolina will be held in Cary on Sept. 5-7. 
Clinician will be Darryl McMillan of 
Florida, a member of Callerlab and owner 
of Ranch House records. The clinic will be 
held in the Kildaire Farms Club House, 
302 Pebble Creek Drive. Write for informa-
tion to Hardy Rothrock, 1607 Glengarry 
Dr., Cary NC 27511. 
20th BIRTHDAY WEEKEND 
Cathedral Squares of Christchurch, 
New Zealand, celebrated their 20th birth-
day over Easter weekend. Festivities in-
cluded a Chinese meal at Chung Wah 11 
on Friday, followed by an evening of enter-
tainment and dancing; dancing on Satur-
day and Sunday nights to Barry Wonson 
of Sydney, Australia, as well as Art 
Shepherd and other local callers. Aranui 
High School hall was decorated with a 
backdrop painted by Doug Collins, so that 
L 
visitors might think they were standing 
outside the cathedral in town. Flowers 
made up the decorations, representing 
the "garden city." Three birthday cakes 
depicted the cathedral, rounds, and 
squares, made by club dancers. Art Shep-
herd opened the proceedings from his lad-
der. The weekend was the reward for six 
months of concentrated effort by the 
organizing committee. 	Mary Stanley 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
CYSTIC FIBROSIS BENEFIT DANCE 
The Slidell, La. Tammany Twirlers 
S&R/D Club sponsored its annual Cystic 
Continued on Page 95 
CONTINENTAL SQUARES 1986 CONVENTION 
FIJI 
..A lig AUSTRALIA 
NEW ZEALAND 
GREAT BARRIER REEF 
OCT. 16 - NOV. 6, 1986 
22 DAYS 
Three-Day Square Dance Festival in Brisbane 
Three-Day International Square Dance Festival 
in Christchurch 
WITH 
JACK & CAROLYN 
LASRY 
NITA PAGE, c/o Page Fours, 39256 Paseo Padre Parkway, 
Fremont, CA 94538 (415) 796-7242 




These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call Them! 
Ralph Kornegay (919-392-1789) 
4634 Trafalgar Rd 
.1e. Wilmington NC 28405 
The "Dr. of Squares" 
Weekends IS Holidays 
amm•011. 
Perry Bergh 
518 Skyline Dr. 
Watertown SD 57201 
605.886-2311 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Bill Barr (203)-934.2653 
421 Campbell Av. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nits 
With "Railroad Bill" 
Traveling Weekends 
Phil Kozlowski 
1531 Ebenezer Rd 
Aurora IN 47001 
1.812-926-0780 
Lemon Recording Artist 
Gary Bible 
10509 Berthound 
Austin TX 78758 
Phone. 512-836-0223 
Weekends 8 Holidays 
  
Dottie Nyszczy 
Box 326 Rt. 29 RD #1 
Broadalbin NY 12025 
518-883.5730 
Wknds, Festivals, MS thru A2 
  
    
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St.  
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man 
  
Joe SoreII 
406 N. 3rd 
Douglas WY 82633 
307-358.3550 
Now Traveling Full Time 
  
     
Walt Cole (801.392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics 
Calling Full Time 
  
Don Taylor (219-483.1081) 
Promenade Hall (925.3818) 
2611 Regal Court 
Ft. Wayne IN 46815 
"Anytime" 
YOUR CLASSIFIED AD 
COULD FILL THIS SPACE. 
NEXT MONTH 
Watch for a full account of the National 
Convention in Indianapolis. Read about 
the ASD Alaska cruise in "Meanderings." 
  
WANTED: Square Dance Caller for Plus through 
Challenge. Member of Callerlab & 10 yrs. experience re 
quired. Needed 1st & 3rd Sat.. 7:30-10:30. Sept. 1986 
through May 1987. Write Seaway Squares, George Rob 
ertson, Rt. 3 Box 331, Massena NY 13662. 315-7698249 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DIST., 3476 Palm Beach Blvd. 
Ft. Myers FL 33905, 813.332-4200 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HOUSTON TX 77248.7309, 713-862.7077 
SUNDANCE RECORD DIST., 36858 Santoline Drive 
Palmdale CA 93550, Ph. 805-2733683 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES, PO Box 216 
Bath OH 44210, Member NASRDS 
VISITING EXPO BED AND BREAKFAST—Phone or 
write for info, local square dance publication and area 
info. $1.00 plus $2.00 postage & handling. Neil Smith, 
373 W. Park, Lynden WA 98264.206354-5821.  
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
LAZY R CAMPGROUND Mini Weekends Aug.1-2, 
Frank Gatrelland, Sam Phillips, MS Plus. Rounds: 
Barb Saxton. Aug. 22.23, Stan Burdick & Tom Miller. 
MS Plus. Oct. 25-27, Family Ties Campout SID & Hallo-
ween Party. Special Dance, Nov. 29, Bill Vollner, Plus, 
8-11 p.m. 2340 Dry Creek Rd NE, Granville OH 43023. 
SMOKEY'S DEN CAMPGROUND, Open May 31-Nov.1; 
western S&R dancing, modern facilities, Hiups, 
showers, wood floor. Rt. 29, Broadalbin, NY, near 
Saratoga Springs. Call 1-518-883-5730 for information 
or write Den, Rt. 29, RD 1, Broadalbin NY 12025. 
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To Fellow Square Dancers Everywhere... 
GREETINGS! 





Houston. TOMIS .----- 
The State of Texas, Houston, and the dancers of both await you'. From the time ...r....,, 	
June 25,26.27.1967 
of the award to the Texas State Federation of Square 
and Round 
Dancers of the 36th 
National Square Dance Convention in liwisville, Kentucky in 1983, the dancers 
of Texas have been planning and working toward presenting to the dancers from 
all parts of 
the world a Convention they will certainly want to attend. Early in the 
planning,  its 




 welcome you to come 
and see what we have in store for 







ke• I tint 1.1 err/ 
;WI:411UP *"'"I  IIYll 171311143.0.71;.  
The World's Greatest 
Square Dance Event 
w1171:11:nlinem:Ituctio ehM111111. 
1: :11:7141,1771.111: nr: 1 
NEW RELEASES ON R&R: 
R&R 101 LITTLE GIRL, Ron Ross, Caller 
R&R 102 YOU DON'T CARE, Ron Ross, Caller 
COMING SOON: 
R&R 103 COME ON HOME AND SING THE BLUES 
TO DADDY, Ron Ross, Caller 
507 N.E. 99th St. #86, Vancouver WA 98665 	(206)574.4814 
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25TH DELAWARE VALLEY 
SQUARE AND ROUND 
DANCE CONVENTION 
CITY LINE AVE. 1.4 MONUMENT RD. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
DUNFEY CITY LINE HOTEL 
Anniversary 
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CAL 
CONFAB 
THE LANGUAGE OF SQUARE 
DANCE PROGRAMMING 
There seems to be a great deal of varie-
ty, and some confusion, regarding the 
designation of dance programs through-
out the SID world. At conventions, fes-
tivals, club dances, and in various publici-
ty releases and publications, one sees 
program designations such as MS + , MS 
Plus, MSQS, Soft Plus. What do these 
terms mean? Does MS+ indicate that the 
dancers should know some of the Plus 
program? If so, which part? Or does it 
mean that, in addition to Mainstream pro-
gram dancing, there will be some sort of 
added attraction? The MS Plus designa-
tion is similarly vague and confusing. 
Terms such as soft plus tell us nothing, 
since the "soft" part, like beauty, is in the 
eye of the beholder (or probably the caller 
for the evening.) When one sees the MSQS 
designation, he probably assumes that  
the dancer will be expected to know some-
thing about Quarterly Selections. How-
ever, does that mean all Quarterly Selec-
tions, only the current QS, or something 
else? Even more important is the fact that 
the QS program was never intended to be 
a regular dance program. The latest publi-
cation of the Callerlab Basic and MS pro-
grams makes that clear: "There is no pro-
gram called Mainstream Quarterly Selec-
tions Program. Those experimental calls 
are intended for use in MS workshops. No 
dancer is required to know the QS calls to 
attend a MS open dance. If such calls are 
used, the caller is to teach them if 
necessary. Please advertise dance pro-
grams as MS, not MSQS." 
Proper program designations help 
dancers to find that dance where they can 
be most comfortable and can have the 
greatest enjoyment. They also tell callers 
the program they are expected to call. We 
need to be more specific and careful in 
designating dance programs, and club of-
ficers and dancers need to be more insis-
tent that callers adhere to the advertised 
program. Use of vague and incorrect pro- 
Continued on Page 99 
LA 
JOIN THE CELEBRATION 
( Dancing Tips 
by Harold & Lill Bausch 
Perhaps it would be wise for us to 
pause from time to time and realize just 
what square dancing is. 
Just as a polka is not a waltz, our pre-
sent square dance is not the same as 
square dancing fifty years ago. That is to 
say, we do not do the traditional square 
dance. That is our "roots," but we dance 
many different moves. We dance what is 
known as "western style" square danc-
ing, or "modern" square dancing. 
At the same time we must note that 
there are many different types of square 
dancing even today. Some still dance 
the traditional calls. I am glad to say 
that a few small groups keep this alive, 
though most of us do not. The majority 
of our dancers dance a combination of 
what we today term as Mainstream and 
Plus. They use all or most all of the 
Mainstream list of calls and a few of the 
Plus list of calls; this is the true majority 
today. 
The attempt by Callerlab, (a good and 
worthy group) to categorize our clubs in-
to Mainstream and Plus, has mostly fail-
ed because calls that become popular, 
and then are dropped or moved to 
another program, will still be used by 
local callers. Nevertheless, Callerlab's 
effort did not go for naught; it has 
brought some sense of organization to 
the clubs. While clubs do not abide 
strictly by the programs, they do follow a 
rough outline, deviating slightly as their 
areas prefer. 
Just as the 55- mile hour speed limit is 
not 100% observed, it is still a guideline 
and it does tend to help control 
speeders. So the Callerlab program lists 
help control the calls used today. 
I mentioned that local callers do not 
always follow the guidelines strictly. 
This is not meant as criticism, for all 
callers worth their salt are "local 
callers" somewhere. It is the local caller 
who knows best what his area wants. 
This is not to say he should disregard 
the program guidelines, rather it is to 
say that he may use discretion in his 
own programming for his own clubs. 
Let us not forget that national pro-
grams are built on the state organiza-
tions, and the state organizations are 
built on the local organizations. 
Therefore we should note that the foun-
dation of all is the local groups. As the 
foundation is the most important for a 
building, so also is the foundation, the 
local areas, to square dancing. Without 
strong local groups we would have no 
others. Without "mainstream" dancing 
we would have no other. 
It is therefore most important that we 
maintain a strong popular mainstream 
of dancers. I do not now speak of the 
Mainstream program, but rather of the 
club program in all our small towns, 
rural areas and the true mainstream city 
clubs. Note I capitalize Mainstream to 
mean the printed program; I use a small 
m to denote the true popular 
mainstream that is somewhere between 
Mainstream and Plus. (Only true square 
dancers will understand what I am say-
ing, others will think this is some sort of 
double talk.) 
Have we lost some of the adventure 
that was common twenty-five years or 
so ago? Back when each area had its 
own way of doing some of the calls? Not 
really, for as different callers put the 
calls together in varying ways, so do the 
various clubs have their own per-
sonalities and in some ways, their own 
list of popular calls. So, in effect, each 
time you go visit another club you still 
have the adventure of old. 
What then is the true attraction of 
square dancing? Personally I believe it is 
the open friendliness of the clubs and 
the dancers. This is truly noted at those 
clubs that serve you lunch after the 
dance, where all sit down and eat 
together and visit. It is sad that all clubs 
cannot do this, for it really does get peo-
ple .to know one another. 
Solving puzzles is not the answer, for 
this is not equally enjoyed by all 
dancers, but good old home town 
friendliness can be enjoyed by everyone. 
When we lose the laughter, the cutting 
up, the kidding around between dancers, 
Continued on Page 92 
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SOUND BY HILTON 
THE AC•3008. 
ONLY THE AC-300B HAS ALL CF THESE: 
• jacks for cnnezting an equalizer for voice and musk 
• LED meters, one f.)1 	the other for music 
• Stereo taping and playback capability 
• Tore arm reset y,:th digital readout 
• 220 volt, 50 cycle modification av--,ilabie 
• EVEN BETTER SOUND QUALITY! 
For complete information, write or phore: 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1033-E Shary Circle•Concord CA 94518*(415)682.8390 
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Calling Tips 
\))) 
by Allen Finkenaur 
YOUR VOICE 
You have just one, and, if square dance 
calling is your game, it is your most val-
uable asset. Most of us who call have 
never had any voice training. We just 
picked up the mike and learned to do the 
calling on our own. It is therefore very im-
portant to learn about the voice since it is 
such a vital part of your performance. 
The average human voice mechanism is 
really not designed to be used for three 
continuous hours by the untrained singer. 
There are almost no other activities where 
the average person uses the voice so 
strenuously. In addition to learning how to 
use the voice properly, you must also give 
your voice the proper care and if possible 
improve it. 
The vocal chords, that make the sound 
for your voice, are muscles that expand 
and contract to create the low and high 
tones. The air flowing over them gives the 
necessary vibration to make the sound 
that comes out of the mouth. Any muscle 
that is to be used strenuously, should be 
warmed up by exercise before it is used. 
All athletes warm up before they begin to 
do their thing to get their muscles ready. 
Opera singers and other professional 
singers have a series of voice exercises 
they follow before they begin to practice 
or perform. You too need to warm up be-
fore your square dance calling. 
On the way to the dance date, start off 
by humming some music that doesn't 
have too high or too low tones in it. After a 
little warm up this way, try singing some-
thing that has an easy range. Even the 
first singing call of each dance should be 
selected with a comfortable voice range 
for you. Put the more difficult and louder 
singing calls at a tip later in your dance 
program. This same advice should also be 
followed in connection with each practice 
session. 
Now that you have warmed up your 
voice for a practice session or a dance 
American Squaredance, July 1986 
you also must care for it as you use it. Can 
you imagine a runner, after a race, running 
directly into a cold shower? Unthinkable, 
yet callers at the end of a tip may get a 
glass of cold water or punch and pour it 
over their vocal chords. Imagine the shock 
the cold liquid gives to those warm mus-
cles? If this isn't bad enough they begin to 
call again in the next tip without again 
warming up. If the caller must have a drink 
between tips the liquid should be room 
temperature or even slightly warm. It's not 
much fun to drink a warm drink but at 
least it won't damage your prime asset. 
You also have a mike and audio equip-
ment which, if you turn it up to full volume, 
would run the dancers out of the hall. 
Most callers put the mike on their chin, 
which hurts their diction and doesn't pro-
perly aim the mike at their voice sound, 
and they match the mike volume to their 
normal voice volume. This is certainly not 
the way to do it. 
The mike should be held close to the 
mouth, not touching the lips or face, and 
directly in front of the mouth. Next time 
you are watching a professional singer on 
TV notice how the mike is held. The vol-
ume of the mike sound should be some-
what louder than you would set it if the 
mike were rested on your chin. This will 
allow you to control the volume of your 
normal voice by moving the mike away to 
be softer and closer to be extra loud. 
Without a mike we had to raise our 
voices to be heard over a noisy crowd. 
With a mike this is unnecessary but may 
be hard to remember. Don't ever yell into 
the mike to get the dancers' attention. All 
you have to do is just turn up the volume 
and speak in a normal voice. 
Sometimes it is necessary to speak to 
the dancers and you aren't at the mike, or 
you have packed your equipment and the 
mike is not available. To do this comfor-
tably and not injure your voice, you need 
to learn to project your voice. This process 
of projection can't be easily learned from 
the written page. Have another caller who 
knows how to project the voice show you 
how to do it. This projecting concept will 
keep you from yelling and it will also im-
prove your delivery when using a mike. In 
any case, don't ever yell to be heard. If you 
do, you may be doing serious damage to 
your most valuable asset. 
Continued on Page 93 
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by Bob Howell 
"e'sasy 
   
July is a great vacation month and if you happen to get to any large city. you may need a cab. The following 
two dances are both written to the same piece of music. The first dance is a solo dance, and the second an 
easy round dance. 
Nell Preamble of Willowick, Ohio, shared this solo dance with me. She learned it in Florida. 
CAB DRIVER (Solo) 
FORMATION: Solo, no partners needed. 
MUSIC: Mills Bros. Either DOT 45-17041 or Golden Oldies "Goldies" 45-P2758 
ROUTINE: Start on left foot and (moving slightly bwd.) 
1 Lean to left, lean to right, repeat. 
2 Two-step to left (on words cab driver); two-step to right; repeat. 
3 Lean left and touch left elbow with right hand (palm down). Left arm is bent and hand is pointing up. 
Lean right and touch right elbow with left hand as above. Repeat. 
4 (Using a double shovel movement with arms) two-step diag. fwd and left; double shovel movement and 
two-step to right. Repeat. 
5 Put hands to back in skater's position, skate left with gliding step; skate right; repeat. 
6 Run three steps and kick fwd on right. 
7 Back up in three quick steps and begin again. 
Jim and Esther Marcum of Lexington, Kentucky, sends along this simple round dance which they 
choreographed to the same record. 
FORMATION: Partners around the hall. 
INTRO: 
1-4 	Wait, wait, apart point, together touch (semi-closed); 
ROUTINE: 
1-4 	Forward two-step four times (start M's L and W's R);;;; 
5-6 Face, two-step left; two-step right; 
7-8 	Turn away in four slow steps (M L-face, W R-face);; 
9-10 Box (M side together, forward; side together, back;) 
11-12 Turn away, four slow steps;; 
13-14 Box;; 
15-16 Vine away (M twd COH side, behind; side, in front;) clap on 4th beat, together to semi and start over. 
ENDING: 
1-2 	Forward two-step twice,; 
3-4 Man walk, W twirl once; apart, point; 
Our square dance this month comes to us from Bob Ruff of Whittier, California, who recorded it on Wagon 
Wheel Records. Calls are limited to the Callerlab Basics 1-21. You'll never find this situation on the IN-
terstate, but you may find it on the country and rural roads. Just moving down that... 
LONG LONESOME HIGHWAY 
MUSIC: Wagon Wheel 916 	 FIGURE (Twice for heads, twice for sides): 
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING: 	 One and three lead to the right and circle four 
Four ladies promenade inside of that ring 	 Heads break, make a line, go forward up and back 
Come on back and swing, your partner swing 	Go forward do-sa-do, back to back you go 
All join hands & circle left, go walking hand in hand 	Make a right hand star and turn it once aroaund 
Allemande your corner, right and left grand 	 Back up to your lines (of four) 
Grand right and left you go until you meet your own 	Allemande left your corner, your partner do-sa-do 
Do-sa-do your lady, promenade her home 	 Take your corner lady, promenade her home 
I'm moving down that long lonesome highway 	I'm moving down that long lonesome highway 
I'm going to live life my way. 	 I'm going to live life my way. 
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Fawcett's 
Square Dance Shop 
Lois & Bill Fawcett 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
Phone (512)787-1116 
MAJESTIC 
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather, 




Texas Tax 05125 
ORDER TOTAL 
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And finally, here is a contra of my own creation, dedicated to that wonderful lady in the New York Harbor on 
her one-hundredth birthday. 
PROUD LADY 
FORMATION: Alternate duple contra: 1,3,5,etc. active and crossed over. 
MUSIC: Use a patriot tune. I have been using (1) God Bless America, Gold Star GS 712 (slowed): This Land, 
Top 25284 (slowed); (3) This Is My Country, Windsor 5066. 
ROUTINE: 
INTRO: Face corners. balance forward and back 
	 — — Back by the right 
— — Star thru, — — Two ladies chain 	 — — — 	— — Slow square thru 
Chain back 
	 — — — —, With new corner do-sa-do 
— — — —. Same four star left , With her, balance forward and back 
Yes. we're probably NUMBER ONE anywhere 
for fast service on your order of records! 




• SOLO DANCE 
Don't be last with the latest' 
Get 'em while they're hot' Call us today' 
CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
20,000 INVENTORY 
—for the latest and the "hard to get" choices! 
FULL-TIME EVERY DAY SHIPPING 
—minimum of waiting, we ship daily! 
NEW, FREE WATS LINE 
—for orders, dial 1.800-328-3800! 
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 
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Russ & Nancy Nichols 
The national conventions for 1986 are now 
history. Plans are being made to attend 
next year's gala events. We are already on 
Houston's mailing list for the 36th Na-
tional SID Convention. Our first news 
release was mailed on April 27. If this 
keeps up, we should be able to keep you 
informed all the way through June, 1987. 
Hats off to Don and Marianne LeBlanc! 
Our mailbox was full as usual with com-
ments on our hobby. Here is an excerpt 
from a letter from Grand Junction, Co.: "I 
read your column in American Square-
dance and enjoy its broad coverage and 
obvious understanding of the area of 
which you write. In the April issue, you 
touched upon the dropout rate in square 
dancing. True...I dance square and round 
and teach ballroom and country swing—
some folk. 'Dropout' prevails in those 
danceforms, also. Kind of a 'given' in any 
activity requiring a long-term commitment 
of self-discipline. Matter of choices, 
too—so many calls on one's time." We 
found this to be an interesting observa-
tion; we also read the article that ap-
peared in the April issue, in the "Feed-
back" column, written by Q.L. "Dusty" 
Rhoads of Marion, Ar., which comments 
on the rapid growth of the VCR and cable 
market. The more you think about the VCR 
theory, the more it makes sense. It is the 
IN thing not to be committed to anything 
that requires regimentation in your leisure 
hours. People put up with regimentation 
in their jobs; during leisure hours, that's 
something else. In doing a little research, 
we find that league bowling is down, while 
more and more are enjoying open bowling. 
We find attendance in golf leagues to be 
down, and golfers not willing to set tee 
times very far in advance. Most pros in our 
area tell us that they are getting more 
walk-ons, who are willing to wait around 
to make up a foursome before teeing off. 
Mr. Rhoads mentions the Jaycees, Shri- 
ners, VFW, bowling leagues and American 
Legion as examples in his article. After 
one gives it some thought, it makes sense, 
and we agree. 
This note was dated April 30 and came 
from Chicago: "I just finished reading 
your column in the February issue of ASD 
and, as always, thoroughly enjoyed it. I 
would like to take advantage of your offer 
to provide a copy of both Advanced and 
C1 list. I appreciate your effort." 
Finally, this, from Brighton, Mo.: "Enjoy 
reading your column, "AC Lines," in ASD 
and if available, could you please send me 
two copies of the Al and A2 and C1 Ad-
vanced list." 
Other mail came from California and 
Rhode Island. We thank you for writing. 
Please keep them coming. 
July is an interesting month in our hobby. 
Some are just coming from the national 
conventions and are saying, just wait until 
next year. Others are vacationing and may 
not even be thinking about square danc-
ing, but you can bet your last dollar that 
many of the country's most formidable 
challenge dancers are looking forward to 
Cherry Ridge, with twelve days and five 
different callers devoted to working out 
the latest in choreography, that will set 
the pattern for the entire hobby for at 
least the next year and perhaps longer. 
A FEW DETAILS 
Not the cover price of the magazine—
$1.25. If you miss an issue for any reason, 
send that amount. (Mailing cost alone is 
over 90.: for a single issue.) Our business 
phone (business hours, please) is 419-433-
2188. Ask about our Sign-Up Dances. Ask 
for ad rates. 
SQUARE DANCING 
RECORDED -LIVE- WITH CALLER 
FRANK BEDELL 
& THE HOLLYWOOD HOEDOWNERS 
ON ART RECORDS ALP-122 
A STEREO 12" LP FOR ONLY $8. 
POSTAGE PREPAID NO C.O.D.'S 
Order from: 
ART RECORDS MFG. COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 15032 
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33318 
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LEE KOPMAN 
* Newly revised Al & A2, C-1 & C-2 Instructional Set 
* Now Available on Reel or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
FOR Advanced, C-1, C-2 and C-3 levels of dancing. 
* Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our (5) Two Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level — 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level 
* Also Available — Glossary of S/D Calls 
* Workshop Tapes 
	
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
Advanced to C-4 Level 
	
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793 
WHY JUNE ISSUE WAS LATE 
On May 17, a Sunday morning, the 
building which housed our printer was 
destroyed by fire. Printing of the June 
issue was completed on the day before, 
with the pages waiting to be bound 
before delivery to us for mailing on June 
23. These pages were completely des-
troyed, although the original plates were 
salvaged and taken to Toledo for reprint-
ing. The magazine was delivered to us 
for mailing a week later than scheduled. 
For the first time in the eighteen years 
we have published ASD, the issue was 
mailed at the very end of the month. The 
current issue, July, should be back on 
schedule, since it was delivered to the 
printer during the mailing of its pre-
decessor. 
We apologize for the delay and know 
that you will understand the unavoidable 
circumstances that can play havoc with 
the most well-planned schedules. 
Stan and Cathie 
BILL DAVIS CALLER & DANCER SERVICES 
HANDY FLIP CARDS For Dancers & Callers (In 4 Sets: MS. Plus, A1&2, & C1) 
One card for each call; available in 3 Categories: (A) Definitions: (B) Get-Outs; (C) 
Blank. Each card has call name, starting and ending formations on front 
(category on back). Single Sets $5: Complete Set (A + B + C) $10.00: Complete 
Category (MS + Plus + Adv + C1) $14.50. Full System (290 Cards): $30.00. 
THE SIGHT CALLERS' TEXTBOOK, Second Edition 	$12.95 
The most complete How-To-Sight Call Book Available. Fully illustrated and 
geared to self-teaching. RESOLUTION, FORMATION AWARENESS, SNAPSHOP 
GETOUTS, PROGRAMING, CALLERLAB SYMBOLS. 130 Pages. 
TOP TEN 1983 (with John Sybalsky) 	 $6.95 
Five separate Dictionaries of all Callerlab calls (MS thru C2). Illustrated; Quarterly 
Selections, New Concepts & Ideas, Formations, Arrangements, Teaching Orders, 
Mixing Number System. 
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE (ei-Monthly).$12.50/Calendar Year 
With Liability Insurance $22.50/Calendar Year. All new calls and concepts 
reported and analyzed— MS thru A2. Equipment Insurance Available. 
DANCER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly) 	$6.50/Calendar Year 
Definitions of ALL New Calls & Concepts. Supplements the TOP TEN. 
ORDER FROM BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. 
Add $3/item for Air Mail. 




by Ed Fraidenbutg 
411112'.1  
TRIANGLt SQUARES 
by Ross Crispino 
(with credit to Harriett Miles) 
SET-UP: Six couples in a circle, facing in. 
Number off with #1 couple with backs to 
the caller and number to the right. Identify 
odd and even couples; odds will be heads 
and evens will be sides. 
BASIC FORMATION: Heads lead right and 
circle to a line; forming a perfect triangle. 
Stress keeping lines straight and not 
touching hands at the ends of the lines. 
VARIATION: Heads lead right and touch 
to a wave; triangle waves. 
BASIC DRILL: 
Heads lead right, circle 1/2 , pass to center 
(Outtacers automatically trade), 
Six pass thru in the center (actually, veer 
thru, man veer left, lady veer right, meet 
new partner, end facing outside couple. 
Observe right shoulder pass when doing 
veer thru), right and left thru 
Pass to the center, six pass thru in center 
Right and left thru, pass to center 
Six pass thru in center, right and left thru 
Pass to the center, new centers make a 
Right-hand star, turn it to the corner 
Left allemande... 
TRIPLE DOUBLE PASS THRU: 
Heads star thru (man must veer left and 
lady right to accomplish) 
Tandem couples triple double pass thru 
Centers in, cast off 3/4 , pass thru 
Go on to the next, star thru 
Triple double pass thru, partner trade 
Triple double pass thru, centers in 
Cast off 3/4 , pass thru, on to the next 
Star thru, centers six star thru, back out 
Allemande left, promenade 
Don't slow down, heads wheel around 
Inside pairs pair off, outsides star thru 
Triple double pass thru, Track 1111 
(From columns facing out, start as any 
track movement, staying in your own col-
umns. When you come to the center, 
finish as in triple double pass thru) 
Everyone cloverleaf, zoom, just the ladies 
Zoom, centers six star right 2/3 
To corner, left allemande... 
TRACK 1111: 
Heads star thru, triple double pass thru 
Track 1111, track 1111 again, lead two 
Cloverleaf, next two partner trade 
Left allemande... 
LOAD THE BOAT: 
Side ladies chain 2/3, heads lead right 
And circle to a line, triangle up and back 
Load the boat (Ends as usual, pass 3 and 
'/4 in with third dancer, centers star thru, 
partner trade and pass thru), circle four 
To a line, triangle load the boa: 
Circle four with the outside two and 
Break to a circle of twelve...(Zero) 
SPIN CHAIN THE GEARS: 
Side ladies chain 1/3 , heads lead right 
Touch to a wave, triangle waves 
Spin chain the gears (Right 1/2, left 34, 
three men center and star right 1/3 , girls 
U-turn back, turn three stars 3/4, three 
ladies right-hand star 1/3 , turn three stars 
3/4 , three men right-hand star 1/3 , here all 
men U-turn back, ladies hinge (left), men 
run, cast this two-faced line 1/3, outfacers 
partner trade), left allemande... 
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TEACUP CHAIN: 
Three ladies center right-hand star 5/6 (to 
original corner), side ladies chain right, 
new head ladies center left-hand star 7/6 
(pass the man who put you in and turn the 
next), head ladies center left-hand star 
7/6, sides right, head ladies center left-
hand star 7/6, sides right, head ladies 
center left-hand star 7/6, sides right, new 
head ladies center right-hand star 5/6, 
sides right, and all courtesy turn. 
Review: Right-hand star 5/6, left-hand star 
7/6 (four times), right-hand star 5/6 to part-
ner. 
GRAND TRIANGLE: 
The circle of six couples is compared to a 
huge pie cut into six pieces. The line of 
each cut lies between partners of each 
couple. Timing = 32 beats. Whenever you 
are moving on the line of any "cut," you 
are with someone and when moving on 
the "rim" you are solo. Since there is 
greater distance on the rim, larger steps 
are required. 
Following the head couples: Four steps to 
center, turn very slightly taking a new 
partner (on the wrong side) and back out 
four steps, face this partner and back 
away four steps (solo), meet original part-
ner and 1/4 in, then four steps to the 
center. This is the point of reversal. 
Note: The first set of four steps and the 
fourth set of four steps are in the same 
footprints. 
Reverse: Back out four steps, face partner 
back away four steps (solo), meet new 
partner and four steps to center, meet 
partner and back to home position. Sides 
do the counterpart. Start with Sides face, 
grand triangle... 
Note: The sides' first four steps and the 
fourth four steps are in the same foot-
prints. 
Other standard moves are: all twelve spin 
the top, all twelve swing thru and remake 
the thar (First and fourth couples lead 
right and circle six to a line and use stan-
dard calls for six couple squares). 
If you wish a quadrille using six couples 
for exibitions, write for description to 
Ross Crispino, 5055 E. University Sp. K-8. 
Meza AZ 85205. Phone: 602-985-2560 
0000000 
REVIEW1 
A deeper look at spin the net: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, spin the net, centers 
Swing thru, boys run, all girls pass thru 
Centers recycle, other boys run, trade by 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, Spin the net 
Step thru, swing thru, pass thru 
Trade by, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, centers cross run 
Spin the net, step thru, swing thru 
Ends circulate, boys run, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass thru, wheel & deal, centers pass thru 
Spin the net, swing thru, recycle 
Double pass thru, leaders trade 
Swing thru, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Fan the top, spin the net, center boys run 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, swing thru 
Boys trade, pass thru, tag the line in 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, slide thru 
Dixie style to a wave, spin the net 
Recycle, pass thru, swing thru, recycle 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Dixie style to a wave, left swing thru 
Spin the net, recycle, pass thru 
Swing thru, spin the net, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, spin the top 
Swing thru, girls run, bend the line 
Spin the net, recycle, pass thru 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande... 
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GET ON BOARD 
by Paul McNutt 
DESCRIPTION: From facing lines (regular 
lines are used here to make the definition 
easier to follow): ends pass thru, move 
around the outside to the first persons 
they meet and right arm-turn 1/2 . Center 
four make a right-hand star and turn it 1/2 
and a bit more until the boys meet. Boys 
left arm-turn 3  as girls move up and to 
their right (as in spin the top) to form 
parallel right-hand waves. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Get on board, swing thru, recycle 
Square thru 3/4 , trade by, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 3/4 , coordinate, bend the line 
Get on board, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Load the boat, star thru, get on board 
Swing thru, recycle, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Flutter wheel, get on board, boys run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, get on board 
Swing thru, recycle, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, bend the line, get on board 
Swing thru, boys circulate, recycle 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru but on the third hand 
Dixie grand, left allemande... 
Heads 1/2 square thru, swing thru 
Boys run, bend the line, get on board 
Spin the top, recycle, get on board 
Boys run, ferris wheel, dixie grand 
Left allemande... 
Four ladies chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, get on board 
Boys cross run, girls trade, left swing thru 
Girls run, ferris wheel, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Girls run, couple circulate, bend the line 
Get on board, swing thru 
Right and left grand... 
Head ladies chain, sides lead right 
Circle to a line, get on board 
Trade the wave, boys circulate, recycle 
Pass thru, trade by, swing thru, recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, touch to a wave 
Girls run, bend the line, get on board 
Swing thru, girls circulate, boys run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go around one to a line 
Get on board, boys run 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Note: As long as you arrange for same 
sexes to meet for the left arm turn 3/4 , no 
significant problems arise. 
re;1  HUBEI 
by Ed 
Heads square thru four, single circle 
To a wave, swing thru, linear cycle 
Reverse flutter wheel, slide thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Head ladies center teacup chain 
Spin the top, spin chain the gears 
Boys run, couples circulate, couples trade 
Girls trade, partner trade, couples 
Circulate 11/2 , bend the line, you're home... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Touch 1/4 , boys run, track two, girls trade 
Recycle, pass to the center, square thru 
Three-quarters, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, triple scoot 
Circulate, swing thru, girls trade 
Right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, triple trade 
Diamond circulate, triple trade, girls hinge 
Center four wheel and deal, others 
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At Home or On the Road 
Our Dancing Windchimes 
are for everyone! 
ANODIZED ALUMINUM: 
L, 12" ($19.00) 
❑ 23" ($33.00) 
❑ 34" ($39.00) 
COLOR: 
CI Red 	Gold 




City 	 State 	Zip 
111* 
SILVER GALVANIZED STEEL: 
Piano-tuned — one size and color only 
1 17" ($24.95) 
(CA Residents add 6% Sales Tax) 
ADD $3.00 POSTAGE AND HANDLING 
GOLD REFLECTIONS, PO BOX 4254 
Arcata CA 95521 	707-822-3195 
-.1111,":„ 	 --.1111," "...11111,•" -•••••"" 
KALOX- &ice-Longhorn 
RECENT RELEASE ON KALOX: 
K-1310 MEAN WOMAN WITH GREEN EYES, Flip/Inst. 
by Elmer Sheffield 
K-1309 COUNTRIFIED, Flip/Inst. by Bob Wickers 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN: 
LH-1043 HIGHWAY TO NOWHERE by Francis Zeller 
LH-1042 BETCHA MY HEART by Francis Zeller 
LH-1041 I'M ONLY IN IT FOR THE LOVE by Mike Bramlett 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO . 
▪ B-348-A SWEET NAOMI, Two-step by Joe & Alice Hill 
1. Music only; 2. Cues by Charlie Proctor 
B-348-8 PAPA JOE'S POLKA, by Vaughn & Jean Parrish 
1. Music only; 2. Cues by C. 0. Guest 
B-347-A WOODCHOPPERS BALL, Quickstep, Two-step, Swing 
by Richard and JoAnne Lawson 
1. Music only; 2. Cues by Richard Lawson 
B-347-B SWEET DREAMS '86, Two-step, Kenn & Mary Carol Meyer 
1. Music only; 2. Cues by Charlie Proctor 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-346-A STRUTTIN' HIGH/WHEELING AROUND 
NEW ON CROW: 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst, by BIll Crowson 




I' rams ueher 
Bend the line, left allemande in 
Alamo style, balance, heads scoot back 
All boys run, heads pass thru 
Sides cloverleaf, touch 1/4 , scoot back 
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru but on the third hand 
Dixie grand, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, *swing thru, girls fold 
Peel the top, linear cycle' 
(• to • = right and left thru) 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, pass thru 
Chase the 3/4 tag, triple trade 
All eight circulate, boys run, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, centers 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
July is a month when we think about pa-
triotism, our heritage, parades, saluting 
the flag, heroes and heroines of history. 
This theme has been depicted on our cov-
er by Sue Burdick. Sue's from Cleveland. 
You've met her on these pages before. 
So, like two sides of a coin, we honor 
our country this month, and simultane-
ously pay tribute to the women in our 
lives. 
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	 DY 
LP.S.: MS/QS by Walt Cole 
TIMING'S THE THING 
INTRO: 
Heads — square thru 
— — — — 
Do-sa-do — — 	— — Touch 1/4 
Scoot back — — — Boys run 
- — Right & left thru 
Slide thru — — 	Pass thru turn back 
Swing corner — — — Promenade 
- — — — 	 — — 
FOR THE MODULAR. CALLER: 
Zero line: pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, first go left 
Next go right, zero line... 
Zero line: star thru, dive thru 
Right and left thru, star thru, zero line... 
Zero box: swing thru, girls trade 
Box the gnat, right & left thru, zero box... 
Zero box: right and left thru, rollaway 
Pass thru, U-turn back, zero box... 
Zero box: swing thru, boys run 
Bend the line, pass thru, wheel & deal 
Centers pass thru, zero box... 
Zero line: right and left thru, rollaway 
Pass thru, face partner, grand right & left.. 
Zero line: pass the ocean, swing thru 
Ends circulate, boys run, wheel and deal 
Right and left thru, zero box... 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
Static square: sides half square thru 
Half square thru with outside two 
Bend the line, half square thru 
Centers half square thru, separate 
Around one, left allemande... 
Static square: head ladies chain 
Left allemande, promenade, just the heads 
Turn back, circle four, boys break to a line 
Center four square thru 3/4 , left allemande. 
Static square: Heads square thru, split 
The outside two, around one, into middle 
Right & left thru, same heads square thru 
Split the outside two, around one 
Into the middle, right & left thru 
Circle eight... 
Static square: Sides right & left thru 
Left square thru, split that couple 
Around one into the middle, star thru 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM: 
Static square: heads 1/2 sashay, lead right 
Circle 1/2 , 1/2 square thru, 1/2 tag the line 
Circulate double, boys run, slide thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom, centers 
Touch 1/4 , circulate 11/2 , left allemande... 
Zero line: pass thru, 1/2 tag the line 
Swing thru, walk and dodge, partner trade 
Zero line... 
Zero box: (wave) girls trade, girls run 
Half tag the line, boys run, slide thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero box: (wave) girls run, half tag the line 
Boys run, right & left thru, pass the ocean 
Recycle, left allemande... 
Zero line: pass thru, tag the line 
Cloverleaf, double pass thru, centers in 
Cast off 3/4 , star thru, left allemande... 
Zero line: pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, cloverleaf, centers 
Pass thru, star thru, pass thru, tag the line 
Cloverleaf, centers box the gnat 
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande... 
Zero box: sides rollaway, pass thru 
Outsides cloverleaf, centers star thru 






.;(CALLED  RECORDS 
FOR TEACHERSA DANCERS 
• SD500 Easy Dances & Mixers #1 
‘)‘) 	
•SD501 Circle & Square Dances 
• SD502 Promenades & Stars 
• SD003 My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean 
• SD008 Grand Square Six Quadrille 
INSTRUMENTALS FOR CALLERS 
• SD001 Happy Song 
• SD005 When You and I Were Young, 
Maggie 
• SD007 When You're Smiling 
• SD009 Venus 
• EASY DANCES FOR TEACHERS AND DANCERS 
• INTERESTING DANCES FOR CALLERS 
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • P 0 BOX 3055 (Zip 95992.3055) • 146 CLINTON ST • YUBA CITY CA 95991 • (916) 673-1120 
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Projection Audio 
Take advantage of 
the Canadian dollar 
and give us a call 
MI-12H 
High quality 12" Driver 
with additional tweeter to 
give maximum voice re-
sponse and high frequency 
music; for the more natural 
sound you require. 
Weight 26 lbs. 
MI-10 
For callers with compact 
cars who want high quali-
ty sound for their dancers 
in the smallest cabinet 
possible. 
Weight 11 lbs.  
MI-12 
Highest quality sound for 
cabinet of its size with 12" 
Driver. Speaker built to 
handle large halls. 
Weight 18 lbs. 
CL-545 
For the caller who requires 
portability and high quality 
sound in halls with difficult 
accoustics. 
Weight 22 lbs. 
30 day money back guarantee on all speakers 
COI Projection Audio 
Box 1, Site 60, Boyle, Alberta, Canada TOA OMO 




RH219 YOU'RE SOMETHING SPECIAL TO ME 
by Darryl 
RH510 YOU CAN'T KEEP A GOOD MAN DOWN 
by Tony 
RH511 YOUR LOVE HAS LIFTED ME HIGHER by Tony 
RH801 I'LL DANCE THE TWO STEP by Art 
RH802 HEADING WEST by Art 
RH901 EVERY DAY by Mark 
RH902 THERE AIN'T NO CURE FOR THE ROCK & 
ROLL by Mark 
Keith 
nippeto 
P.O. Box 880 














"GET HOOKED ON TROUT" 
RALPH TROUT 
Square Dance Caller 
128 West McNeal Street, Millville, New Jersey 08332 
Telephone 609-825-6547 
TRAVELLING — FULL TIME CALLER 
RECORDING ARTIST ON RED BOOT RECORDS 
"NEW RELEASES" 
RB2998 - "Blueberry Hill" 
	
RB282 - "Peg Of My Heart" 
"CURRENT RELEASES" 
RB284 - "Headed For A Heartache" 	 RB283 • "Ain't No Calfornia" 
G&W600 - "But For Love" 	 RB298 - "Down On The Corner' 
RB299 - "Fool By Your Side" 
TROUT PRINTING & PUBLISHING — R & L RECORDS 
Building 33 - Millville Municipal Airport - Millville. New Jersey 08332 
(Trout Printing Telephone) 609-327-2697 	(R & L Record Telephone) 609-327-2914 
We Have A Record Store and a Record Service! It you're looking for dance records, whether new or old 
classics, call us, we may have it in stuck and it we don't we'll try to find it! If you'd like a computer list, our com-
plete inventory, of "Used Rds". "Used Sqs", "New Rds-. or "New Sqs", send a check, made out to R & L 
Records, for $3.00 per list Contact us for information concerning our record service, you'll like what you hear! 
Attention Anyone With Old Used Records. If you have used records (minus broken, damaged or warped) 
send them to us, on consignment, arid we'll try to sell them in our Used Record Depart. for $1.50 each. which 
you get $.75 (quarterly) per record sold and we keep the other $.75 to cover advertising and handling charges. 
R & L Products We carry and manufacture products like: Christmas Cards, Manuals, Books, Sight Sheets. 
Caller/Cuer Contracts, Dance Diplomas (all levels), Memo Pads, Plastic Record Sleeves, 3 Year Calendars 
(3 sizes with "Note" space) and the National Directory. Contact us for more information and prices on all pro-
ducts. Look For Our New Catalog, Featuring All Of Our Products, Coming Out Soon! Dealer Inquiries 
Are Invited. 
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CROSS STITCH 
by Bev Warner 
Over a century ago, men were the ones 
who worked embroidery. Back in the mid-
dle ages a man had to be apprenticed for 
six years in his craft guild in order to 
become a master. In colonial days child-
ren learned their alphabet by embroider-
ing their letters. For this reason, mothers 
also taught their boys to embroider. 
Mary Ann Kornegay of Wilmington, 
North Carolina began doing cross stitch 
when husband Ralph became so involved 
in calling. Mary Ann was always on the 
lookout for cross stitch square dance pat-
terns, but could find very few, so she and 
Ralph began designing and selling them 
to other dancers. Altogether they have 
designed 20 different patterns in three 
square dance booklets and one round 
dance. They have 50 state patterns. They 
also do special orders for badges. 
Mary Ann says the state patterns are 
ideal for a bib jumper or yoke on a shirt. 
"It's exciting to see our patterns being 
sold through mail order all over the U.S." 
Some of the patterns have sayings, 
such as: "Square dancing is friendship set 
to music," "Square or round dancing 
grandpa (grandma)" or "Do you dare to be 
a rounder (or a square)?" There is even a 
yellow rock. The patterns are all laid out 
on graph paper with a color code, or you 
may select your own. 
Some suggestions for a novice cross 
stitcher are: 
Almost any fabric can be used for your 
work. An off-white or beige colored materi-
al is preferable because it enables you to 
see your design better. If using a dark 
fabric, then use very light thread. The 
choice of thread (embroidery floss) de-
pends on the type of embroidery to be 
made, the fabric and design. Six strands 
are used most often, or you may separate 
into 1,2,3,4 or 5 depending on the effect 
you want to create. Needles come in as-
sorted lengths and thicknesses and are 
numbered according to size, the higher 
the number the finer the needle. Since em-
broidery needles open the weave of the 
fabric enabling you to draw the thread 
through easily, the needle you use should 
be slightly larger than the thickness of 
your thread. Don't forget a thimble to pro-
tect your middle finger and some small, 
sharp scissors to clip threads. A hoop or 
frame is a must to keep the working sur-
face smooth and taut so the sewing will 
not pucker. 
This is how cross stitch is done: At the 
starting point of each stitch, the needle is 
always brought through the fabric from 
the wrong side and is usually inserted 
Continued on Page 92 
216 	
pp 
348 	tije -11--  / 
Pattern Co. 
Box 23 
Catalog $1.50 	Hamlin, Texas 79520 
plus 500 postage & handling 
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Alocnin3 s 
FASHION MAGIC 
MANUFACTURERS OF SQUARE DANCE PETTICOATS 
(Color Swatches On Request) 
4313 Harford Rd, Baltimore MD 21214 	(301)426.1700 
Before you place your order, see Kroening's. Kroening's are qualified in assisting you in making 
the right selections. Kroening's takes pride in knowing the individual square dancer's needs, 
from the beginner through the advanced dancer, and also those who desire the unique. Kroen-
ing's are proud of their American made petticoats. A Kroening's petticoat is more than an ac-
cessory—a necessity for the total look. Kroening's will customize. You too can be a designer- 






We would like to establish 
dealerships for our quality pro-
ducts in countries outside of 
the USA. I e Australia, New 
Zealand, Sweden. Canada. 
etc. 	Interested, please con- 
tact Joseph Kush. 
BELT BUCKLES mare 
Dancers 
Colors 
Navy, Ivory, Ebony, 
Pink, Sapphire Blue, 
Carnelian (Tan). Sar-
donyx (Dark Brown), 
Lavender, Garnet, 
Hunter Green. 
AN ORIGINAL DESIGN 
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE 
Only $25.00 
(Calif. residents add 6% tax) 
J.R. Kush & Co. 	 Exclusive Worldwide Distributor 
.623 Hesperia St. Makes an 
	
Dealer Inquiries Invited 
Reseda, California 91335 
	
ideal gift! Phone; 818-344-9671 or 345-7820 
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Steal a .cede leek 
e„ a e4a.„, Reatzd 
eau 
by Mildred D. Brudd 
Orland Park IL 60462 
When most ordinary grandmothers 
yell "bingo," they expect to win a 
jackpot prize. 
When Grandmother Norris shouts 
"bingo," she expects a choreographed 
twist, twirl and sidestep jump. 
Plainly, Swersie Norris is not your 
common-type granny. At 60, she remains 
one of the few black female square 
dance callers in the country. 
"It wasn't easy at first," explains the 
35-year square dance veteran. "But 
dancers are a special, fun-loving group 
of people. Once they hear my deep alto 
voice calling moves, they realize that I 
know my stuff and judge me on my abili-
ty rather than my color. I've made 
thousands of friends all over the world 
and everyone knows what and who I am. 
I can deal with that." 
A resident of Chicago's south side, 
Swersie, (or "Brown Sugar" as she is 
known in dance circles). has been danc-
ing and calling for more than half of her 
life. Her square dance repertoire con-
sists of over 3,000 word-dance combina-
tions which, when varyingly arranged, 
number into the millions. 
"I spend hours preparing my calling 
gigs," explains Norris. "I have my own 
clubs that I call for each night of the 
week. I have white groups in Evanston 
and black clubs throughout the city. My 
challenge group, the Swer-Cee's have a 
national reputation for excellence." 
Her weekends are normally filled with 
professional calling gigs all over the 
midwest. 
As she speaks, she moves around red, 
blue, green and yellow wooden rec-
tangular chips positioning them in an 
assortment of angles. 
"These chips represent a square of 
dancers. Before I call, I always 
choreograph my chips to my music so 
that I can be assured of smooth flow. 
This consumes hours, but hard work and 
planning always pay off. I recently pur-
chased a hard disc computer in order to 
program moves more quickly. A friend of 
mine in the East has just finished for-
matting a square dance software 
package. As soon as the software is 
available, and as soon as I can figure out 
how to work my computer, I'll be able to 
increase my calling moves tenfold." 
This seemingly boundless bundle of 
energy broadly smiles while discussing 
the roots of her square dancing passion. 
"My first husband and I always ap-
preciated a variety of music: rock, jazz, 
opera, rhythm and blues— everything. 
Music continually filled our home. We 
slipped into country and western quite 
by accident through some friends who 
were fans of that particular style of 
music. Since my husband and I attacked 
everything with gusto, we started danc-
ing with a black south side group. After 
my husband died, square dancing saved 
my life from falling apart." 
She stopped momentarily to collect 
and reflect on memories as her eyes 
cleared of their misty shroud. 
"I advanced my dancing ability 
through long hours of study and prac-
tice. I moved through levels of expertise 
beginning with Basic to Mainstream to 
Plus to two levels of Advanced to four 
levels of Challenge. 
"The top level of Challenge, (C-4), 
would probably be equal in effort to a 
black belt in karate," Swersie explains. 
"I have mastered all levels and call for 
all levels; there are only a handful of C-4 
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callers in the world and I'm one of them. 
"Obviously, before you can become 
an expert caller, you must first become 
an expert dancer," she states through a 
prideful blush. 
In the early 1950's, Swersie graduated 
from the Square Dance Caller's College 
in Merrilville, Indiana. She still 
remembers her query call to the institu-
tion. 
"I told the school officials that I 
wanted to be a professional caller," she 
explains. "They didn't hesitate or pull in 
the welcome mat when I told them I was 
black. They simply said, So what? and it 
proved to be one of the most important 
things that I ever did in my life." 
Since that initial foot-in-the-door con-
versation, Swersie Norris has flung the 
door wide open. 
As a charter member of Callerlab, the 
International Organization of Square 
Dance Callers, Swersie has called for 
dances all over the world. 
"Square dancers never compete 
against each other, they dance with 
each other. Square dancing remains a 
healthy outlet for energy." 
Whenever Swersie calls for a national 
convention, she always wears a string of 
bars, each showing a national conven-
tion for which she has called. The first 
was Detroit, 1961. 
"While square dancing remains a 
predominantly white activity, it's en-
couraging to see a rapidly increasing 
number of blacks and other minorities 
joining in the fun." 
When it comes to square dancing, the 
only color that is noticed is the whirl of 
color in flowing crinolines. 
HOEDOWNS 
Rock Island Ride— Square Tunes 
Avalon— Blue Star 
Liquid Silver— Wild West 
Row, Row, Row— TNT 
Real Madrid— TNT 
Rhythm Express— Rhythm 
Driftwood— Gold Star 
SINGING CALLS 
Taking It Easy— Rhythm 
Summertime— Rhythm 
Headed for a Heartache— Red Boot 
Swing Low Sweet Chariot— Blue Ribbon 
Feels Right— Chicago Country 
I Got Mexico— Red Boot 
Dream Lover— Rhythm 
CALLERS-DANCERS 
Are YOU Considering Sponsoring 
A Square Dance Group Travel Program? 
If so, WE CAN HELP. 
We Spacial'. In Preparing 
Square Dance Group Travel Programs 
CONTACT US for Information 
About Mow We Can Custom Damegn 
A Group Travel Program for YOU .  
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
2217 HAMPSHIRE STREET: SUITE 101 
OUINCY IL 62301 
PHONE 217-222-8011 
SQUARE DANCE 
HOSTESS ACCESSORIES 	r  QV SQUARE SPECIALTIES 
P.O. Box 7283, Dept. A100 
Port St. Lucie, FL 33485 
FREE GIFT SENT WITH YOUR ORDER 
40 Pcs Party Pak: Napkins, Coasters, Mats 2.25 
24 Pcs Snek Pak: Napkins & Coasters .95 500 Address Labels s/Couple 	$4.00 
48 Pcs Gift Box: Napkins & Coasters 1.95 
1 Boot Case, leather key holder w/crossed sq. 1.00  8. Dick Thomas 
1 Key Tag, plastic w/dancing couple .85 421 Ruffner Court 
1 Plaque, wood w/o:lancing couple motif 2.75 
tEvie 
Port St Lucie. FL 
Please Include HANDLING CHARGE with your order 33452 
25 Beverage Napkins .90 
25 Lunch Napkins .90 
24 Coasters .85 
24 Place Mats 1.50 
1 Decal DICouple Motif .85 
1 Decal Crossed Sqs. .55 
	
ZIP Code 00001-49899 $1.50 	Canada 	52.50 
ZIP Code 50000-99999 $2.00 Address Labels 1.00 
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 
SEND 25c FOR OUR COLOR BROCHURE 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES AVAILABLE FOR CLUBS 
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TOTAL QTY 	 X 3.95 pr. 
C•la ••,xent, xox 1.0.1.1. I 	.24 pr 	  
Shipping & Handling S 1 0 0 
	
AMT. ENCLOSED 	  
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	 STATE 	  
ZIP 	 PHONE 
MAIL TO: 
R 8 I SPECIALTIES 	DEPT I 
1215 Roberta Ave Glendale CA 91201 
818 244 6373 
INTRODUCING the all NEW 
PANTY HOSE 
* COOL Cotton Ventilated Sole and aerated crotch 
* Reinforced Toe 
* Nude to the Hip 
* Sheer Support 
S1 95 
IS) = SUNTAN (med. tan) 	ONLY 10 	PR. 
(B) = BEIGE (taupe beige) 
Size Chart 
P 	Petite 4'10"-5'2" 	90.115 lbs.  
M Medium 5'2"-5'5" 	115.135 lbs. 
T 	Tall 	5'5"-5113" 	or snow Queer,  135-170 lbs. 
0= Queen 5'7".5111" 	160-200 lbs.  
In your choice of our 
beautiful shades Cf 




TOM AND JAN KANNAPEL 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Tom and Jan began round dancing in 
1966. Their four daughters kept them busy 
in the early years so that their teaching 
career began somewhat later—in 1978. 
They now have three RID clubs in addition 
to cueing for a SID club and many local 
association functions. They are members 
of URDC, Roundalab, Dixie R/D Council, 
Kentuckiana RID COuncil and Kentucki-
ana S/D Association. Tom and Jan have 
taught at many festivals throughout the 
eastern U.S., and are on staff at Fontana 
Village's Accent on Rounds. They are best 
known for their choreography, the most 
popular being "I'm Gonna Sit Write Down 
and Write Myself a Letter." 
Tom is chief of multi-family construc-
tion with the Kentucky Housing Corp., and 
Jan is a registered medical lab technician. 
When they are not teaching, they enjoy 
dancing—square as well as round. They 
have seven grandchildren who help oc-
cupy their time. 
The Kannapels were featured in Round 
Dancer in December, 1984. Some of their 
personal philosophy is exemplified in this 
quote: "It is our belief that to be suc-
cessful at teaching rounds, one of the 
most important qualities to possess is pa-
tience with the student's ability and pro-
gress. Equally important is a willingness 
to put in some extra time with special ses-
sions, if necessary, in order to give in-
dividual attention to those who need it." 




The Shoppers &Mart, t f 
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Invaluable Helpers for both Dancers and Caller/Teachers 
THE HANDBOOK SERIES — Three fully-illustrated (in color and black and 
white) informative booklets that belong in the pocket or purse of every square 
dancer. The first two are current rundowns of the Cal lerlab-approved basics 
with how-to-do photos, complete definitions, styling and timing notes. 
81/2"x61/4" in size, they are handy reference guides and serve as useful class 
notes to hand out to new dancers! (See box for costs of shipping and 
handling.) 
ill The 	 2 The Plus 	 131 The Indoctnnation 
'11 Basic,'Mainstream 	 Movements 21:11:4  Handbook 32 pages 
Handbook 64 	 Handbook 32 	 What all square 
pages. 450 
laugset rsa t o1 51(-)s 35C 	
dancers should know 
What to wear. History. illustrations 75C 
per copy $60 per 	 per copy S30 per Ground rules, etc. 35C 
100 	 100 	 per copy $30 per 100 
i4) SAMPLER: One each of Handbooks 1 2 and 3. including postage and handling. 52.00 Limit one sampler per address 
The Caller and Teacher Library 
Nowhere else will the caller, experienced or novice, get so much helpful 
information. Each of these two volumes was many years in the making. Each 
is bound in an attractive, heavy-duty, loose-leaf binder and, because it is 
looseleaf, additional material may be added. 
(5) The Caller/Teacher Manual — This is the essential book 
for learning to teach others how to square dance. It covers in 
detail the Callerlab Basic and Mainstream programs as a 
base for teaching dancers. 320 pages. 872"x11" heavy-duty 
paper. Completely diagrammed, contents include teaching 
suggestions, dealing with trouble spots and much more. 
Whether you are" about to teach your first class or are a 
veteran caller interested in improving your techniques, you 
can't miss with this volume. Price: $29.95 (plus S4.00 for 
shipping and handling) 
(6) The CallerText — Taken from 37 years of SQUARE 
DANCING (Sets In Order) Magazine and written by more 
than 100 caller/leaders, this book covers virtually every facet 
of the calling art. Compiled by Bob Osgood and organized 
for publication by Bill Peters, the 640 pages are aimed at 
developing caller-skills. This Text is the inseparable com-
panion piece to the Caller/Teacher Manual. Price: $49.95 
(plus $7.00 for shipping and handling) 
14111F 	
Total (Enclosed) $ Please include postage. See box above. 
NAME 	  
Qty Description Cost Each 
Calif. add 6% 
ADDRESS 	 Sales Tax 
(on all purchases) 
CITY 	  STATE 	 ZIP 	 
No Total 
Special to Dealers, Callers' School Coaches and Associations 
A new year for classes and clubs is just around the corner—a perfect time to stock up on Handbooks, 
posters and other dancer needs. For information on special "greater-than-usual" discounts for your sum-
mer and fall business, write for our special price lists, good for the next two months. Use your business sta- 
tionery to qualify for the special prices. 	 The Osgoods 
Also available: 
(7) Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page 
Flyer: $6.50 per 100 (minimum order) 
• $2.30 S/H (8) Temporary Name Tags: 
$5.00 per 100 (min. order) • $1.25 S/H (9) 
American Heritage Posters: (large blue 
& red) $1.90 per dozen (min. order) 
• $1.25 S/H (10) Join In Posters: (larger 
B&W) $1.40 per doz. (min. order) .$1.25 
Sit-I (11) Join In Postcards: (suitable for 
mailing) $4.00 per100 (min. order) • $1.50 
S/H (12) Square Dance Diplomas: 15 
each, min. order 10 (see box for S/H) 
(13) Round Dance Diplomas: 15 each, 
min order 10 (see box for S/H) (14) 
Basic Checklists (15) Class Roster (16) 
Class Attendance Record (17) Class 
Lession Plan: All $1.00 per dozen (min. 
order 1 dozen of one form) • 70: S/H 
Bob Ruff / Murtha Teaching Records, 
(for the beginner — with calls and written 
instructions): (18) LP 6001 — Level 1: 
(19) LP 6002 — Level 2; (20) LP 6003 
Level 3: (21) LP 6501 — Party Dancing to 
Level 1 $8.95 each .$1.50 1-2 records; 
$1.70 3-4 records S/H SIX SPECIAL 
INTEREST HANDBOOKS: (22) Club 
Organization, (23) One-Night Stands, 
(24) Party Fun Planning, (25) Square 
Dance Publicity, (26) The Story of 
Square Dancing (by Dorothy Shaw), (27) 
Youth in Square Dancing $1.00 each or 
6/$5.00 (see box for S/H) (28) Mike Cozy: 
$11.80 • $1.50 S/H (29) Contra Manual; 
(by Don Armstrong) $6.00 800 S/H; (30) 
Round Dance Manual; (by Frank Hamil-
ton) $6.00 • 80C S/H. 
IMPORTANT — SHIPPING COSTS — Please add the following amounts on the items listed: Basic/ 
Mainstream Handbooks 1 to 6 books 85C, 7 to 12 $1 10: 13-26 $1.70; 27-50 $3.00: 51-100 $3 70. All other 
Handbooks: 1 book 50c; 2-10 75C; 11-25 $1.15; 26-50 $1 60:51-100 $3.00. Diplomas 10 $1.05: 11-20 $1.30: 21-50 
$1 75. 51-100 $2.75. Foreign shipments will be charged at cost. It shipping via United Parcel, we must have 
your complete street address, not a post office box number 
IMPORTANT Shipping & handling reflects current rates 
The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 





Or write on a separate sheet of paper. 
and renamed the Timber-
idge SID Resort. The square 
dance season started with 
week-long programs in May. 
Shoemake will be host 
caller for all events and will • feature top callers and cuers. Package prices per couple include all lodging, all dancing and all food. Write Timberidge, PO Box 653, Gatlinburg TN 37738. 
A 
vidence that square 
Cdancing is growing fast 
in Sweden is personified in 
the two callers shown here, 
Robert Bjork and Bjorn Jer-
neborg, who attended the 
National Convention in In-
dianpolis and are currently 
traveling in the USA. They 
will be in Indiana, Colorado, 
Arizona and California. Rob-
ert (left) is 19 and has called 
in Germany, Belgium and 
Norway. Bjorn is twice that 
age and has called in Eng-
land, Belgium and Ger-
many. This report came 
from Inger Toreld, another 
Swedish caller. 
WI
ark Foster, age 28, is a 
popular caller in and 
around the tri-cities area of 
upper east Tennessee, ac-
cording to Mildred Blizard 
of Blountville and Sperry 
Co.'s Newsnet. Mark credits 
his wife Teresa for their ac-
tive SID involvement. 
ob and Vivian Bennett of 
D Valdosta, Georgia, are 
offering to sell Thunderbird 
Recording Company (April 
ASD, p. 113) due to health 
reasons, they announce. -he Riverside Lodge and Motor Inn in Gatlinburg, 
Tn. has been purchased by 
Gary Shoemake of Texas 
t is with great reluctance 
I that Dingle and Dottie 
Wheeler (Aug. '82 ASD, p. 
57) announce their retire-
ment as round dance cuers. 
They will leave Mission Bell 
resort in Mission, Texas, 
where they were resident 
cuers for five years. They 
previously cued at Alamo 
Palms, also in southern 
Texas. They will remain at 
home in Madera, California, 
to "renew old friendships 
there and take life easy." 
ongtime square dance 
L leader, Claude Potter. 
retired from his job of 30 
years with the Martin-
Marietta Corp.'s Denver 
Division in May. Claude and 
Polly are past-presidents of 
the Colorado State S/D 
Assn. and served two years 
as regional vice-presidents 
for USDA. Following an ex-
tended trip to Australia, 
they plan to be fulltime 
square dancers.  
wedding bells will ring 
VV again for Nancy and 
Phil Kozlowski this summer 
as they renew their vows 
after 25 years of marriage. 
Among the special guests 
in attendance will be 
Dwight and Cathy Moody, 
owners and producers of 
Lamon Records. Family and 
friends will also be in atten-
dance for the wedding at 
the church in Gatlinburg 
and the reception at English 
Mt. SID Resort in Sevierville, 
Tn. Phil is the new coor-
dinator at the resort and will 
be scheduling callers there. 
Details can be seen in an 
advertisement in this issue. 
Phil also has just released 
his first country-western 
cassette album, entitled 
Certain Kind of Feeling. -he Elyria Ohio Chronicle-Telegram  named Jack 
Naylor and Dave Stevenson 
of the Cleveland area 
"kings of the dance callers" 
with good reason. Jack has 
taught over 5,000 couples to 
dance, calls several times 
each week, and organized 
two groups in Africa where 
he lived for three years. 
Dave coordinates the ac-
tivities of Cleveland's most 
active square dance hall at 
the Berea Fairgrounds. 
ob Jaffrey of Peterbor-
Dough, Ontario, is re-
covering satisfactorily from 
a recent heart attack. Bob 
and Jane have been calling 
and teaching almost 25 
years. Many other callers 
and leaders stepped in to 
keep square dance clubs 
fully covered for the Jef-
freys in the interim. These 
generous folks include 
John Park, Garth Calvert, 
Dave Moss, Mac Marcellus, 
Wayne Hall, and Jeff Priest. 
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by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
CLARINET POLKA—Windsor 4752 
Choreography by Steve & Helen Kisha 
Good peppy music and an easy polka-style two-step. 
LITTLE BROWN GAL—MGRO16 
Choreography by Roy & Phyllis Stier 
Good music and a nice, easy two-step with a few 
different combinations, cued by Pete Metzger. 
WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE YOUNG—HI-Hat 
EN006 (HH853); Chorea by Ray & Betty Hanna 
Pretty music and a nice, easy intermediate waltz to 
Answer Me. 
FOXIE CHA—Hi-Hat EN006 (HH872-956) 
Choreography by Charlie & Edith Capon 
Good music and an interesting combination foxtrot, 
cha cha, skaters position, intermediate routine. 
GINNY LEE—TNT 245 
Choreography by Torsten & Virginia Coiling 
Good Moon is Making Eyes music and a nice, easy, 
cue-thru-type two-step with a long sequence, cued 
by Virginia. 
MORE— Roper 291 
Choreography by Ron & Carol Erhardt 
Good music and an intermediate foxtrot with a 
slightly different flavor. 
THE GIRL THAT I MARRY— Hi-Hat 007 (HH829-
986); Choreography by Pete & Carol Metzger 
Pretty music and a nice intermediate waltz. 
COVER GIRL— Hi-Hat 007 (HH-955) 
Choreography by Wayne & Barbara Blackford 
Good smooth music and a smooth. easy-
intermediate combination two-step and foxtrot. 
WISTFUL WALTZ—MGR 017 
Choreography by George & Jonnie Eddins 
Nice "Scottish-flavored" music and a comfortable, 
easy-intermediate waltz, cued by Pete Metzger. 
LOVE HAS EYES LIKE MINE—RCA PB-14217 
Choreography by Joe & Alice Hill 
Good music and a lazy intermediate swing routine. 
BLACK BOTTOM—MCA 60092 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good music and a fun-type two-step with all the 
gestures of that era. Intermediate routine. 
For complete listing and 
distribution inlormation. contact. 
Elmer Sheffield Productions. Inc 
3765 Lakeview Or.. Tallahassee FL 32304. 904-576-4088 or 681-3634 
NEW RELEASES' 
•ESP139 SUPER LOVE by Elmer 
'ESP138 I HAD A BEAUTIFUL TIME by Elmer 
ESP137 BOP by Elmer 
ESP209 ALABAMY BOUND by Elmer, Paul, D. McMillan 
ESP208 YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE by Elmer & Bob 
'ESP317 CAJUN MOON by Paul 
ESP316 EARLY MORNING RAIN by Paul 
ESP315 FORTY HOUR WEEK by Paul 
ESP403 HO-DOWN. Plus calls by Larry 
'ESP512 COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES by Bob 
ESP511 DON'T NEED NOTHING by Bob 
ESP510 BILOXI LADY by Bob 
ESP609 THIS AIN'T DALLAS by Larry 
ESP608 I'M FDR LOVE by Larry 
ESP607 OLD ROCK AND ROLLER by Larry 
•ESP702 SMOKIN' IN THE ROCKIES by Craig 
ESP701 TOOT TOOT TOOTSIDE by Craig 
'ESP007 CATS MEOW by Jim 
ESP006 MARGIE by Jim 
ESP005 DAY DREAMING by Jim 
















Lel It Roll 
Chuck Meyer 
RBSI282 
Four Leal Clover 
RBS1292 The 




Red Boot Star 
Drew Scearce 
RBS11287 Laugh- 
ing on the Outside 
RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 28, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 37743 
RED BOOT, RED BOOT STAR, GOLD STAR, J-K, G&W, FLUTTERWHEEL 
Mike Callahan 
RBS1293 I'd Do 
It All Over Again 
bill Andersen 
RBS1281 Paper Roses 
RBS1296 Four Walls 
NEW RELEASE BY 
THE RED BOOT BOYS 
RB3006 Give the World A Smile 
Ur ilenevaeon 
RB3004 Is We Goin' Somewhere 	R83005 
Or Is We Ain t 	Ain't Misbehavin 
Red Bites 
RBS1280 Sing- 
ing the Blues 









7 Spanish Angels 
Norm Cross 
RBS1279 Ifs 
Great to Be 
Single Again 






R8282 Peg of my Heart 
A 
Cliff Brodeur 
Red Boat Star 
Bob Fehrmann 
RBS1278 
Do Remember Me 
Ron Dunbar 
118274 Why Don I 
You Love Me 
Chuck Marlow 
RBS1290 Will the 
Circle Be Unbroken 
Hoyle Grose 
RBS1289 Say I Oa 
Claude Ross 





4 1. 00? 
Wilson & Ann McCreary 












For color samples 
& price information 
please call or write 
EXCLUSIVE SINGLE 
& MULTI-LAYER 
DESIGNS FOR THE 
SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCER .  
Route 2, Box 126 
Boonsboro, Md. 21713 
301- 733-0960 
CELERY STALKS AT MIDNIGHT—Columbia 
13-33286: Choreography by George & Bobbie Stone 
Good music and a nice intermediate combination 
two-step and single swing. 
SUNBEAM TWO-STEP—Rawhide 714 
Choreography by Leo & reatha Lange 
Good music and an interesting easy two-step with a 
Vars. chase sequence; cued by Leo. 
GET READY—S!D MONTH 
FREE LEGACY PROMO KIT 
Don't miss this offer! It's almost a gift 
from LEGACY to you and your September 
SID Month promotion committee. Just 
send $1.00 to pay postage and handling 
on this value-packed payload of publicity 
pieces. Kit contains 20 pages of helpful 
materials, plus an 11"x17" poster ready to 
promote the 1986 fall theme, "Shape 
Up—Square Up!" Send your request pron-
to to LEGACY SID Month Chairmen (the 
Burdicks), c/o this magazine, PO Box 488, 
Huron OH 44839. 






The most requested cassette tape in the existence of the RED BOOT BOYS 
has now been completed and is being duplicated for your enjoyment. 
THE RED BOOT BOYS SINGING THEIR FAVORITE GOSPEL SONGS AND HYMNS 
IN FOUR-PART HARMONY, AS YOU'VE NEVER HEARD THEM SING BEFORE.  
CASSETTE I'M OEN 
 
WALKING EACH DAY WITH JESUS 
JUST A LITTLE TALK WITH JESUS 
WHY ME LORD 
HOW GREAT THOU ART 
AMAZING GRACE 
CHURCH IN THE WILDV000 
THE UNCLOUDED DAY 
THE KING IS COMING 
THE OLD RUGGED CROSS 
CHILDREN GO WERE I SEND THEE 
ORDER YOURS TODAY!!! 
SEND ORDER TO: Wayne McDonald 
Rt. 5 Box 185 
Blountville TN 37617 
89.00 each (U.S. FUNDS) includes postage and hand ling. (Check or Money Order) 
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If you are receive this issue at the National Conven-
tion (or before), make sure you stop and visit the 
record distributors. We don't have the opportunity 
to review all the labels, and we're sure you'll find 
good music everywhere. 
AFTER THE LAST GOODBYE—C Bar C 574 
Caller: Bob Christian 
Very well-timed figure featuring split circulate and a 
trade the wave to a corner swing and promenade. 
The dancers really enjoyed the music as welt as the 
choreography. 	 ****-1/2 
ON LIFE'S HIGHWAY—Chinook 075 
Caller: Daryl Clendenin 
Make sure you listen to the called side for additional 
till-in words. Daryl does art excellent job on the flip 
side. Figure is Mainstream, featuring a tag the line. 
* * * * 
OKLAHOMA BORDERLINE— Hi-Hat 5084 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
We received two renditions of this melody and both 
records are excellent. You will have to listen to both 
to decide which one you like best. The dancers en- 
joyed both records. 	 * * * * 
OKLAHOMA BORDERLINE— Chaparral 804 
Caller: Scott Smith 
This is the second rendition and Scott does a superb 
job on the flip side. The music is well done by the 
Roadrunners. The figure features a spin chain thru. 
* * * * 
HAZEL EYES— Big Mac 074 
Caller: Darren Galina 
This is a rerun of one of the most popular records of 
the past. Darren does a nice job on the flip side and 
has offered two sets of figures: MS and Plus. If you 
don't have this record, we highly recommend it for 
your program. 	 * ** V2 
ALL AT ONCE IT'S FOREVER— Lore 1224 
Caller; Murry Beasley 
Take a good listen to this, the melody will grow on 
you. The figure is MS and well-timed. Music is well 
done with a little brass section in the breaks. * * * 
AFTER THEY'VE SEEN PAREE— Blue Star 2303 
Caller; Nate Bliss 
An old familiar tune. The figure feature a half tag to 
B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
	
Sue Miller 	St. Rte., Box 301 
Ph. 812.843-5491 Magnet IN 47555 
Catalogue $1— Ref unded on 1st Order 
B&S Nylon Organdy "Crisp" Petticoats 
A light-weight snag-free slip 
available in beautiful colors 
COLORS: It. pink, It. blue, It. yellow, bright green, 
orange, bright yellow, royal, navy, red, mint, lilac, lime, 
beige, bick, med. purple, hot pink, brown, deep purple, 
multi (any 4 comb.) 
50 yd. Single layer, $38.95 
Special Order, No Returns: 
35 yd. single layer — $34.95 
80 yd. single layer — $39.95 
50 yd. double layer — $43.00 
BO yd. double layer — $47.00 
80 yd. double layer — $56.00 
100 yd. double layer — $84.00 
75 yd. single layer — $44.95 
Indiana Add 5% 
Sales Tax 
MOON 
VISA.  C D.'s 
RUFFLED DELIGHT 
Two top layers of baby mesh and a third 
inside layer of nylon organdy to prevent 
hose picking. 3-tiered with 150 yds. 
nylon ruffle on bottom edges. 
White baby mesh slips with ruffles 
available in the following colors: black 
peacock, blue, Lt. blue, yellow, royal, 
red, orchid, orange, bright lime, flores-
cent orange, hot pink, candy pink, purple 
beige, brown and muftis. 
$35.00 
All Organdy Ruffle Delights available 
All slips available In lengths 18" thru 23". 
No returns on specially made slips under 18" or over 23". 
All multi slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
Shipping: Add $2.00 ea.; add 75c for each additional 
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a corner swing. Nice piece of music and well-timed. 
**1/2 
DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE— Hi-Hat 5078 
Caller: Bronc Wise 
Timing on the figure was a little off, but all in all, the 
record danced well. We received some old familiar 
tunes this month and we always enjoy a good 
melody. 	 ** V2 
COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES— Cimarron 301 
Caller: Jerry Rash 
Another old familiar tune that the dancers really en-
joyed. Jerry does a fine job of yodeling on the flip 
side. The figure is MS. 	 * * * 
DO YOU EVER THINK OF ME— Blue Star 2366 
Caller: Johnny Wycoff 
Johnny always puts a nice flavor in his choreo-
graphy. The figure starts with a flutter wheel, 
followed by a lead to the right. The timing was a lit-
tle off but with a few adjustments the record is very 
danceable. 	 * * * 
THOSE WERE THE DAYS— White Knight 008 
Caller: Michael Johnstone 
The dancers enjoyed this one also and the MS figure 
timed well. Lots of words for the grand square 
breaks. Take a listen to the music. 	** V2 
LOVE ME HONEY DO— Bogan 1362 
Caller: Bob Borgmier 
Very nice instrumental with a little brass section. 
Mainstream figure. 	 * * 
AM I LOSING YOU— Petticoat Patter 123 
Caller: Toots Richardson 
The figure is Mainstream, the dance is well-timed, 
and the country-western music is well done. 	** 
THUMB PICK PETE— Lore 1225 
Caller: Johnny Creel 
The figure is Mainstream. The music is good, with 
emphasis on piano. 	 ** 
RENO— Cimarron 401 
Caller: Johnny Kozol 
Nice rendition of a big hit of yesteryear. Lots of 
ladies chains. The called side features two sets of 
figures. 	 *** 
TIE A YELLOW RIBBON— Blue Star 2307 
Caller: Johnny Wycoff 
Another rerun of an old familiar tune. Figure is 
Mainstream and dances well. You may want to add 
this to your collection. 	 **1/2 
YOU'RE SOMETHING SPECIAL TO ME— Chinook 
074; Caller: Daryl Clendenin 
Excellent job by Daryl. The figure is MS and the 
music is great to dance to. 	 ** * 
BLUE DAYS AND BLACK NIGHTS— Hi-Hat 5082 
NEW ON CHINOOK LABEL: 
CK-076 SHOWBOAT GAMBLER by Bill H.  
CK-075 ON LIFE'S HIGHWAY by Daryl 
CK•074 YOU'RE SOMETHING SPECIAL TO ME by Daryl 
CK•072 SITTIN' ON TOP OF THE WORLD by Dan 
CK.071 JUST THE WAY YOU ARE by Joe 
CK-070 GOING BACK TO INDIANA by Daryl, Bill, Joe & Dan 
CK 069 WHO'S IN THE STRAWBERRY PATCH by Bob 
Jim Hattrick 
RECENT RELEASES ON CH/NOOK: 
CK.068 GREEN RIVER by Bill P. 
CK-067 DIXIE DREAMIN' by Dan 
CK•066 I'LL NEVER NEED ANOTHER YOU by Joe 
CK-065 SWEET THANG by Daryl 
HOEDOWNS: 
CK-510 THINGAMAJIG/THUMBS UP 
C-509 TAG ALONG by Jim 
C-508 "D"S RHYTHM by Daryl 
RI 
Bob Stulevoss 	Dan Nordbye 
Order Direct or Irom your 
Nearest Record Dealer. Produced by 
Clendenin Enterprises, 7915 N. 
Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 
50 YOU WANT TO SING by 
Pauline Jensen. VOICE 
LESSONS ON TAPE. 
Designed for callers who 
have no access to profes-
sional instruction in proper 
111 breath and' voice tech-
niques. Complete with step 
by step instruction booklet 
and exercise tape, 529.95 
plus $1.75 hand. & pstg.  
Order direct from Clendenin 
Enterprises 7915 N. Clar-
endon, Portland OR 97203 
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Caller: Lee Schmidt 
We were not familiar with the tune but the dancers 
enjoyed the record. Interesting choreography 
features a tea cup chain in the opener, however, the 
figure is Mainstream. 	 * * * 
GOING BACK TO INDIANA—Chinook 070; 
Callers: Daryl, Dan, Joe and Bill 
It's too bad that this record didn't get to us a little 
sooner. As it relates to Indiana, we're sure many 
callers would have used it in respect to the National 
Convention in Indianapolis. The Chinook callers did 
a nice job on the flip side. 	 * * 1/2 
UP A LAZY RIVER— Rawhide 127 
Caller: Lee McCormack 
Nice rendition of an old familiar tune. Rawhide does 
a nice job with the music and the figure is Main- 
stream. 	 **I/2 
DON'T KEEP ME HANGIN' AROUND— Sunny Hills 
5007; Caller: Darren Galina 
Super piece of music with Mainstream breaks and 
figures 	 ** 
TIMBER I'M FALLING— Petticoat Patter 122 
Caller: Toots Richardson 
An old country-western tune that Toots has revived. 
The dance timed well and the music was done well 
** 
SILVER THREADS AND GOLDEN NEEDLES— Buck-
skin 1213; Caller: Stan Cole 
The figure features a spin the top and a pass the 
ocean with a ladies trade (tan the top)"! 	* * 
SING SING A SONG— Blue Star 2304 
Caller: Glenn Zeno 
Here's a rerun of a great number from a few years 
back. The figure did not time well but if you don't 
have the record, make sure you listen to the music. 
The dancers really related to the music. 	** 1/2 
We received three patter records this month: 
BITTER CREEK/SOMETHING NICE— Cimarron 
*** 
LOWDOWN—Hi-hat 651 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
Flip side features challenging Plus material de- 
signed for two dancers. 	 * * * 
MARKER 44/RHYTHM EXAMPLES—Hi-Hat 652 
Rhythm Examples are samples of dance rhythms 
used in patter singers and rounds. Caller school 
leaders might make note of this. 	* * * 
• 
8TH BERMUDA  
• SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CONVENTION • 
at Beautiful SONESTA BEACH HOTEL 
: 	JANUARY 11-18, 1987 8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS 	SUNDAY TO SUNDAY 
(OR ANY PART OF WEEK) 
*FLIGHTS FROM ALL KEY CITIES—SPECIAL CONVENTION HOTEL RATES 
: 	CALLERS: Jim Purcell, Ma. Carl Hanks, Pa. Clint McLean, Ct. 
Chuck Stinchcomb, Md. 	 Bob Silva, Mass. 
CUERS: Charlie & Bettye Procter, Tx. Norma Silva, Mass. ; 
Betty Hanks, Pa. 
*THREE HALLS (PLUS, A-1, A-2)—WOODEN FLOORING—AIR CONDITIONED : 
FOR REGISTRATION FORMS AND FULL INFORMATION:  
BERMUDA S/D CONVENTION, PO BOX 145, AVON MA 02322 •  
(617)963-0713 ' ' 
. 	 . 









7 IIDAVYS iI 11-11-11E ICAIRI111311311EAS 
JANUARY 10 - 17, 1987 
Departures From: F"'" 
Chicago, Illinois; Cleveland and 	$ 	 00  





from most major cities 
Carnival Cruise Lines 
Square Dance 
with 
STAN and CATHIE BURDICK 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL: 
STAN or CATHIE BURDICK 
P.O. Box 448 
Huron, Ohio 44839 
Phone: (419) 433-2188 or 433-5043 
or 
TORTUGA EXPRESS TOUR CO. 
(800) 323-2222 Toll Free Nationwide / (800) 521.24348 Toll Free California 













BLUE TRAIN (Brand New) 
I JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU 
GYPSY WOMAN 
I LOVE TO HEAR DAVE DUDLEY 
I'VE TRIED TO FIND A PARTNER 
FRIENDSHIP RING/AM HOEDOWN (Brand New) 
NEW NEW NEW 	 WILD HORSE RECORDS 
	
NEW NEW NEW 
WH•02 	WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN 
	
Robert Bjoerk, Sweden 
WH-01 DAYDREAMS 
	




Produced in West Germany by 
HOLGER & PETRA WILLM, P.O. Box 1105 
0-6104 Seeheim-Jugenheim, W. Germany/FRG 
Tel: 06251-77315 
uistributors: ASTEC (FL), SUNDANCE (CA), TWELGRENN (OH) 















. • • 
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
Route 9-D, Box 423, Dept. #B 




1 patt. $1.25 
2 patts. $2.00 
       
TO ORDER CATALOG L: Send $1.00 (refunded on first order). Catalog L contains all Ken-
tucky Ruffles' patterns. plus patterns from Authentic, C&C, Kwik-Sew, Fann Burrus, and all 
our own S/D Pattern Pieces; plus Square Dance Apparel; $28.00 full petticoat; beginner 
--• dancer specials; jewelry specials, etc. 
141.1 
CC 	To introduce our catalog to your beginner class Members. we will send as many Free copies as your club requests. if you in- 
dude 104 per catalog, to help defray postage costs. This catalog is an excellent S/D fashion teaching guide. 	 ••• 
xx SMOKEY'S DEN CAMPGROUND A 
XX 	 xx 
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THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE! 
INFORMATION ON SQUARE DANCE 
Modern Western Square Dancing—Rounds 
RV FACILITIES, WATER, ELECTRICITY 
HOOK-UP, DUMPING STATION, HOT 
SHOWERS, PICNIC TABLES 
RECREATION HALL with WOODEN FLOOR 
AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL 
SQUARE DANCE LESSONS 
Available for 50 Basic. Mainstream. Plus, A's 
ROUND DANCING OFFERED 	 XX 
MODERN WESTERN SQUARE DANCING & CAMPING 
SPECIAL HOLIDAY WEEKENDS—July 4, Labor Day 
OPEN DANCES RV CAMPING ELEC. HOOK-UPS 
SCHEDULE OF SUMMER DANCES-1986 
FOURTH OF JULY WEEKEND' 
July 3 	Ed Joyner 
	
a PM Friday 
"Trail-In Open Dance 
	 MS • 
July 4 Ed Joyner 	 B PM Friday 
"MS • Tips, Easy Rounds by Dot 
July 5 
	
Ed Joyner 	 8 PM Saturday 





Ed Joyner 	 10'30 AM Sunday 




Bob Bourassa 	 El PM Saturday 
• • MS •Tips. Easy Rounds by Dot 
July 13 
	
Red Bates 	 8 PM Sunday 




	8 PM Friday 





8 PM Friday 
"Plus. • Tips A's. Rounds 
Aug. 9 
	
Bob Bourassa 	 8 PM Saturday 
•• MS. • Tips Plus. Rounds by Dot 
LABOR DAY WEEKEND' 
Aug 29 
	
Toni Trainor 	 B PM Friday 






• • Plus Workshop—Open 	2 PM 






• •A1 , A2 Dance—Open 	2 PM 
"Plus Dance. Peaches/Cream 8 PM 
Fonda Fair (Free to dancers) 	11 AM Monday 
Al Horn 	 8 PM Sunday 
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3 Line Stamp 	 
COLOR 
1 Extra Line @ $1.00 $ 
Ohio Res. add 5.5% tax 
Shipping & Handling 





EXTENSION CORD KEEPER 
Use a toilet paper tube as a base. 
Cover with wallpaper samples which can 
be obtained, usually free, from paint and 
wallpaper stores. 
Cover tube allowing about 1/2 inch of 
paper beyong each end. Clip the part ex-
tending from the tube every 1/4 inch to 
make folding the paper inside easier. 
Rubber cement is an easy glue to use 
with paper. Extension cords not in use 
can be wound and inserted in tubes to 
keep them neat. 
—Betty & Clancy Mueller  
Ed. Note: This idea was mentioned a few 
years back on these pages, but it bears 
repeating. 
Here's a thought— give a couple of 
these to your favorite caller/cuer to say 
"thanks." 
Thousands of Impressions with out Re-inking! 
Regular Price $12.50 (3 I ines),SOUARE DANCE SPECIAL 510. 
No mess, no fuss...can be used anywhere, anytime. Ideal 
for home or office! Personalized letters, checks, clothes, 
equipment—any printable surface. Just press—for 
clean imprint. Virtually a lifetime of use—self-
contained inking eliminates the need for an ink pad. 
D 
Colors. BLACK. BLUE. RED. GREEN. BROWN 
Please PRINT copy legibly below. 
Each line holds 21 characters including punctuation 
and spaces. 
	
1) 	  Figure (Line  
Letter (Line 2) 	  Mail to: 	 CHECK OR 
(Line 3)  EEI 	 MONEY ORDER 
IABCDEF) Optional ONLY 634 HANCOCK ST. 
(Line 4) 	  SANDUSKY, OH 44870 Allow 2 weeks Delivery 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY/STATE/ZIP 	  




Mail Orders Available 
from these Shops 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS' Crystal Magic Petticoats 
437 San Mateo Av. San Bruno CA 
94066; Toll free 800-468-6423 
or415-588.4126 in Cal. 
Free Swatches, flyers 
ROMIE'S SID & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
(619)280.2150 
2nd location: 
9128 Fletcher Pkwy. 
La Mesa CA 92041 
(619)698-6305 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
21932 Schoenborn St. 
Canoga Park CA 91304 
818-3471207 
BOOT HILL SID & WEST. BOOTS 
Discount Prices 
7610 Balboa BI. 
Van Nuys CA 91406 
818-901.9544 
AUNTIE EMM'S 
9244 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside CA 92503 
SQUARE D FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd. 115 
Sacramento CA 95841-2907 
916.344-0346 
FLORIDA 
CHAPARRAL WESTERN WEAR 
94 Hood Dr. 
Pensacola FL 32514 904478.7827 
Hazel & Don Jochum 
Catalog S1 
GEORGIA 
C&M WESTERN WEAR 
3820 Stewart Road 
Doraville, GA 30340 
Simon's Plaza 
Columbus GA 31904 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W. Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
312.589-9220 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN 
112 Depot St. 
Auburn IN 46706 
219-925.3818 or 483-1081 
24-hour Phone Service 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S SID SHOPPE 
3411 Ryan St. (318)477-3622 
Lake Charles LA 70605 
Just South of 1-210 Exit 
Member NASRDS; VISA 8 MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Catalog V. Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
KROENING'S FASHION MAGIC 
4313 Harford Rd. 
Baltimore MD 21214 
301-426-1700 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats 
pantalettes 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55901 (800.328-3800) 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome Mail Orders ,  
BERQUAM'S WESTERN SHOPPE 
Robin Ctr. 4122 Lakeland Ave. No. 
Robbinsdale MN 55422 
612.536-0070 
Catalog S1. Refund with 1st Order 
NEBRASKA 
KERCHIEF & CALICO 
PO Box 204 (308-832-0313) 
Minden NE 68959 
1 / 2 Block South of P.O. 
Home of Pioneer Village 
NEW MEXICO 
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY 
1704 Moon N.E. (505-294.2834) 
Albuquerque NM 87112 
Catalog #283 $1.50 ($2.50 Foreign) 
Credited on First Order 
JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 
3103 Central Ave. NE 
Albuquerque NM 87106 
255-8961 
Catalog $1.50; Foreign $2.25 
SQUARES & FLARES SID SHOP 
5517 Central NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505-265-8019 
Member NASRDS—VISA, MCard 
NEW JERSEY 
THE CORRAL, Trudy Boyles 
Cross Mill Pl. Shop. Ctr. Bldg.11 
1200 River Ave. Lakewood NJ 08701 
S/D Patterns. Apparel, Acessories 
Member NASRDS; Visa 8 MC 
HICKORY HILLS SO SUPPLIES 
224 Highway 18 
East Brunswick NJ 08816 
(201) 828.5666 
NEW YORK 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K-Mart Plaza 
Mattydale NY 13211 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
SKY RANCH WESTERN 8 S/D STORE 
109-111 S Main St. (315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western 8 S/D Store 
Send for Free Catalog 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
DART WESTERN 
419 So. Arlington St. 
Akron OH 44306 (216.7245441) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
(513) 769.4863 
Records Available Too' 
HELEN'S SHOES ETC. 
4600 Harding Hwy East 
Caledonia OH 43314 
419845-3490. Visa, MCard 
Total Attire for Square Dancers 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE—SD/West. Wear 
2 blocks E of 135, Exit 4th St. 
107 SE 3 ISo. Edge of Okla. City) 
Moore OK 73160 (405-799-5602) 
Discount Prices 
C BAR S TOO, Inc. 
4526 NW 50th 
Oklahoma City OK 73122 
405-495-7459 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 Yale Ave. 717-323.2543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central Pa. 
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
THE BOBBIE SHOPPE 
84 Jackson Ave. 
Meadville PA 16335 
Phone: (814) 724-1136 
Large Selection/Good Prices 
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STATE & ZIP 
(Puzzle Page) 
How good are you with puns? Here's your chance to find 
out. Fill in each blank space with a square dance term 
that's also a pun. 
1. The movie photographer, hired to take pictures of the 
square dance, was unfamiliar with his camera and 
found himself in 	 trouble. 
2. The square dance angel's advice to the new dancer, 
unfamiliar with the steps, was to "just 	 it." 
3. The newspaper account of the round dancers' wed-
ding read: "The wedding went off without a 
4. To hear the 	 , the gang's all ear. 
5. There's nothing like a springy ballroom floor to put 
	 in square dance steps. 
6. The square dance jokester laughingly instructed the 
mixed-up doctor in their group, "Physician 
thyself." 
7. The long 	 of female contra dancers cover a 
multitude of shins. 
8. If a square dancer becomes too rambunctious, his 
actions can make a 	a bout. 
9. The square dance movement, 	 might be 
described as the lass roundup. 
READ AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr 803-268-0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
SID Clothing for Men 8 Women 
GRAND SQUARE WESTERN WEAR 
207 Leslie Drive 
W. Columbia SC 29169 
803.791-4486 
Send for Free Catalogue 
TENNESSEE 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
PO Box 8246 
8057 E. Brainerd Rd. 
Chattanooga TN 37411 
615-892.8246 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S SID SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Engraved 8 Hot Stamped Badges 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
C BAR S SID Apparel 
11601 Plano Rd., Ste. 102 
Dallas TX 75243 
214.340-0515 
CALICO SQUARE 
2805 S. 14th 
Abilene TX 79605 
915.698-7851 
S/D 8 Casual Apparel 
ARLENE'S SID SHOP 
321 West 16th St. 
Amarillo TX 79191 
(806)374-2711 
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5 p.m. 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone: 703.298-8676 
PETTICOAT CORNER 
SID Fashion Coordinates 
Parham Plaza Mall 
1540 Parham Rd. 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
Phone 804-270-4847 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KMB ENTERPRISES, INC. 
250 W. Broad St. 
Falls Church VA 22046 
WASHINGTON 
CIRCLE UP FASHIONS 
8229 South Park 
Tacoma WA 98408 
4747492 
All Your 138,SrD Apparel 
WEST VIRGINIA 
EVELYN'S SID APPAREL 
2533 Spring St. 
So. Charleston WV 25303 
(304) 744.2738 
Write or call! 
by Erma Reynolds 
Longmeadow, 
Massachusetts 
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RECORD DEALERS 
ARIZONA 
MAIL ORDER— MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 37676 
Phoenix AZ 85069 (602.997-5355) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
MINNESOTA 
D&L RECORDS 
6199 43rd S. No. 
Oakdale MN 55109 
612-777.1280 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS Division 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 (1-800.328-3800) 
NEW JERSEY 
CALLERS' CUERS CORNERISUPREME AUDIO 
271 Greenway Rd., Ridgewood NJ 07450 
(201) 445.7398 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Equipment—FREE CATALOGUE 
NORTH CAROLINA 
BIG BOB'S RECORD WORLD 
2304 Maywood St. 
Greensboro NC 27403 
Nashville Sound and You Available 
All caller items available. Caller-owner. 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 




11909 N.E. Halsey 
Portland OR 97220 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
Just $21. Yr. & you keep the tapes. 
TEXAS 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17688 - 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217.0668 (214198-7508) 
MANITOBA, CANADA 
THOMASSON SID SPECIALTIES 
121 Barrington Ave. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2M 2A6 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London E17, England (Ph. 01.539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mall Order a Specialty. Member NASRDS. 
BADGES 
ACE ENGRAVING 
P.O. Box 8001 
Cedar Rapids IA 52408 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $2.00 plus 50' postage & handling 
PAULY'S (715.845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614.471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 
Send 20c Stamp for Catalog 
D&H ENGRAVING 
413 Mertens Ave. 
Racine WI 53405 
Club, Fun & Mlni Badges 
Send for Free Listing 
NOTES ran :um: 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Ed Foote 
2107 Shunk Ave. 
Alliance OH 44601 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
LEAD RIGHT CALLERS NOTES 
Don Malcom — Walt Cole — Stan Burdick 
Maverick Enterprises, RR 2 Box 20 
Sheldon MO 64784, $18.00 Yearly 
With Plus Supplement $26.00 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSOC. INC. 
Callers Note Service 
do Jack Drake 
117 Belmont Ave. 
Los Angeles CA 90028 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92. No. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
Mainstream through A2 
SAD HALLS 
In the St. Petersburg area. 
OXBOW HALL, INC. 
8451 49TH St. No. 
Pinellas Park, Florida 33585 
Earl Steele, Owner, 813-821.3809 
STRAWBERRY SQUARE, 4401 Boot Bay Rd., Plant Ci-
ty FL 33568. Phone 813-752-0491. Floating wood floor, 
air-conditioned, perfect acoustics, will accomodate 50 
squares. Ken Anderson, Roger Chapman, Singin' Sam 
Mitchell, Art Springer. Rounds: Marty & Byrdie Martin. 
DANCE IN FLORIDA TO THE CALLING OF JACK LAS-
RY, Trails End Square Dance Canter, 308981-7788, 
5882 Stirling Rd., Hollywood FL 33021. 
BOOKS 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING: 215-page comprehen-
sive rel manual for teachers and beginner/experi-
enced dancers. Over 2200 round dance/ballroom arti• 
cies, descriptions, del initions.$16.50 ppd. Fred Haury, 
8810 Lagrima de Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 
Records In Print Catalog. Square and Round Dance 
Records in Print 1985-1986. Compiled & edited by Allen 
Wardle. Complete computer listing for 128 labels. 190 
pages of listings. Catalog shipped wilatest supple-
ment. Computer printed on day of mailing. $20 ppd. 
Allen Wardle, 722 S. State St.. Salt Lake City UT 84111. 
Write for price outside U.S. 
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THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE 
DANCE CALLS- Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus 
program and Al & A2. To order: Send $3.00 to Pocket 
Dictionary, PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 08066. Specify 
which book you are ordering. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple 
system for new sight callers. Based on the premise 
that anyone can sight call. Price $6.50. Order from 
Whitey Aamot, 916 3rd Ave., SE, Waseca MN 56093. 
COLD FEET: How To Got Them Dancing by Kaye 
Anderson. 150-page Round Dance reference book for 
the Beginning Dancer. Step-by-step directions for man 
and woman. 140 diagrams: 430-item index.$11.50 ppd. 
DANCE ACTION, PO BOX 127, Jackson MO 63755. 
SID CALLER'S GUIDE BOOK. $7.50. Two for $10.50. 
15-day money back guarantee. Make your calling 
easy. Teach yourself to make thousands of calls. Offer 
includes Book, Special Code System, and Choreogra-
phic Aids. Sheill, 33735 Alta Loma, Farmington MI 
48024. 
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA: $9.00; ALL 
movements. MINI-BOOK: Basics-C3 $5.00 DIA-
GRAMED GUIDE-Basics & Plus $5.00 ADVANCED 
DIAGRAMS: Plus-C2 $7.50. Order from Jean Burieeon, 
2585 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44657. 
STEP.CLOSSSTEP ROUND DANCE BASICS New 
1983 Edition, Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. 
Now includes 10 week dancer proven course, dance 
positions, complete approved terminology, mixers, 
teaching hints, plus now introduction Into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the 
Grenn record teaching series. Order from Frank 
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43811. 
TDS BOOKS: Our square dance books illustrate every 
call and every part of every call-the only books that 
do this. Ed Foote, a nationally known and respected 
caller, edits our books for accuracy and up-to-date call 
variations. All of our square dance books present the 
Callerlab lists of calls. 
SID FOR LEARNERS, $7.95 (B, MS) 
MAINSTREAM PLUS, $7.95 ( + 1, + 2, OS) 
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE, $7.95 (Al.. A-2, C•1) 
EXTENDED CHALLENGE, $8.50 (C.2, C-3 concepts) 
RID CUE SHEET SERVICE- Send for brochure. 
Send check or money order to TDS, 507 S. Euclid St. 
Sp. 38, Santa Ana CA 92704. 
ANYONE CAN YODEL: The one and only book to at-
tempt an explanation of how to yodel. Contains hints 
on learning and many patterns to yodels on currently 
available records. Techniques presented are proven 
successful in actual yodeling workshops, 12 Chap-
ters, 5 appendices, in sturdy 3-ring binder. Prices: 
Anyone Can Yodel $20 (plus S2 shipping), up-dates S2 
or 3/55, accompanying tape $10. Write for information 
or order from Veil Runolf son, 5534 Walden Meadows 
Circle, Murray UT 84123. (801)268-9000. 
AFTER PARTY FUN, $3.50 + $1. mailing. Put life in 
your club or festival. Designed for graduation classes, 
PTA, and church gatherings. Edited by the man who 
originated after-party fun at dances and festivals. 
Order: Ray Smith, Box 843 A-37, San Benito TX 78588. 
Everything you over wanted to know about COUNTRY 
WESTERN LINE DANCES, COUPLE DANCES AND 
SHUFFLE DANCES. Kelly Gellette, PO Box 43425, Las 
Vegas NV 89116. Book 1 and Book II. $18.00 each, in-
cludes postage and handling. 
FOR SALE: Square dance store to be relocated. 
Features a complete line of square dance apparel. 
Serious inquiries, please contact American 
Squaredance Magazine. 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965). Five color, eye-
catching Seals on your correspondence are an -invita• 
lion to square dancing." Order from Bill Crawford, Box 
18442, Memphis TN 38181-0442. Samples on Request 
1 sheet (50 seals), 504 + 25e pstg. 8 hndig.; 3 sheets, 
+ 2fie pith; 10 sherds, S3. + 50e p&h; 20 sheets, 
$5. + 60* p&h. Our Twentieth (20th) Year. 
Costume fabrics, rhinestones, beads, sequins, jewels, 
appliques, fringe, trim, feathers, more. Catalog $4.00. 
BAUBANBEA ENTERPRISES, Dept. ASD, Box 1205, 
Smithtown, NY 11787. 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callers 
1100. 
 Write P.O. Box 2223,Vernon CT 06086 
Phone 203-649-5144 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
Per 100, Includes shipping, $7.50 
STRETCH BELTS-Wholesale, $24.00 a dozen 
assorted. Retailers only, write for Info: Billy-Bob's 
Square Dance Shop, 1751 W. Copans Rd., Pompano 
Beach FL 33064. 
KNIT AND CROCHET Square Dance Sweater Patterns, 
Brochure 506, refunded with order, Pink Unicorn Crea-
tions, PO Box 20890-ASD, Long Beach, CA 90801. 
SQUARE DANCERS OF THE WORLD, Would you like 
to see another SID float in the Rose Parade held every 
New Year's Day and viewed by millions of people? If 
so, contact John Fogg, PO Box 824, Mt. Home, AR 
72853. For an answer, please enclose SASE. 
VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA, Sunset Club Sr. Ctr. is 
seeking an instructor to teach a beginning or in-
termediate RID class at our facility in Long Beach, 
Cal. to be offered one afternoon a week. Call Susan 
Schollenberger, director, 213.437-5757. 
CANADIAN OLDTIME FIDDLE 8 COUNTRY MUSIC. 
Original records and cassettes. Free catalogues. The 
Music Barn, Box 309V, Mount Albert, Ontario LOG 
IMO, Canada. 
Square II Round Dance Theme Counted Crose•StItch 
Patterns. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea. +$1.50 pstg. per order. State patterns 
available upon request at $1.50 ea. + 506 pstg. per 
order. Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay. 
4634 Trafalgar Rd., Wilmington NC 28405. 
NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU LP'S. Back-up music 
to the greatest county hits. YOU are the solo artist. 
Great for after-parties, between tips, etc. Complete 
list free upon request. Yellow Rock Shoppe, P.O. Box 
635, Mesquite TX 75149. Tel: 214-391-7040. 
FREEI 48 Page Catalog 
CALLERS'.CUERS' CORNER 
Home Of SUPREME AUDIO 
Your Complete Shop-Al Home Source for All Professional Caning 
& Cueing Equipment, Dancers Accessories 8 GIFTS. 
Largest Selection of Nashville Sound Plus You Lp s 8 Cassettes 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, 271 Greenwey Rd. 
Ridgewood NJ 07450 (201-445-7398) 
NEW CALLERS, Write for FREE RECORD CATALOGS 
and FREE cassette tape offer. Send $1.00 for postage 
to Bob Mason, Box 247 , Almond NY 14804. Phone 
607-276-2442. 
YOUR CLASSIFED AD 
COULD FILL THIS SPACE. 
More Classified Ads on Page 44 
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DATE-LINE 
Kansas- Fun-Filled Weekend, Holiday Inn, Hays; Ju-
ly 11-13; Dick Busboom, Bob Householter. Write Bob 
Householter. 214 W. 16th St., Russell KS 67665. 
Ontario- Summer Dancing, Chemong Yacht Haven, 
Ennismore; July 16, Mac Marcellus; July 23 & Aug. 6. 
13, Jeff Priest; July 30. Garth Calvert. Contact Ed/Marg 
King, 742-6779. 
Ontario- 17th Annual Thunder Bay SID Festival; July 
1719; Jim Lee. Write Alf Gill, 407 Markland St., 
Thunder Bay, Ont. Canada P7B 2J2. 
Georgia- 3rd Thunderbird Clogging Festival, Valdos-
ta GA; July 113-19. Contact Bob/Vivian Bennett, 2111 
Hillcrest Dr., Valdosta GA 31602. 
Georgia- 6th Summer Sounds Festival, Holiday Inn, 
Gainesville; July 1819; K. Bower, G. Shoemake, Bar-
bara & Jerry Pierce. Write Bettye Chambers, 4346 
Angie Dr., Tucker GA 30084 
Oklahoma- 19th RID Festival, O.S.U. Student Union, 
Stillwater; July 18-20; Bennie/Dixie Humphryes. Write 
Wayne Ferguson, 4161 E. 43rd St., Tulsa OK 74135. 
Pennsylvania- Canyon Country Jubilee, Mansfield: 
July 18-20; Richard/Fran Lang, DonlElly Williams. R. 
Schneider, W. Larsen. Write Continuing Education, 
Doane Ctr., Mansfield Univ., Mansfield PA 16933. 
Arizona- 37th Annual Rim Rompers S&R/D Festival, 
Show Low; July 18-20; Scott Smith, HaroldlLill 
Bausch. Write Milt/Maxine Pins. Rte 2, Box 1576-P, 
Lakeside AZ 85929. 
California- Anniversary Dance, Kaiser Rec Hall, Fon-
tana; July 19; Johnnie Scott. For info, phone 
(714)8744422. 
Texas- 6th Annual Marshall Star Roundup, Marshall 
Civic Ctr.; July 19-20; Pat Diamond, Wood Ussery. Call 
(501)988-4892. 
Colorado- Procter's Week with the Classics, Frank 
Lane's Dance Ranch, Estes Park; July 20-25. Write 
Frank Lane, PO Box 1382, Estes Park CO 80517. 
California- Asilomar SID Vacation Institute, Pacific 
Grove; July 20-25. Write Bob Osgood. 462 N. Robert-
son Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90048. 
Missouri- URDC International RID Convention, Kan-
sas City; July 23-26. Write Fred/Mary Wiedenmann, 
11008 W. 53rd, Shawnee KS 66203. 
Alberts- 5th Canadian National S/RD Convention. 
Convention Ctr., Calgary; July 24-26. Write Canadian 
National '86, PO Box 5863 Stn. A. Calgary Alberta, 
Canada T2H OLO. 
South Dakota- 33rd Annual Black Hills S&RID 
Festival, Rushmore Civic Clr., Rapid City; July 25-26; 
Johnny LeClair, Bronc Wise, Arlin Sample. Write M/M 
Al Horst, 613 Indiana, Rapid City SD 57701. 
Washington- 6th Annual Spokane Singles Sum. 
merama, Western Dance Ctr., Spokane; July 25-27. 
Write Spokane Singles Summerama, PO Box 14363, 
Spokane WA 99214. 
New Hampshire- Mid-Summer C-1 Special, Ramada 
Inn, Keene; July 25-27. Write Red Bates, 19 Hadley St., 
S. Hadley MA 01075. 
New York- Summer Dance, Northville School; July 
26, Ward Smith, Aug. 9, Stan Burdick. Write Ruth 





Certified Instructor Trainer 
CALLER TRAINING TAPES 
Timing/Music-5 Tapes with critiques 
Full Course-20 Tapes with critiques 
The Most Complete Course Available 
Covering ALL Subject Matter in Calling 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
801-392-9078 
*Acutely Perceptive 
4• 	312 Monterey Pass Rd 
..a• •.'~ 	 Monterey Park CA 91754 
., 
winasor  Records 	Available 
',. 
it all record dealers 
or write direct 
NEW ROUND DANCERS TO 
OLD WINDSOR MUSIC 
4503 APRIL IN PORTUGAL/SOUTH (Grady & Coleman) 
4520 AVALON MEDLEY (Buena) 
4717 JAM 'Fortuna) 
4737 JOSEPHINE (Walkinshaw & Goss) 
4741 	SWINGIN' BEACH SHAG (Fortune) 
4749 PEGGY (Kishai 
4764 IN OLD MONTEREY (Lefeavers) 




S.D. LEADERS 	 i„ .... 
,'-/1.11.1  
Send for Free Copy of our 
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE 
and info on our 
LIABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM 
"It pays to take notes." 	`"air  
'i 	. 	:-• 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSOC.. INC. 4/.az,t .ff,.7 
117 Belmont Ave.. Los Angeles CA 90026 
1 I 
WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
1 line "Slim Jim" 	 51.25 
Name only, Regular Sire 	 51.25 
Name and Town OR Design 51.50 
Name and Town and Design 	 $1.75 
Name, Town, Design, Club Name 	 $2.00 
State Shape 	 $2.50 & Up 
• $5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black. white. blue, green, brown. 
red, yellow and walnut. 
Please send check with or- 
der. Include 15c per badge 
,.t5 for 	postage 	& handling."  
Thank you ' 	ELLIE 
MICRO PLASTICS MANDERS 
PO Box 847 
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Clappers & Square 	pre - - 
Dance Shoes.. III 
Blk & Wht 	526.95 
Colors & 529.50 
 
7. 
 Gold & Silver	 _1 
P 	& r/ 	dori $2 25  
SOPHIA T's 	Tel.919.776.0476 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
Route 9, Box 273A • Hwy. 70 East 
Goldsboro, North Carolina 27530 
-.-- 
CLOGGER for men and women 
S 2 6 . 9 5 
Brochure available-52.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, Master Card, Visa, American Express 
We Ship Anywhere in the World. 
or 	 -, 
NATIONAL 
SQUARE DANCE 440  DIRECTORY 
1986 EDITION 
Over 10,000 square, 	round, contra and clog- 
ging 	club 	listings. Information 	on 	major 
festivals, publications, products and services. A 
must for every dancer. 
Available MARCH 1, 1986 
$7.00 per copy (plus $2. postage) 




ro.,. 	"7 	Interested in starting a 
l'1[01 SINGLES' Square Dance Club? 
LET US HELP! 
Become affiliated with the 
largest Singles' Square Dance 
Club in the world! 
WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW! 
BACHELORS 'N' BACHELORETTES INTERNATIONAL INC. 
C/O Donna Matson, international President 
3310 Highland Dr., Island Lake IL 60042 
Phone. 312-526-0147 
THE CHOREO CONNECTION 
Monthly Note Service 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Mich. 48640 
$18.00 Annually 
Write for Sample Copy 
Special 	Bonus: 	A 	one-year 	subscription 	to 	American 
Squaredance with each full year subscription to Choreo Connec- 
tion. Valid tar new subscribers to Choreo Connection only. Ask 
for details 
• 
Illinois- 3rd Illinois S&R/D Convention, Peoria Civic 
Ctr.; July 26-27. Write Peoria Convention & Visitors 
Bureau. 3.31 Peoria Savings Plaza, Peoria IL 61602. 
Colorado- Ron Schneider-Frank Lane Week, Frank 
Lane's Dance Ranch; July 27. Write Frank Lane, PO 
Box 1382, Estes Park CO 80517. 
Texas- 11th Annual S/D Marathon to Fight Muscular 
Dystrophy, Activities Bldg., U. of Texas at Arlington; 
Aug. 1-2. Call Rick McDonald, (8171338-1024. 
Mississippi- 24th Annual SID Festival, MS Coast Col-
iseum Conv. Ctr., Gulfport-Biloxi; Aug. 1-2; M. Flippo, 
B. Main, J. Schatzer, John/Wanda Winter. Write Harold 
Smith, 4502 Kendall Ave., Gulfport MS 39501. 
Pennsylvania- Y Squares Fun Fest. Mercyhurst Col-
lege, Erie; Aug. 1-3. Write Jack/Shirley Kenehan, 1321 
West 41st St., Erie, PA 16509. 
Alaska- 4th Silver Salmon Shindig, Valdez; Aug. 1-3. 
Call Bob Hughes (9071835-2994. 
Arizona- Flagstaff S/D Festival; Aug. 1-3. Write Ruf-
fles 'n Rednecks, 1170 Ardrey Circle, Flagstaff AZ 
86001. 
New York- Hunter Mt. Country Music Festival; Aug. 
1-3. Write Exposition Planners, Bridge St., Hunter NY 
12442. 
Ontario- NSDCA Camporee, Tillsonburg Sports Com-
plex; Aug. 1-4. Write Mary/Clarence Carter, 735 Gratiot 
Ave., Sarnia, Ont., Canada N7V 2B6. 
Colorado- Experienced Callers College, Frank 
Lane's Dance Ranch; Aug. 3-7. Write Frank Lane, PO 
Box 1382, Estes Park CO 80517. 
British Columbia- 33rd Annual SID Jamboree, Pentic-
ton; Aug. 4-9. Write B.C. S/D Jamboree Assoc., PO Box 
66, Penticton B.C., Canada V2A 6J9. 
North Carolina- Possum Trot Clog Camp, Fontana 
Village; Aug. 6-9. Write JoAnn Gibbs, 3452 Summit 
Ridge Dr., Doraville GA 30341. 
Michigan- 25th S&R/D Convention, Mich. State 
University, E. Lansing; Aug. 8.10; P. Kozlowski, Tom/-
Jan Kannapel. Write Linda/Lloyd Catey, 3462 Doane 
Hwy., Grand Ledge MI 48837. 
Wisconsin- 27th S&RID Convention, Madison Col-
iseum & Forum; Aug. 8-10. Write June Myklebust, PO 
Box 405, Windsor WI 53598. 
Ohio- S&R/D Festival, Ohio Stale Fair. Columbus; 
Aug. 9; K. Zimmerman, D. Ballou, B. Benhoff, J. Er-
baugh, K. Kallmeyer. 
Mississippi- Red Carpet Festival, Vicksburg City 
Auditorium; Aug. 9; Cal Golden, Gail/Fred Jabour. 
Write Cason Schaffer, Rt. 11, 107 Eastview Dr., 
Vicksburg MS 39180. 
Greece & Aegean Islands- Tour with the McMlllans 
as hosts; Aug. 10-25. Contact Chuck Hanlon (tour 
organizer), 4524 Marci Ct., Columbus GA 31907. 
Georgia- Blue Ridge Mt. Dance Roundup, Copecrest, 
Dillard; Aug. 10-16. Contact Marie Armstrong, Box 632, 
Rocky Ford, CO 81067. 
Alaska- Tour & Cruise with Johnnie Scott, departing 
Aug. 14 on the Love Boat. Write Johnnie Scott, 35218 
Fir Ave., Sp. 190, Yucaipa CA 92399. 
Georgia- 22nd Jekyll Island Jamboree; Aug. 14-17. 
Write Bob/Vivian Bennett, 2111 Hillcrest Dr., Valdosta 
GA 31602. 
Oregon- 3rd Annual Lost Creek Festival, near Med-
ford; Aug. 15-17; Denny Lanz, The Fosters (cuers). 
Write Bud McNicol, 1980 Orchard Home Dr., Medford 
OR 97501. 




40 cuers contribute monthly 
ROUNDALAB CLASSIC LIST 
ADVANCED: 
Elaine 
Rieviere de lune 









Tips of My Fingers 
Dancing Shadows 
New York. New York 






Take One Step 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and 
enjoyed by 185 National Carousel 
Clubs (Adv, & High•Int. Levels) 
1. Tampa Jive (Macuci) 9. 
2. The Apartment (Wakeland) 10. 
3. Tammy Tell Me True (Goss) 11. 
4. Yellow Bird (Barton) 12. 
5. Wheels Cha Cha (Shibata) 13. 
6. Charleston (Hooper) 14. 
7. 	Lolita (Dean) 15. 
8. Spanish Gypsy (Barton) 16. 
EASY 
1. Show Me 
2. Lonely GoatherdlBaby 0' 
Mine/Dreams Come True 
3. Buffy 
4. My Little Corner of 
the World 
5. Vaya con Dios 
EASY-INTERMEDIATE 
1. Fireman's Two.step 
2. A Slow Walk 
3. Dreamy Rhythm 
4. Hush 
5. Taste of the Wind 
INTERMEDIATE 
1. White Sport Coat 
2. Pop Goes the Movies/ 
Primrose Lane 
3. Charleston 
4. Crazy Eyes 
5. Distant Drums 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE 
1. Rainbow Foxtrot 
2. I'll Take Care 
3. Gazpacho Cha/Pagan 
Love Song 
4. Hooked On Swing 
5. The Apartment/Tammy 
INTERMEDIATE 
Answer Me 
Folsom Prison Blues 
Roses for Elizabeth 
Birth of the Blues 
Feelm' 




Alice Blue Go vn 




Moon Over Naples 
Anniversary Waltz (Procter) 
Love Is a Many Splendored Thing (Kannapel) 
White Sport Coat (Lefeavers) 
Bye Bye Blues (Palmquist) 
Gazpacho Cha (Lawson) 
What Is This Thing Called Love (Blackford) 
Sweet Ida (Palmquist) 
Waiting for the Robt. E. Lee (Bother) 
RECORDS 
OWNER & PRODUCER 
Joe Perrin 
1616 Gardiner Lane Suite 202 
Louisville KY 40205 
(502)459-2455 
Mark Patterson 
182 N Broadway 04 









JP221 JUST IN CASE-Joe 
JP803 IF YOU KNEW SUIT-Tom 
JP603 BABY'S BACK AGAIN-Mark 
JP1201 WHEN YOU'RE SMILING-Don 
JP1101 DEVIL IN A COWBOY HAT-Nick 
JP1001 BIG SOMBRERO-Joe. Tom, Mark 
JP901 NEW SELFISH-Virg Troxell 
JP220 GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROAD 
WAY-Joe 8 Bill 
RECENT RELEASES 
JP602 NEW RIVER TRAIN-Mork 
JP802 HEY GOOD LOOKIN'-Tom 
JP801 YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS- Tom 
JP219 OH LONESOME ME- Joe 
JP218 BONAPARTE'S RETREAT- Joe 
JP217 LOVE LETTERS in the SAND-Joe 
JP216 DEVIL WOMAN- Joe 
JP601 GOTTA TRAVEL ON- Mark 
JP403 MORNING DEW- Joe & Mark 
BESTSELLERS. 
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING- Joe 
JP214 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN- Joe 
JP215 LITTLE RED WAGON- Joe 
JP114 YELLOW RIBBON- B. Vinyard 
JP110 ONCE IN MY LIFE- B Vinyard 
JP108 MATADOR- B. Vinyard 
JP209 COUNTRY WASN'T COOL- Joe 
JP208 FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES- Joe 
JP205 I DON'T DRINK FROM THE 
RIVER- Joe 
HO! PONNS 
JP506 MAMA ROSE 
JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE SPECIAL 
JP502 COUNTRY CAT/CITY SLICKER 
JP503 SUNSHINE/MOONSHINE 
JP504 UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN 
JP505 MUDDY RIVER/FEELIN' GOOD 
GOLDEN OLDIES 
JP109 SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS 
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY 
JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY 
JPT11 NEVERTHELESS 
JP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN 
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER 
Tom Roper 
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1. Scoot and relocate 




Offer Vold after July 31, 1986 
Add $3.00 for shipping. 
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40 Callers Contribute Monthly 
Teacup chain 
>'. tag the line 
Track two 
Trade the wave 
scootndI  t  
Triple





Scoot cross& turn 
PLUS OS 
Spin chain arid 
change the gears 
Relayx 
  





dyTRADITIONAL DANCE La 
Round the  Lady and 
Gent Solo 
MAINSTREAM LIST 




PLUS  PROGRAM 
 
Aeigtspin the top  P 
Anything and roll 
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PeelF:.   	a
t swing




Load the boat 




Remake theeuthCaer Y 
_ 	circle to a wave 





mended  for dermars 
Prior to Plus Program 
activity. 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
So. California Callers Association Notes 
contains a lot of good material. So Rare 
(Proctors) is the round dance chosen. ASD 
is quoted regarding the emergence of 
many fun groups in some areas, with this 
added comment: "If square dancing is to 
experience a revival it needs to regenerate 
its base. In a sense, it needs to 'begin 
again.' We can no longer be satisfied with 
getting beginners into present programs 
as though this were a sufficient answer to 
our 'problem.' Beginners need their own 
programs—and, I expect, they are going 
to get them, with or without help from the 
establishment." 
Lead Right by Malcom, Cole and Bur-
dick, contains more in a long series on 
one-night-stands, examines peel off, 
looks at a new idea called realign, and 
much more. In the matter of building and 
rebuilding a club, these questions are ask-
ed: "What are you doing to promote new 
classes? New recruits for your club? 
Visitors from other clubs? Do you have a 
display of square dancing in a downtown 
store window? Posters? Flyers? Promo-
tional cards and handouts? A whole 
recruitment campaign? Newsletter? Free 
guest night? Parade float? Incentives for 
members to help recruit? Specials geared 
to attracting guests? A phone program? 
Notes for Callers from Jack Lasry  
covers all these items very well this 
month: Working with all eight circulate, all 
eight circulate to a fan the top, swing thru 
from left-handed waves, Plus quarterly: 
RCW, chase cross and turn, scoot back 
from 3/4 tag formation, dancing the Plus 
program, and reminds us again not to 
rush class graduates into Plus work-
shops, but to take time and consider the 
needs of the dancers! 
In News 'n Notes by Ed Foote, the com-
mentary by Ben Rubright suggest advan-
tages in using centers trade action more 
frequently, such as in: 
Heads star thru, all double pass thru 
Leaders trade, swing thru, scoot back 
Centers trade, recycle, sweep 1/4 , reverse 
Flutter wheel, Dixie style to ocean wave 
Boys trade, boys cross run, girls trade 
Girls run, bend the line, pass thru 
Centers trade, ends turn back, all star thru 
Centers pass thru, swing thru 
Boys circulate, right and left grand... 
Add variety this way, and also centers 
trade becomes a smoothness tool, a for-
mation stablizer, and a good theme call. 
Choreo Breakdown by Don Beck 
presents two of Don's own new moves. 
One is chain down the diamond. The other 
is simply a gimmick call that allows the 
caller to sing more words of the original 
song while dancers keep busy: Do your 
TNT230 LOVE FOUND YOU AND ME by Ron Fotch 
TNT231 ARIZONA WALTZ by Virginia Coiling 
INT232 BEAT THE CABBAGE/ST. ANN REEL, (Hoedowns) 
TNT233 HOOP DE 000 POLKA by Al Brundage 
TNT234 SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME by Erwin West 
TNT235 SHOW ME, Round by Fran Krolp 
TNT236 DOWN AT PAPA JOE'S, Round by Phil Guenthner 
TNT237 LISTEN TO THE MOCKINGBIRD by Jim Mayo 
TNT238 YOUR SWEET LOVE by Glen Cooksey 
INT239 TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE by Al Brundage 
TNT240 DREAMS COME TRUE. Round by Glen Cooksey 
TNT241 SHUFFLING ON/TIP TAP, (Hoedowns) 
TNT242 ALL GIRL MEDLEY by Gene Trimmer 
TNT243 SIDE BY SIDE by Mike Trombly 
TNT244 I DO I DO I DO (Rd) by Bill Cooper 
TNT245 GINNEY LEE (Rd) by Virginia Calling 
TNT246 SWEET BABY HOEDOWN/FIRE ON THE MT 
TNT247 ROLL OUT THE BARREL by Gene Trimmer 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LP1001— Dick Leger 55 . 75 pst.  
Plastic Record Sleeve Available 
RFD 1M2 Rt. 7 
St. Albans VT 05478 
 
Al Brundage 	Gene Trimmer 
Mike Trombly 
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PATTERN CATALOG 
"New" 
P.O. Box 343 
Prospect, KY 40059 DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 502.937-7189 
thing. The action: weave the ring, swing 
partner, promenade home. 
Santa Clara Valley Notes by Bill Davis 
includes, among many experimentals, a 
move called rock the boat, as follows: 
From facing lines, ends load the boat; 
centers single circle to an ocean wave, 
then fan the top; all extend the tag to end 
in parallel waves. Bill's comment: "The 
name is clever and appropriate and the ac-
tion times nicely. The call lends itself to 
being done easily from all (six) facing line 
arrangements. This adds versatility with 
very little added complexity. Several in-
teresting get-out effects can be set up 
with proper lead in. For purposes of mov-
ing checkers, the call is equal to fan the 
top, centers circulate. Sample figure: 
From zero lines, rock the boat, recycle 
(Zero box), allemande left... 
Minnesota Callers Notes by Warren Ber-
quam and Gary Nevalainen gives us a 
huge assortment of figures, as usual, and 
this comment by Lee McCormack of Ar-
kansas caught our eye: "I have better luck 
handling the dropout situation by not 
dwelling on it, but accepting the fact that 
it is with us and probably will be as long 
as there is square dancing. At the same 
time "customers" are entitled to get what 
they are paying for—a dance— and have 
a good time doing it. Oh, if it were only as 
simple to do as it is to put on paper. Even 
after over 25 years of calling 5-7 nights a 
week, I still have to remind myself that the 
dancers aren't there to see how smart I 
am with the figures. They just want a good 
time. 
Mainstream Flow by Gene Trimmer 
discusses sweep 1/4 at length and tells us 
it may be OK to use it following these 
calls: wheel and deal (from two-faced 
lines), flutter wheel, reverse flutter wheel, 
Ferris wheel (center couples only), and 
recycle. 
Facing Couple Zeros: 
1. Flutterwheel, sweep 1/4 , slide thru... 
2. Reverse flutter wheel, sweep '/4, slide 
thru... 
3. Pass the ocean, boys run, wheel & deal, 
sweep 3/4... 
4. Spin the top, boys run, girls trade, 
wheel and deal, sweep 3/4... 
5. Pass the ocean, recycle, sweep 3/4 . 
Random Sound, Inc. 







TAPE RECORDING ACCESSORIES 
Le. ATTENUATORS, CABLES, ISOLATION BOX 
Mail 8 Phone Orders Handled Promptly 
Include Address. Zip Code & Phone No. 
on all Requests 8 Orders. Call atter 5 PM 
Weekdays or Weekends for Technical Info. 
ASHTDN SOUND EQUIPMENT 
ASIATIC & ELCTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES 
NEEDLES FOR HILTON. CLINTON. NEWCOMB 
PATTER AIDS—MAGNETIC & TRAVELING 
FOLD-UP EQUIP., CARTS (200 lb IlmN) 
PLASTIC RECORD SLEEVES (Heavy Duty) 
RANDOM SOUND, INC 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave. S. 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
1-612 869 9501 Bus 
1-612-669-6168 Res .  
REPAIR SERVICE 
SOUND EQUIP 	MICROPHONES 
CUSTOM BUILT FOR MOST SYSTEMS. 
REMOTE MUSIC LEVEL CONTROL WITH 
INTEGRAL MICROPHONE CABLE.  
HOME STORAGE RECORD BOX 
POLYETHYLENE— 24s11 
HOLDS UP TO 300 RECORDS 




Chuck Bryant & The Mustang Band 
New Releases 
MS 194 A&B Greenback Dollar by Bob Shiver 
MS 193 A&B Guess It Never Hurts to Hurt Sometime 
by Chuck Bryant 
MS 192 A&B Rodeo Romeo by Bob Shiver 
MS 191 A&B All I Ever Need Is You by Chuck Bryant 
Bob Shiver Chuck Bryant 
Many Previous Releases Now Available 
Call or Write A&S Records, 321 Laurie 
Lane, Warner Robins. GA 31093 
(912) 922-7510 
Chuck Bryant & Mustang Recording Co. 
P O. Box 735, San Benito, Texas 78586 (512) 399-8797 
For The Record from the Texas Callers 
Assn. tells us, among many other things: 
"When should forward and back be used? 
"1. To activate dancers, giving them 
notice to be prepared and ready for the 
following call. 
"2. Give dancers time to straighten a for-
mation, giving the slower dancers time to 
catch up. 
"When not to use forward and back! 
"1. There seems little point in having the 
heads go forward and back and then pro- 
menade 1/2. Use it when you intend the 
dancers to continue to move forward for 
the next call. 
"2. Heads toward and back, sides pro-
menade '/2. This has heads going forward 
and then repeating again as sides pro-
menade. 
3. Lines of four forward and back, flutter 
wheel. If dancers take one step back after 
forward and back, space is limited for the 
execution of the flutterwheel for the 
ladies. 
RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOW! 
For The 
22nd ALOHA STATE 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
in HAWAII 
Next Year: Thurs., Fri., Sat. - January 29, 30 & 31, 1987 
JOIN THESE POPULAR CALLERS/CUERS: 
BRONC WISE — Houston, Texas (Squares) 
PHIL KOZLOWSKI - Aurora, Indiana (Squares) 
RAMON MARSCH - Middlefield, Ohio (Squares) 
GARY KINCADE - Nashville, Tennessee (Squares) 
HOMER MAGNET - Mintord, Ohio (Squares) 
RON HENSEL - Williamsburg, Michigan (Squares) 
JOHN STECKMAN - Elwood City, Pennsylvania (Squares) 
TED & DORIS PALMEN - Bristol, Wisconsin (Squares & Rounds) 
LLOYD & EILEEN LOCKERMAN - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Rounds) 
CARLETON MOODY and THE MOODY BROTHERS - For After Party Dance (Sat.) 
A 13-day, 3 island Hawaiian Adventure with many extras included such as admission 
to all dances and workshops at the Convention, Special Farewell Banquet and 
Fashion Show, dancing on the outer islands and lots of fun go with this air/land package. 
WRITE OR CALL YOUR FAVORITE CALLER/CUER ABOVE OR: 
TORTUGA EXPRESS TOUR COMPANY 
(800) 323-2222 Nationwide - Toll Free / (800) 521-2346 California - Toll Free 
WE ALSO DO: Cruises, Banff National Park. Calgary Stampede, Mexico and many others, call 
for group rates. 
41# 
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ENCORE, Continued 
women are made of, pal! Don't forget 
it!"...by "The Meandering Man" in a more 
serious turn of mind. 
Dancing is fun; don't take it too serious-
ly. Take time to nourish friendships. Take 
time to love and be loved. Take time to 
laugh at yourself, as well as with others. 
Keep your temper to yourself; it's useless 
to others. Talk to yourself if you're in-
clined to exaggerate. "Lord, fill my mouth 
with proper stuff and nudge when I've said 
enough," good advice from Around the 
Square. 
John Kaltenthaler of Pocono Pines, Pa. 
is featured in "Steal A Peek." John is cur-
rently the executive secretary of Callerlab. 
He likes to keep the fun in square dancing, 
as his calling attests. 
Callerlab chose track two by Dick Bayer 
as the quarterly selection. The "New 
Idea" was ah so by Lee Kopman. 
THIS MONTH'S PUZZLE ANSWERS: 1. 
Reel; 2. Wing; 3. Hitch; 4. Caller; 5. 
Bounce; 6. Heel; 7. Skirts; 8. Round; 9. 
Ladies chain. 
ZITS, Continued 
kisses: 145. Total: 1138. 
I go to the mirror, and can hardly look 
myself in the eye. But I must because to-
day is the day I am finally admitting to 
myself that I am a chocoholic. Regrets 
overwhelm me. 
Solemnly I take the vow. Just for today I 
will eat no chocolate. And I feel better 
already, confident I'll get through the day 
O.K. After all, today is Tuesday. 
But Monday's coming. 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute Color Video 
for Home Study at its Best. 
Study with JACK LASRY, 
A RECOGNIZED LEADER. 
$54.00 with Guide Book. 
Jack Lasry's Caller Supply 
1513 N. 46 Av., Hollywood FL 33021 
305.981-7788 
Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and con-
veniently. Solve your petticoat problems with an all new 
PETTICOAT TREE 
Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats 
neat and easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree 
is satin brass plated th 12 especially designed hooks to 
make it easy to remove and replace your petticoats. The 
tree fits snugly between floor and ceiling, and can be 
easily relocated. It fits ceiling heights 7'10" to 8'3" 
(special heights on request). 
Hangers available @ 95c ea. (White. Creme, Brown) 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (818) 244-6373 
ORDER YOURS Mail to: R&J SPECIALTIES, Dept. A TODAY 
1215 Ruberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201 
Only 	Petticoat Tree(s) $34.50 ea. $ 
Hangers (Color 	) .95 ea. $ 
Plus shipping and handling 
Enclosed is $ 
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THE FAMOUS AMERICAN PLAN RESORT 
LOCATED AT THE WATER S EDGE 
16 GREAT WEEKS 









THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE 
KIRKWOOD 
PRODUCT LINE, Continued 
again in a right to left direction. Cross 
stitch is one diagonal stitch crossed by 
another. Bring needle through at the bot-
tom of one of the lines of the cross. Insert 
needle at top of the same line, taking a 
straight downward stitch through the fab-
ric to the bottom of the line to the next 
cross. Take evenly slanted stitches until 
an entire line of diagonal stitches is com-
pleted. Reverse the direction and com-
plete the other half of the crosses. All 
diagonal stitches should be the same size 
and should cross evenly. 
Armed with all of this information, 
check Mary Ann and Ralph Kornegay's ad 
in the "Square Dance Products" column 
in this magazine to order your cross stitch 
patterns. XX Happy sewing XX! 
DANCE TIPS, Continued 
the genuine warm handshake and hug, 
then we will see the decline of square 
dancing. I don't believe that will ever 
happen. 
Fashions fr6nifexas 
by NitaWrSitenifor Completeii l  Catalogue 
2011 So. College Ave. 	WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
Bryan, Texas 77801 
Telephone (409)822.2337 
NEW `DC-9'S ABOVE TH CLOUDS' 
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS...Two layers Of nylon organza 
ryoportidnall tSt-please the most discriminating dancer!!! 
dOyd 	50yd 	60yd 	70yd 	. 80yd 	100yd 
$44.95 49.95 53.95 61.95 69.95 89.95 
Lttr
White, Aqua, Beige, Black, Blue, Brown, Candy Pink, Cerise, Fuchsia, Ivory, Kelly, 
k Lime, Maize, Mint Green, Navy, Orange. Peach, Peacock, Pink, Lavender, 
tr 	
Med. Purple, Dark Purple, Wine, Red, Royal, Yellow 
CLOUD NINE NYLON ORGANZA 
	
SOLII:rdOLO8:."4jOyd 	50yd 	
To cover postage and 
$39.95 43.95 
handling costs, add $2.00 
60yd 	70yd 	80yd 	 per petticoat 
46.95 54.95 619'i 
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Several choice pre-owned lots and mobile homes are for sale. 
Travel trailers and park models on lots. 
All lots have electric, sewer and water in place. 
SQUARE DANCE HALL ON PREMISES 
Floating Wood Floor — 50-Square Capacity 
PARK MANAGERS: MARTY & BYRDIE MARTIN 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
WRITE: MORI SOGOLOW 
4401 Boot Bay Road 
Plant City, Florida 33566 
OR CALL: 813-754.2425 
CALLING TIPS, Continued 
Most of us take vacations from time to 
time or perhaps a few days off from call-
ing. Not using the voice for calling is 
again like not exercising for a period of 
time. When you start back to practice 
again take it easy— warm up well. Limit 
the time of your first few practice periods. 
Two short practice periods are much bet-
ter than one long one. Use only easy range 
singing calls at first. On the first date 
remember you are calling three hours in a 
row so give your voice every break you 
can. 
During the evening many clubs have 
refreshments and after a few hours of call-
ing that home-cooked food smells and 
tastes mighty good. Clean vocal chords 
work well and don't damage themselves. 
Food will stick to the vocal chords and af-
fect their vibrations during the next tip if 
you have that snack. Omit food during the 
dance— eat later. You must also be care-
ful of milk products since they coat the 
vocal chords and affect their ability to 
vibrate properly. At the meal just prior to 
the dance, eliminate milk and milk pro-
ducts. If you have warm (not hot or cold) 
tea or coffee at the refreshments break,  
please put no cream or milk in it. 
All of these rules may mean many 
changes, if you have not been following 
them all along. Many callers develop voice 
problems because they have misused 
their voice mechanisms and you certainly 
don't want a voice problem if you intend to 
be a caller. 
Remember, the voice you care for and 
save is your one and only. 
GRAND ZIP, Continued 
few national callers passing through our 
area. 
We've been square dancing almost nine 
years and have subscribed to SIO since 
our graduation. We were sorry to see it 
end but we compliment your efforts in put-
ting together a publication worthy of our 
great pasttime. Carmin & Betty Seitzinger 
Calumet City, Illinois 
Each year my wife and I have a drawing 
during the graduation of our class; the 
lucky person or couple receives as a gift 
from us a one-year subscription to ASD 
magazine. We are enclosing a check for 
payment of a one-year subscription to this 
year's lucky winner. 	Ed & Su Evans 
Port Orchard, Washington 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • . • • See STRAWBERRY SQUARE First! • 
• Florida's 41 Square and Round Dance 
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the YAK STACK Sound Column 
Imitated but Never Duplicated! 
Price into: 
YAK STACK 
P.O. Box 2223 
Vernon CT 06066 
203 649-5144 
• Eliminates sound problems 
in bad halls. 
• The choice of professional 
cuers & callers. 




SWEAT SUITS, Continued 
sweat glands are removed from under 
the arms. The procedure usually leaves 
scars but many who suffer from severe 
cases prefer it to the constant wetness. 
This operation cannot be performed 
on the hands or feet because skin there 
is too necessary and sensitive. But pa-
tients who have had the procedure per-
formed under the arms may find they 
sweat more from their hands and feet 
than ever before. 
Most of you are thinking, why cover 
this subject in print? I do so for this 
reason: As a caller's wife I am called 
upon to handle sensitive issues of talk-
ing to people about certain areas. Bad 
odor and/or profuse sweating is one 
where the statement rings true, "Even 
your best friend won't tell you." So now I 
am appointing all dancers out there to 
hand a copy of this to your "best 
friend!" 
PETTICOATS from RUTILID, INC. 
Phone: (313) 841-0566 
The Fashion in Petticoat and Panties 
for over 25 years, 
Often Copied, But Not Duplicated 
Made from the finest materials by experienced seamstress 
SINGLE, DOUBLE or TRIPLE LAYER PETTICOAT 
Nylon Organza • Marquisette • Nylon Sparkle 
Nylon Sheen Velvet Stripe • Nylon Gold or Silver Metallic 
Color swatches available upon request 
PETT1PANTS: cotton—wide lace—various leg lengths 
Mail Orders Worldwide 	Wholesale Distributors Wanted 
Buthad, Inc. 
8869 Avis • Detroit, Michigan 48209 
COMPLETE SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
Al & Eleanor Muir 
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PS:MS/OS, Continued 
Spin chain thru, girls circulate double 
Boys run, half tag the line, walk & dodge 
Partner trade, left allemande... 
Zero line: pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers touch 1/4 , walk and dodge 
Cloverleaf, new centers right & left thru 
Zoom, square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, boys run, single file 
Circulate, boys box circulate 
All single file circulate, centers 
Single hinge and fan the top, recycle 
Outside boys run right, double pass thru 
Lead pair U-turn back, touch 1/4 
Split circulate, girls trade, recycle 
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande... 
Zero line: pass thru, tag the line in 
Touch 1/4 , single file circulate 
Center four box circulate, all single hinge 
Boys run, center four wheel and deal 
Sweep 1/4 , outside couple bend to face in 
All double pass thru, lead pair 
Partner trade, swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande... 
Zero box: veer right, fan the top, boys run 
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line 
Pass to center, square thru 3/4 , zero box.. 
Zero line: veer left, fan the top, ferris wheel 
Centers pass thru, slide thru, zero line... 
Zero line: pass the ocean, girls cross run 
Fan the top, boys cross run, all recycle 
Left allemande... 
Zero line: dixie style to an ocean wave 
Left swing thru, 8 circulate, fan the top 
Left swing thru, boys cross run, fan the top 
8 circulate, slide thru, zero lines... 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS, Continued 
Fibrosis Benefit last April. Coordinators 
were Bill and Flossie Stewart and Jim and 
Jean Thomas. Mike Litzenberger, club 
caller for the Yellow Rockers, was M.G. for 
the squares, and Elwood Leblanc, cuer for 
Tammany Twirl-A-Rounds was M.G. for 
rounds. Other callers donating services 
were Ted Kennedy, B.P. Merrit, John 
Litzenberger, Stan Viola, and Fred 
Bouvier. Cuers inlcuded Harold Leblanc, 
Barbara May, Evelyn Villeux, and Billy 
Gabler. 
The dancers donated a total of $860. to 
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation representative 
Christina Warner. 	 John Nickell 
Slidell, Lousiana 
WAGON WHEEL RECORDS 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605 (213)693-5976 
NEW RELEASE: 45rpm /lip/inst. Calling by BOB RUFF 
KING OF THE ROAD 	Basics 1-9 
WAGON WHEEL EASY SINGING CALLS AND CONTRAS 
Suitable for one-night-stands and the community square dance program. 
45 rpm flip/inst. Calling by BOB RUFF. 
911 	Gentle On My Mind 	Basics 1-8 
912 Bad Bad Leroy Brown Basics 1-8 918 Glendale Train Basics 1-19 
913 Engine 9 Basics 1-14 919 Big Sombrero Contra Basics 1-19 
914 	Hey Lei Lee. Lei Lee Basics 1-8 921 	Shindig in the Barn Basics 1-22 
915 If They Could See Me Now Basics 1-17 924 Houston Basics 1-17 
916 Long Lonesome Highway Basics 1-22 928 The Race Is On Basics 1-28 
917 	Robinson Crusoe Basics 1-16 929 Shortnin' Contra Basics 1-19 
SPECIAL FREE OFFER 
With your purchase of any of these easy singing calls or contras we will include an equal 
number of records with mainstream basics—FREE. Buy all 14, get 14 records tree. 
Send your order to the above address. 
L.P. SERIES FOR SCHOOLS & NEW DANCERS: Calling by BOB RUFF 
WW LP 1001 	Basics 1-22 	WW LP 1002 	Basics 1-34 
WAGON WHEEL IS A DEALER FOR ALL RECORD LABELS & DANCE SUPPLIES. IT IS HEAD- 
QUARTERS FOR THE PROMOTION OF WINDSOR AND MACGREGOR RECORDS AND IS A LEADING 
SCHOOL SUPPLIER FOR ALL TYPES OF DANCE RECORDS. FREE CATALOGS ON REQUEST. 
WE SHIP EVERYWHERE. 












Jim COnglolon George Lavender Ray Marsch 
Alabama 	Alabama 	Ohio 
CC557 DIXIE/C BAR C JUMP. Hoedown wiclogging sheet 
CC571 DIAMOND IN THE DUST, Richard Lane 
CC572 WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER, George Lavender 
CC573 NEVER ENDING LOVE, Ray Marsch (Best Seller) 
CC574 AFTER THE LAST GOODBYE, Bob Christian 
CC575 LOVES GONNA LIVE HERE AGAIN. John Holmes 
CC565 IN AMERICAN (Patriotic Tune), George Lavender & Jim 
7C105 TEQUILA SHEILA (A Best Seller), Fred Drouant 
Our Dealers & Distributors are Twelgrenn, ASTEC. 
Sundance, Old Timer & Merrbach 
Our Records are Recorded in our Own Studio 
LEGACY, Continued 
ing" used by Stan Burdick at Callerlab. 
(Ed. Note: This list is part of the SID Month 
Promo Kit.) 
Post-event publicity is also invaluable 
in looking to future projects, and a Mini-
LEGACY is never an end in itself. Report 
to everyone possible what a great success 
it was, the items covered, and the input 
received from evaluations. Write to the at-
tendees; thank them for attending and ask 
them to report back to their clubs and in-
vite their peers to attend the next one. 
Report to your local associations and 
publications. Write to the LEGACY com-
mittee, of which Walt and Louise Cole are 
chairmen (address below). 
LEGACY is a leadership-communica-
tion resource center. If you would like help 
in organizing a mini-LEGACY in your area, 
contact Walt and Louise Cole, 944 
Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403. 
When my granddaughter was 13 and 
about to attend a square dance at her 
school, she told her parents, "Most of the 
girls are inviting boys, but I have decided 
to go a stray." 
Audrey LeBeau 
Lancaster, California 
"The Best Little Square Dance Store Around" 
Open Daily 10-6 p.m.  




Crisp gingham checked dress with white 
eyelet appliqued on double pull sleeve.  
Matching eyelet trim adorns the bottom 
ruffle. Gingham check belt Washable 
65/35 poly cotton.  
Colors. Black. Navy. Red. Gray (new). 
Wine and Aqua.  
Also available in Duco Dot Style 8-1011. 
Same beautiful detail. White-on-white 
bodice with Lilac, Coral. Yellow or Navy 
Duco Dot 65'35 washable polyconun 
: 
' S r 
Sizes 4-20 	 Each $69.00 
Send with order 
Style, Color. Size and Price. Your Name, Address  
State & Zip. For Charge. Card Number and bap sate 
Add $3.50 for postage & handling $4.50 for Air Mail 
Check, Visa and MasterCard accepted 
VAdy 
 
Please allow 3.4 weeks.  
Send $2.00 for a copy of our new Square Dance Spring 
Supplement. Will be refunded with next order 
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4 THE PAST 
LEGACY 
THE FUTURE 
tNTERIVATIONAL •SSSEMBLY Or 'TRUSTEES Of THE SQUARE DANCE ACTIVITY 
Think now about planning a mini-
LEGACY for the dance leaders and poten-
tial leaders in your area. What is a mini-
LEGACY? Really, nothing more than a 
seminar or meeting to train leaders, ex-
change ideas, and try to solve problems. 
Mini-LEGACIES are conducted annually 
in many states and take many forms (such 
as LUST, for Let Us Sit and Talk). Some in-
vite speakers from other areas to conduct 
the sessions and/or give the keynote 
speech. Others rely upon their own state 
resources. Most follow a pattern of a 
general meeting followed by smaller 
break-out sessions on various subjects, 
and then a wrap-up session. Many include 
a fun evening of dancing relaxation along 
with the hard work, often with the guest 
speaker calling the dance. 
Frequently, state square dance 
organizations have accumulated funds 
from state festivals and other activities 
and are searching for ways to use the 
money to help the square dance activity. 
What better way than to provide leader-
ship training? If such an organization can-
not underwrite your activity, arSproach 
them for a loan until registrations begin to 
come in. In this case, it is advisable to 
work a small "profit" into your budget so 
you have a nest egg for the next time 
around. With a little ingenuity, you will be 
able to put on a fantastic seminar at a 
modest cost to the attendees. 
Surveys of every kind show that one of 
the big problems facing square dancing 
today is lack of leadership. Many clubs 
have disappeared from the scene because 
no one would take office or knew what to 
do once in office. Offices go unfilled 
because we do not make the jobs rewar-
ding in terms of satisfaction and self-
esteem. Mini-LEGACIES provide a forum 
for examining ways of promoting leader-
ship and making leadership roles satisfy-
ing. 
An important task is the assembling of 
the right staff. Try to assign speakers and 
discussion group leaders subjects within 
their experience or interests. Attending 
meetings of organizations in your area 
will reveals the present leaders and their 
abilities. 
The larger the Mini-LEGACY, the more 
practical problems such as site choice, 
parking, speakers and finance loom up. 
Remember that the most efficient commit-
tee is that of one person. One person may 
handle jobs such as accommodations, 
choosing speakers, audio-visual aids; 
finance and publicity nearly always need 
a committee. 
Publicizing a Mini-LEGACY should be 
done through committees and officers of 
local dancer and caller associations and 
festival organizers. Start a minimum of six 
months before the proposed date, having 
checked that the date does not clash with 
any planned event. Seek out a few poten-
tially powerful people in all organizations 
you wish to cooperate. 
If you're looking for publicity ideas, try 
the "54 Ways of Publicizing Square Danc- 
Continued on Page 96 
PO BOX 216, GRENN BATH OH 44210 
   
    
LATEST CLASSIC ROUND CONVERTED TO VOCAL CUES 
GR17077 BOO HOO, Quickstep by Chick & Eileen Stone 
NEW ROUND DANCE TO OLD GRENN RECORD 
GR14155 HERNANDO'S HIDEAWAY, Tango by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist 
LATEST ONE-NIGHT-STAND SQUARE 
FTC32053 RIDE, RIDE, RIDE by Joe Uebelacher 
No. 13 in 0.N.S. Series 
A 7 97 
You simply sew the side seam and 
finish the casing for a perfect fit! 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 
7429 4TH AVE SO., RICHFIELD, MN 55423 
612-869-2650 
STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH 
PLEASE INCLUDE E2 00 PER KIT FOR HANDLING 
PETTICOAT FEATURES: A SLIGHTLY-CRISP NYLON TRICOT 
FABRIC, DOUBLE-LAYERED CONSTRUCTION AND A SMOOTH 
NON-CURL BOTTOM EDGE. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
51.00 per kit for two 
or more kits per order 
COLORS: mlite, black, red. candypink, yellow. light blue. orange. 
orchid. royal. mintgreen. and white petticoat with colored bottom tier 
CUSTOM MADE 
STYLE 	 SWEEP 	KIT 	PETTICOAT 
Not too full 
Full look 
Extra full 
40 yards 516.95 524.95 
80 yards 525 95 $34 95 
120 yards 534 95 $44 95 
THE BILL PETERS 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK SERIES 
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY 	 Book 1C 
A complete book devoted exclusively to the HOW and WHY of Sight Calling. Learn how to successfully im-
provise your patter presentations with this easy-to-read Guidebook covering all sight calling skills. This book 
is a MUST for all callers who want to learn to sight call—or who are anxious to improve their ability to call 
patter extemporaneously 	 $7.95 
THE MIGHTY MODULE 	 Book 1B 
Learn how to use modules as a primary patter-building tool. Clearly written text covers the Dynamics of 
Modern Choreography. Modular "Building-Block" Techniques, '' Mix-and-Match" Techniques to accom- 
modate all dance levels 	 $6.95 
SPECIAL COMBINED VOLUME 
Since many successful callers use both Sight AND Modular techniques, we are also offering both of the 
above-described Guidebooks—combined and bound into a single volume—at this special reduced money- 
saving price 	 $12.95 
"MODULES GALORE" 
An extra-large collection of modules designed to serve as a supplement to "The Mighty Module." Hundreds 
of effective dancer tested modules personally selected by the author 	 $5.95 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES (Book 1A) 	.$7.95 
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES (Book 2) 	 $7.95 
THE BUSINESS SIDE OF CALLING (Book 3) 	 $9.95 
THE ART OF PROGRAMMING (Book 4) 	.$7.95 
HOW TO ORDER: Order postpaid by sending check or money order to. 
BILL PETERS • 5046 Amondo Drive • San Jose, California 95129 
Californians add 6% sales tax; from Canada or overseas, U.S. funds, please. Add $3.50 for Air Mail. 
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STRIEGEL & ASSOC., INC 
1311 Hathaway St.  
Yakima, WA 9 8 902 
15091457-3444 
CALLERLAB CONFAB, Continued 
gramming language leads to confusion 
and frustration. Use of the proper terms 
aids both dancers and callers. 
The correct program designations are 
shown below. Dancers should be able to 
dance, in accordance with their defini-
tions, the number of basics or movements 
shown: 
Basic Program (B)—Nos. 1 through 49 on 
the Callerlab Program approved 4/18/84. 
Mainstream Program (MS)—Nos. 1 
through 68 on the Callerlab Program ap-
proved 4/18/84. 
Plus (+)—The MS Program and the 28 
calls on the Callerlab Plus Program ap-
proved 4/18/84. 
Advanced One (A1)—The MS and Plus 
Programs plus the 38 calls on the 
Callerlab A-1 Program approved 9/83. 
Advanced Two (A2)—The MS and Plus 
Programs plus the 78 calls on the 
Callerlab A-2 Program approved 9/83. 
Basic Challenge (C1)—The MS, Plus, Ad-
vanced and the 64 calls on the Callerlab 
C-1 Program approved 10/83. 
Extended Challenge (C2)—The MS, Plus, 
Advanced, C1 and the 76 calls on the 
Callerlab C-2 Program approved 12/83. 
III 
BY-LINE, Continued 
situation if it arises in your clubs. 
Millard and June McKinney sent a 
series of round dance articles, after ASD 
published one sent by Round Dancer 
magazine. The McKinneys write a column 
called "Round About" for the Prompter 
magazine in California. 
We always hope each and every reader 
will find something of interest in each 
issue—a new idea to try, a renewed en-
thusiasm, new appreciation for a part of 
the square dance picture (perhaps rounds 
in this issue). Even if the locale of a 
feature is far from you, an idea that work-
ed may be applicable. Read and enjoy this 
summer—store up the suggestions to try 
later. And above all, make plans now for 
Square Dance Month in September. 
Happy Birthday, America! 
Why do these feet look so happy? 
They re soothed and relaxed— Thanks to "HAPPY FEET" foam 
and'woter cushion innersoles! 
"HAPPY FEET" ,,water and foam cushion innersoles 
SEE YOUR DEALER 
	 give blessed, instant relief to tired aching feet. Used by square 
OR 
	 dancers everywhere.  
Send $6.50 per pair including shipping & handling 
Mastercard or Visa No. 	 EXP._L— 
Westungton residents acid 7% sales as 
Correct shoe size MEN 	LADIES 	 
Name 	  
Address  
City 	 State 	 Zip 	 
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ey Simhini 
# P -700. 
119 Allen Street 	Everuthtn 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 _for 
bquarelancers 
Send 51.00 for Catalog 
Refunded on First Order Nylon Ruffles 
surds of 8011 nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this awry full three sA trt I 
'horse hair'' bouffant This is nor only a 
ler) durable. hut beautiful garment /kitty 
elastic waistline is double stitched for com-




Hot Pink/Hot Pink Ruffle 
Colors 
	Whire/Multi ,colored Sullies 
Pink. Blue A Yellow 
White/Multi-colored Ruffles 
Red, While, Navy 
Red/Red Ruffles 








Sizes: 	Small, medium & large 
Length. 19- 21" 23'" 







DWIGHT L MOODY, JR. 
Executive Producers.  
BILL WENTZ & AARON LOWDER 
PANHANDLE RECORDS DIVISION •1 	 RECORDS 
6870A Newell Hickory Grove Rd 
Charlotte NC 28212 
704-537-0133 
ROUND 
LR10116 My Turn to Sing With Willie 
Carlton Moody & Moady Bros.  
     
border; at Lemon Sound Sfudlo by Staff Musicians... 
Callers, Want to make a Recording? Contact above for rates... 
SINGING CALLS: 
LR10078 Ya'll Come, Bill Wentz 
LR10079 Wandering Eyes. Aaron Lowder 
LR10083 It'll Be Me. Aaron Lowder 
LA10085 I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus. Bruce 
Williamson 
LR10091 Light In The Window. Grady Humphries 
LR10093 Cornbread, Beans, Sweet Potato Ple 
David Moody 
LR10094 Sonilmental Ole You, Bill Wentz 
LR10095 Easter Parade. Bruce Williamson 
LR10101 We Go Together, Bruce Williamson 
LR10106 Master Jack. Sam Rader 
LR10109 Monster Mash, Bruce Williamson 
LR10110 Up On The Housetop, Bruce Williamson 
LR10113 If You're Gonna Play in Texas, Bill Wentz 
L1110118 Miss. Squirrel Revival, Bruce Williamson 
LR10119 in the Middle of an Island, Bruce Williamson 
LR10126 H 11 Ain't Love, Bruce Williamson 
LR10127 Frosty the Snowman, Bruce Williamson 
LR10128 I'm For Love, PhD Kozlowski 
LR10129 Christmas In Disle, Bill Wentz 
LR10130 Tiger By the Tall. Bill Wentz 
Distributed by Twelgrenn, Lemon Recording Services, 010 Time 
Distributors. Tape Service by Hanhurst, Sundance Dist. 
HOEDOWNS . 
11110076 Blue Ridge Mt. Memories (Clog) B/W Melody Hoedown 
LR10077 Cotton Eyed Joe (Texas Style) B/W Long Journey Home 
(271h Annual GRAMMY AWARD Nominee) 
LR10097 Golden Slippers B/W Tennessee Wagner (Clog) 
LR10120 Fire on the Mountain B/W Soldier Joy 
LINE DANCE: 
1.1110096 Reggae Cowboy/Brown Eyed Girl, Moody Bros .  
LR10099 Take A Letter Maria/1 Love You, David Moody 
LR10098 Look What We've Done To Each Other. Ray Roberts 
LR10100 Red Neck Girl. C Moody & Moody Bras 
LR10104 Amos Moses, Oscar Burr 
LR10117 Line Dancing, C. Moody A Moody Bros .  
LR1013132 Slow Shag by Billy Scott 
LR10135 Kaw-Liga, Canyon Moody & Moody Bros. 
LP-LR10116 LP Album, Cotton Eyed Joe by C Moody & Moody 
Bros. Also contains some Round Dances 
P11100 Shaking A Heartache, Bill Barnette 
P11101 Ruin My Bad Reputation, Jim Snyder 
PH102 Nadine, Gary Stewart 
PH103 School Days, Gary Slower! 
PH104 Swear Country Music. Jim Snyder 
P11105 Small World, Jimmy Stowe 
PH106 Rub It In, Gary Stewart 
PH107 Love Me Tonight Jimmy Stowe 
PH108 High Horse Woman, Jim Snyder 
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by Mary Jenkins 
WEST VIRGINIA SQUARE DANCES 
by Robert G. Dalsemer 
This is an entirely different type of 
dance book that should be read by folklor-
ists, dancers, dance leaders and, of 
course, by West Virginians who are inter-
ested in reading about how they and their 
neighbors spend their Saturday nights. 
West Virginia Square Dances describes 
regular dance events in five communities 
in that state. Details, such as program for-
mat, type of audience, price and method 
of admission, are considered alongside 
the tradition of figure calling, musical per-
formance, and the dance figures them-
selves. The history of each dance event is 
discussed and the dances are described 
exactly as the author found them. 
In addition to a chapter devoted to 
square dancing in each of these places—
New Creek, Dunmore, Glenville, Helveta, 
and Morgantown—there are a list of tunes 
played at the dances and a transcription 
of calls. 
It is interesting to see that most of 
these dances are ones that I have been 
dancing in the Adirondack Mts. of New 
York state for the past 65 years. There are 
a few variations, but I feel I could go to 
any of the dances and dance (now that I 
have read the book and know what to ex-
pect!) 
Published by the Country Dance & Song 
Society of America, 505 Eighth Ave., New 
York NY 10018. $8.25 plus post. & hand. 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET 
NEW ROUNDS: LM302 CAJUN DANCING 
LM301 COUNTRY LOVE 
LM155 BRASS BUCKLE—John Swindle 
LM154 GIVE ME ONE MORE CHANCE—Bob Green 
LM153 WASTED THE REST—Mac Letson 
LM152 BLUE DANCING SHOES BY Lee Swain 
LM151 YOU, YOU, YOU— Mac Letson 
LM150 FADED LOVE—Tom Miller 
LM149 WHICH SIDE OF LOVE—Mac Letson 
MAR-LET RECORDS: 
MAR511 SING SING SING—Kevin Cozad 
MAR510 OLD MAN RIVER—Jack Murray 
MAR509 LEONA—David Burns 
MAR508 TRAVELING SHOES—Wayne Smith 
MAR507 BABY LIKES TO SQUARE DANCE—
Robert Townsend 
MAR506 IT'LL BE ME—David Burns 
MAR505 THIS WORLD OF MINE—John Holmes 
MAR504 THINGS—Wayne Smith 
MAR503 WONDERFUL WORLD OF WOMEN—
Harold Rowden 
P.O. Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 
205.383-7585 
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LINE-O'-TYPE 	  
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
35 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING (215-p. text). $15.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	$4.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)S5.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (tips galore) 
MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (diagrams) 




APPALACHIAN S/D for CLOGGERS $10.00 MODERN MODULE MODE (figures) 	 $3.00 
CALLER CLINIC (variety subjects) $6.00 PARTY LINE (after-party ideas)  $6.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300-page text) $14.00 PLUS PROGRAM 	  S3.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 $6.00 PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP (variety) $3.00 
CLIP ART I (sketches, paste-up)  $3.00 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (modules) .. $6.00 
CLIP ART II (all different) 	  $4.00 SHOW AND SELL S/D (better promotion) $8.00 
CLOGGING (basic book)  54.00 SOLO DANCES (single, line routines) 	 $7.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S material) .$6.00 SOUNDING THE HALL (equipment)  $3.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (adaptations)  	$3.00 S/D STYLING (smoother dancing) 	 $4.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (basic). $3.00 TEACHING CLOGGING 	  $7.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons)  	$4.00 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (family) $3.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 	 $4.00 WHEELING AND DEALING (nursing homes)$5.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 	 $2.00 WINDMILL SYSTEM (image style) 	 $3.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (history) 	 $3.00 Inquire about Quantity Prices 
POSTER PAK-1, PAK-2, PAK-3 (Cartoons for tun & instruction) Each $10.00 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING: 20c each: 100-$15.00 
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS 	100 for$10.00: Quantity prices for 300 & 500 
MAGAZINE CASE (Holds one year's issues) 	  $3.00 
IN-forms (guides, helps: 150 subjects) . (Ask for quantity prices) 	35c/1 






$10 8, up $2.50 pstg.  
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
tr, 	r  
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A person wrapped up in self 
makes a very small package. 
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1" heel, steel shank, glove leather, 
lined, 5 thru 12 Narrow, 4 thru 12 Med. 










The perfect blouse for all Jumpers 
because the flat shoulder accomo. 
dates straps. P,S,M,L,XL $16.95. 
White, red, yellow, pink, lay., It. blue .  
N.'"'"..wwwwwwwode.lr 
WESTERN STYLE SHIRTS 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
WESTERN DRESS PANTS 
$28.50 






Ideal for Round Dancers; 1 1/2 " Heel, 
All Leather, Cushioned Insole for 


























$8.25 $1.85 postage 
& handling 
SCOOP 
'Jr' heel, steel shank, glove leather, 
lined, sizes 4 thru 10 Med., 5 thru 10 





1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
Maryland Residents add 5% tax. 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	 STATE__ ZIP 
NAME & NO. OF ITEMS 	  
	Price 	  
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• Weighs Just 9 Lbs! 





The power packed little speaker with the 
B-I-G Voice. 6" x 9" speaker for full range, 
extreme clarity, wide angle dispersion. 
Perfect for workshops. as a monitor; for 
travelling callers. 8 Ohms, 50 watts peak. 
YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT! 
Only $165.00 plus $9.00 shipping 
To Order CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 
Bill and Peggy Heyman _ 	.11= 
271 Greenway Road 
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450 
201-445-7398 
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